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Installing
Download a PDF of this Installing section.

This section contains information about installing Gen on the following platforms:

• UNIX and Linux
• NonStop
• Windows
• z/OS

Prior to installation, consider the following topics:

• Gen Licensing (for Windows, UNIX, and Linux Systems)
• Upgrading to a New Release
• Post-Installation Configuration Activities

Installation Best Practices
Use CSM (CSM) to acquire, install, and maintain Gen.

Business Value

CSM provides a web interface, which works with ESD and standardized installation, to provide a common way to manage
Broadcom mainframe products. You can use it to download and install Gen.

CSM lets you download product and maintenance releases over the Internet directly to your system from the Broadcom
Support Online website. After you use CSM to download your product or maintenance, you use the same interface to
install the downloaded software packages using SMP/E.

NOTE

For more information about product installation, see the Installing section.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Your Product Installation and Configuration Best Practices

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Broadcom formerly delivered product maintenance using Service Packs. We have replaced this model with
Recommended Service (Broadcom) for z/OS, which provides more flexibility and granular application intervals.
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Broadcom is patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With
Broadcom, you can install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom z/OS-based products in a consistent way on a
schedule that you select (for example, monthly, quarterly, annually).

We recommend that you develop and implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy whereby you regularly
apply maintenance. You could follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you could implement
a schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value: 

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimize errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes.

Our mainframe maintenance philosophy is predicated upon granting you the flexibility to maintain your sites and systems
consistent with industry best practices and site-specific requirements. Our philosophy focuses on two maintenance types.
Understanding each type can help you maintain your systems in the most efficient manner.

NOTE
This philosophy applies to the Data Center Management stack products. For legacy products, contact Broadcom
Support for maintenance details.

Corrective Maintenance
Helps you address a specific and immediate issue. This type of maintenance is necessary after you encounter a
problem. We may provide a test APAR when a new problem is uncovered, or a confirmed PTF when the problem
has been resolved. Your primary goal is to return your system to the same functional state that it was before you
experienced the issue. This type of maintenance is applied on an as-needed basis.

Preventive Maintenance
Lets you apply PTFs that we have created and made public. You may have experienced the issues that each PTF
addresses. CARS provides a way to identify all published maintenance that has been successfully integration-
tested. This maintenance has been tested with other Broadcom products, current z/OS releases, and IBM
subsystems, such as CICS and DB2. CARS levels are published monthly that include PTFs, HIPERs and PRP
(PE-resolving PTFs). After you test the CARS level, we recommend that you accept the previous CARS level
before you apply a new CARS level.
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time. You can then install the current CARS level of
maintenance (recommended) or an earlier level. Additionally, you can install maintenance to support a new
hardware device, software upgrade, or function using the FIXCAT method.

For all maintenance, before you initiate any maintenance action, obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

WARNING
CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many Broadcom product installation and
maintenance activities. We strongly recommend that you use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based
products.

More Information: 

To apply preventive maintenance using CSM or from Broadcom Support Online on Support, see the Installing section for
your product and the CSM online help.

Install Gen on UNIX and Linux
Install the Gen Implementation Toolset (IT) on a Linux-based system, and the Implementation Toolset (IT) and Client
Server Encyclopedia (CSE) Servers on a UNIX-based system.

The Installation dialogs display in Graphic User Interface (GUI) mode or VT100 mode (character terminal interface). A GUI
requires an X emulater (such as Exceed). The character terminal interface installation uses the curses library that requires
a terminal emulation that supports cursor addressing.
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If you are using the Microsoft Telnet terminal emulator, add -t VT100 to enable the VT100 mode. On some systems, the
Microsoft Telnet in VT100 mode displays the characters l, m, k, and q instead of the graphic line drawing characters.
When this happens, consider using another terminal emulator such as Putty in xterm mode.

The environment variable TERM must be set to the capabilities of the terminal or terminal emulator you are using so the
line drawing characters display correctly. 

NOTE

• For more information about the configuring and using the Implementation Toolset in a UNIX or Linux
environment, see UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset.

• On UNIX systems, Gen Release 8.6 does not require that you uninstall Gen 8.5. Gen Release 8.6 can run
side-by-side with Gen 8.5 in different directories on the same system.

• User exits included with Gen change during the installation of any new release or service pack.
• For more information about the configuring and using the CSE, see Use Client Server Encyclopedia. For

information about CSE operation, administration, and performance tuning, see Client Server Encyclopedia
Administration.

Mounting on Various Platforms

The Gen x.x IT and CSE for UNIX and Linux is now distributed as an ISO file.

NOTE
x.x refers to the current release of Gen.

To mount the ISO file, follow these steps:

On Linux

Run the following commands to mount the ISO file on Linux platform.

# mkdir  - p {temporary mount location}

# mount  - o loop {iso file}  {temporary mount location}

Example

# mkdir  - p /mnt/iso-disk

# mount  - o loop /tmp/CAGen86.Linux.iso /mnt/iso-disk

On Solaris

Run the following commands to mount the ISO file on Solaris platform.

# mkdir  - p {temporary mount location}

# lofiadm  - a {iso file}   (lofiadm creates a mountable device)    

# mount  - f hsfs  - o ro {device} {temporary mount location}

Example

# mkdir  - p /mnt/iso-disk

# lofiadm  - a /tmp/CAGen86.Solaris.iso

# mount  - F hsfs  - o ro /dev/lofi/1 /mnt/iso-disk

On AIX

Use the following information to mount the ISO file on AIX platform.

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the size of the ISO image.
Example:
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ls  - la /tmp/CAGen86.iso

-rwxr-xr-x    1 root     system    831078400 May 24 16:05 /tmp/CAGen86.AIX.iso

2. Identify the nearest multiple of 128 MB that provides enough space for the image.
In our example, the image is approximately 832 MB, so use 896 MB as an image size.

3. Make a logical volume of this size. Ensure there is enough space on the physical volume.
For example, hdisk0.
# mklv -y cdlv -s n -L /dev/cdlv rootvg 8906M hdisk0

4. If the command fails, increase the volume size by a multiple of 128.
5. To create a pseudo device, use the dd command. Ensure that the partition has enough space for the pseudo device.

In the following example command, the pseudo-device is /dev/cdlv.
# dd if=/tmp/CAGen86.iso of=/dev/cdlv

NOTE
This command takes a while, and creates two dd processes.

6. Mount the device like a CD-ROM in AIX. Ensure that the mount point exists.
# mkdir -p /mnt/iso-disk

# mount -v cdrfs -o ro /dev/cdlv /mnt/iso-disk

On HP Itanium

Use the following information to mount the ISO file on HP Itanium platform.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the free software depot ISOIMAGE-ENH from the HP software web-site. Install the software depot with
swinstall.
The mentioned package also contains four patches to patch mount and umount commands to deal with CDFS format.
Type the following command to install the depot:
swinstall  - s $PWD/ISIMAGE.depot

2. Before mounting an ISO image load the Dynamically Loadable Kernel Module (DLKM) named fspd. To load and
unload the fspd module after installing the depot, use the following commands:
– To load:

kcmodule fspd=loaded

– To unload:
kcmodule fspd=unused

3. Mount the ISO image as follows:
mount -F cdfs /tmp/CAGen86.HPIA64.iso /tmp_mnt

4. To view the mount options, type the following command:
mount -v | grep /tmp_mnt

/dev/fspd1 on /tmp_mnt type cdfs imagepath=/tmp/CAGen86.HPUA64.iso inode=46218 residing on blockdevice

 0x40000003, ro,rr,dev=6000001 on Thu May 26 15:12:41 2016

Software Delivery

Gen uses the utility named Software Delivery to install and uninstall the CSE and the IT. Similar to the Microsoft MSI on
Windows, Software Delivery installs software on UNIX and Linux systems.

Gen includes the Software Delivery installer utility. The setup program installs the installer utility on your system. Setup
uses the installer to install the IT and the CSE. You can install the IT and the CSE simultaneously or at different times
using the setup program.

The installer utility that installs is named lsm. After completing an installation, you can use lsm to view information about
the installed product including name, version, parameters, and file lists. You can also use lsm to delete an entire product
or run lsm without parameters to view the usage message.
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NOTE
If your site has the full Software Delivery product, available under a separate license for managing the remote
distribution of applications in an enterprise, you can register Gen for remote distribution. Gen is in the Gen
download folder in the required PIF format for supported UNIX and Linux platforms. For the details about how to
register and distribute PIF formatted products, see your Software Delivery documentation.

Naming Considerations

Software Delivery can install multiple instances of one or more releases of Gen, allowing you to install and test the new
release without interrupting the use of the earlier release. If you need multiple configurations of a single release, you can
install two instances of the same release.

You can leave earlier release in place when installing Gen unless you install to the same directory. In this case, remove
the earlier release before installing another release. Software Delivery informs the user and abandons the installation if
you attempt an update to the same directory.

The Gen Software Delivery installation supports multiple instances of Gen by using a unique name and location for each
instance. It effectively creates separate products whose name is the concatenation of Gen and the unique instance name
that is separated by a period. Include the unique instance name on the command line every time you execute the setup
and USD utility programs. The syntax is:

./setup -I instance_name

instance_name is any unique text string. The -I argument changes the product name that is registered with the Broadcom
installation subsystem to CAGen.<instance_name>.

Components that are installed using USD must conform to certain practices:

• Instance names must be unique across releases. Within a release, the IT and the CSE can use the same named
instance, even when installed at different times. The single unnamed instance is the same as any named instance
except omit the -I argument.

• Since all instance names and locations must be unique, to reuse the name or the location, uninstall the previous
instance before setup can create the new instance. The setup program enforces this restriction to prevent updates to
earlier releases.

NOTE
When you uninstall an instance, setup includes a checkbox to save the configuration files, including
unmodified configuration files. Setup checks the box by default. If you uncheck the box, uninstall removes all
files including the configuration files.

For information about the configuration files the IT uses, see UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset.

• After installing a named or unnamed instance, remove the instance before you can change its location.

NOTE
To simplify future upgrades, set up a consistent naming convention for your IT and CSE instances.

Installing on UNIX and Linux

Only the root user can install. For security reasons, the root user must enter a non-root user name and group to own the
installed files. This user and group must exist on the target host before starting the installation.

During the installation, Gen displays the End-User License Agreement. To scroll through the text in the agreement, use
plus (+) or Shift plus (+) to move forward, and minus (-) of Shift minus (-) to move backward.

When installing on AIX, run the slibclean command before uninstalling software to release the shared libraries in memory.
To run the slibclean command requires root privileges.
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The format of the Gen download folder has a root directory with only a single setup executable and one subdirectory
that is named for each supported platform. Running the root setup identifies the current platform and transfers control
to the setup in the appropriate platform subdirectory. The installation process gathers information that it uses during the
installation, before the installation.

To simplify installing Gen on multiple computers, copy the platform subdirectory to a hard disk and run the setup program
that is located in that subdirectory of the platform.

Each platform subdirectory contains a PIF formatted archive to register with the Software Delivery, a centralized
distribution product for remote delivery.

Unmounting on Various Platforms

Upon completion of the installation, you will need to unmount the ISO file previously mounted.

To unmount the ISO file, perform the following command on all Unix/Linux systems:

# umount  {temporary mount location}

For Example:

# umount /mnt/iso-disk

One additional command is necessary on Solaris, since a device was associated to the ISO file previously mounted and
needs to be removed:

# lofiadm  -d  {device}

For Example:

# lofiadm  -d /dev/lofi/1

Prepare to Install IT and CSE
This section covers the following topics:

Prepare to Install the Implementation Toolset

Before installing the Implementation Toolset (IT), perform the following steps:

1. Back up previous releases of the IT.

NOTE
Backup customized user exits before you begin the install process.

After installing a named or unnamed instance, remove it to change its location. To uninstall an earlier release, use the
setup file in the Gen download folder or use the USD utility program lsm automatically installed on the system with the
release. To view the lsm program's arguments, type lsm without any arguments.
You can change the target directory of the IT software.

2. Ensure that the target location for the IT installation has at least 160 MB of disk space.

Prepare to Install the Client-Server Encyclopedia

Before you install the Client-Server Encyclopedia (CSE), perform these steps:

1. Verify that all models, subset, or child models are checked in.

WARNING
You lose work if you fail to perform this step. You will not be able to check in models or subsets that are
created with the Second Prior Current Schema after installing Gen Release 8.6.
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2. Ensure that the target location for the CSE installation has sufficient disk space. The following platforms require this
amount of free disk space:
– HP Itanium requires 600 MB
– AIX requires 850 MB

3. Shut down all components of the installed CSE. There must be no programs running in the CSE owner account while
installing the CSE.
To check for programs running in the CSE owner account, cseadmin, run this program show (ps) command:
$ ps -u cseadmin

The primary components are iefmd and iefrds.
4. When the system includes a CSE release that precedes AllFusion Gen r7, back up the earlier release of the CSE and

the CSE databases.

NOTE
The USD does not manage the CSE releases that precede AllFusion Gen r7.

When updating from Advantage Gen 6.5 or an earlier release, we recommend using a different directory than the
previous release for the Gen Release 8.6 CSE installation. If you are using the same location for your installation,
delete the previous release except for the following files:
<install-dir>/iefcse.csh

<install-dir>/iefcse.sh

<install-dir>/exe/ds.cfg

<install-dir>/exe/es.cfg

5. Bring the computer system up to the Technical Requirements. Install CPU upgrades, memory upgrades, operating
system upgrades, and DBMS releases as specified in the Technical Requirements.

IT or CSE Installation
Although you need a root account to install Gen products, root must not own the product files. The USD creates and
modifies root-controlled files to manage the installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a root user to begin the installation process on all UNIX and Linux platforms.

NOTE
The root user must be using the Bourne shell, sh, or one of its descendants, ksh or bash.

2. Create UNIX or Linux user login accounts and groups for the IT and for the CSE, if they do not exist. You can use the
same user for both components. These users own the installation after it finishes. To increase security, the user and
group cannot be privileged accounts such as root or sys.

3. Change directories to the Gen download folder and execute the setup program:
cd <mount-location>

./setup (or ./setup -I instance_name)

A Welcome screen opens the first time that you install this release of Gen:
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| <productname> Installation Wizard                                                   |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Welcome to the <productname> setup wizard.

This process will install version number:

8.6
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Copyright (c) 2016, CA. All rights reserved.

Visit  in order to review the Release Notes and User Documentation.

To continue, click next.

[ Next ] [ Cancel ]

4. Select Next and press Enter to continue.
The Licensing screen opens.

5. After reading the license agreement, scroll to the bottom of the license agreement and press the button to indicate you
accept the terms of the license agreement.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| Install Implementation Toolset                                               |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Implementation Toolset

To install the Implementation Toolset (IT) including the communcation daemons,

select the checkbox and enter the user and group who will own the IT

installation tree. Using root must be avoided for security reasons. This user

and group must already exist.

Install IT:    [X]

Owner:         ................................................................

Group:         ................................................................

IT directory:  /opt/CA/CAGen....................................................

[ Back ] [ Next ] [ Cancel ]

6. Complete the fields in the Install Implementation Toolset screen:
Install IT

Leave the X to install the IT. Remove the X to skip IT installation.
Owner

Specify the name of the user who owns the IT installation tree. This is a mandatory field and there is no default.
The system running the installation validates the input value.

Group
Specify the name of the group that owns the IT installation tree. This is a mandatory field and there is no default.
The system running the installation validates the input value.

NOTE
For security reasons, do not use root or one of the system-defined groups.

IT directory
Enter the name of the directory in which to install the IT. In GUI mode, you can use the Browse button to the right
of the field.
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NOTE
The install creates the installation directory if necessary. Root owns the installation directory when the
install creates it. If the directory exists, ownership does not change. The IT user must have permission
to create objects in the installation directory. If the designated owner does not have permission to own
the installation directory, the process terminates and writes an error to the log file and std.out.

7. Click Next.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| Install Client Server Encyclopedia                                           |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Client Server Encyclopedia

To install the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) or its Update API, select the

appropriate checkboxes and enter the user name who will own the Encyclopedia 

installation tree. This user may be different than the Implementation Toolset

owner. Using root must be avoided for security reasons. This user and group

must already exist.

Install CSE:         [X]

Install Update API:  [ ]

Owner:                .........................................................

Group:                .........................................................

CSE Directory:        /opt/CA/CAGen.....................................[ ... ]

[ Back ] [ Next ] [ Cancel ]

8. Complete the fields on the Install Client-Server Encyclopedia screen:
Install CSE

Leave the X to install the CSE. Remove the X to skip the CSE installation.
Install Update API

Enter an X to install the encyclopedia Update API. Leave it blank to skip installing it during this installation.
Owner

Enter the name of the user that owns the encyclopedia installation tree. This is a mandatory field and there is no
default. The system running the installation validates the input value.

Group
Enter the name of the group that owns the encyclopedia installation tree. This is a mandatory field and there is no
default. The system running the installation validates the input value.

NOTE
For security reasons, do not use root or one of the system-defined groups.

CSE Directory
Enter the name of the directory in which to install the CSE. In GUI mode, you can use the Browse button to the
right of the field.

NOTE
The install creates the installation directory if necessary. Root owns the installation directory when
the install creates it. The designated owner must have permission to create objects in the installation
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directory. If the designated owner does not have permission to own the installation directory, the process
terminates and writes an error to the log file and standard out (stdout).

9. Click Next.
The Summary screen opens so you can review the parameters. Click Back to change parameters.

10. Click Install Product to start the installation process.
11. When the installation completes, it offers the opportunity to view the Gen Readme file.

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| Success                                                                      |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The installation of <productname> has executed successfully.

[ View Readme ]  Shows installation notes, latest changes, and fixes.

More information concerning the details of this interaction can be found in the the

directory /opt/CA/installer/log

[ Ok ]

NOTE
Warning! If this installation is the first installation of the IT or CSE on this system, update user accounts
that need access to these products to provide that access. If this installation is an update to an existing
installation, change the Gen defined environment to point to the new release of the IT or CSE for user
accounts that have access to these newly installed products.

Notes:

• For more information about configuring and using the CSE, see Using Client-Server Encyclopedia.
• For more information about CSE operation, administration, and performance tuning, see Client Server Encyclopedia

Administration.
• For more information about setting the environment variables, see UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset.

If you installed the IT, it also installed the daemons for the Transaction Enabler. For more information about daemons for
Transaction Enabler, see Using the Transaction Enabler.

The installation delivers a number of configuration files with the IT. Configuration files are files that you can modify after
installing the IT. These files include build script files, initialization files, sample files, and user exit files. When you install
the IT, you must modify some configuration files and must rebuild libraries and applications. For more information about
the configuration files that are used by the IT, see UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset.

When you install the CSE, configure it before you can use it. For more information about configuration, see Using Client-
Server Encyclopedia.

Viewing Installation Log Files

The Gen log file details the most recent installation process for each instance and type of action; install, reinstall, and
uninstall. This file is located in:

/opt/CA/installer/log/CAGen.instance_name.[install | reinstall | deinstall].log

NOTE
For the installations specifying a named instance, the file name includes the named instance.
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The installation.log file contains the historical summary of all installation and maintenance activities for Gen Release 8.6.
The most recent activities are appended to the file in:

/opt/CA/CAGen/installation.log

Migrating UNIX/Linux C Applications

UNIX/Linux users must rebuild (recompile and relink) any External Action Blocks (EABs) and generated applications built
with any version of Gen prior to 8.6 when migrating to the latest release of the product. The runtime filenames have been
renamed (the version numbers have been replaced) with Gen 8.6, which help prevents the need to perform these rebuilds
in future Gen releases.

Rebuild User Exits

If you have cusomized user exits in a prior release, verify whether the installation updated any of these user exits. If so,
modify the new version of the user exits and rebuild them. Do not replace updated user exits with the previous versions
without merging.

Unattended Installation for IT and CSE
You can install a new installation without user intervention. To prepare for a new installation, see Naming Considerations
in Install Gen on UNIX and Linux.

You do the silent installation on UNIX or Linux.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the response file.
2. At the command line, change directory to the location of the Gen download folder.
3. Start setup with the -a parameter to start ask mode to create a response file that contains installation details.

./setup -a directory and filename of the response file

The subsequent installations use the response file in silent mode.

Setup navigates through the installation steps. select the options as if you were installing. The installation

 process only collects information required to install.

After the collection process completes, start setup in silent mode and specify the response file that is created as:

./setup -r directory and filename of the response file -s

-r
Specifies the response file.

-s
Indicates to start the installation in silent mode.

Uninstall the IT or CSE
To uninstall the IT or CSE, use the USD lsm utility that was installed during the original product installation. The lsm utility
manages the Gen installed products.

Use the following command sequence to uninstall Gen:

lsm - l | grep CAGen
Lists all installed products that contain “CAGen” in the product name. All IT and CSE installations, no matter what
instance name was given when installed, contains “CAGen” in the product name.
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lsm - e <product name>
Removes the <product name> provided.
Find more information about the lsm utility by issuing the lsm command with no arguments.

Notes:

• Root permission is required to remove a product.
• If PTFs have been applied to the Gen IT or CSE on a UNIX platform, the uninstall process leaves the PTF backups

and scripts in place. Manually delete these backups and scripts.

Install Gen on NonStop
The Gen Implementation Toolset (IT) includes tools for building and testing generated applications on NonStop.
Knowledge about the NonStop operating system, system utilities, and the file system to perform tasks is helpful. You
require access to a system administrator user ID.

The following topics are covered in this section:

NOTE
For more information about Gen requirements on HP NonStop, see Gen Technical Requirements. For
information about how to configure and use the IT for building generated applications on NonStop, see NonStop
Implementation Toolset.

Support for SQL/MX was added with Gen 8.5. To take advantage of generated applications targeting SQL/MX, an
additional set of files are installed under the NonStop OSS environment. For more information about installing support for
SQL/MX, see Install Support for SQL/MX.

Installation Considerations for NonStop

With Gen, you develop and generate an application on one platform and build it in a target environment you create on a
different platform. Before building a distributed processing application on NonStop, you install the Implementation Toolset
(IT) to establish the target environment.

The IT uses TACL environment variables that specify paths and other configuration information.

Note: For information about using TACL, see the HP NonStop documentation.

IT installation involves running macros that prompt you to enter or accept default values for site-specific configuration
information for NonStop. Specify the following details to install the Implementation Toolset:

• The #PMSEARCHLIST environment variable includes a list of the volumes and subvolumes to search for program and
macro files.

• The MAKEHOME macro called to set #PMSEARCHLIST.
• TACLCSTM file customizes your individual TACL environment.
• TACLLOCL file customizes the TACL environment for all users of a NonStop system.
• Pathmon process name to assign to the Setup Tool.
• Terminal that is used as the home terminal on NonStop for various processes that are related to the IT and the Setup

Tool.
• Group and user ID ownership for Implementation Toolset files.
• Location to use for the IT installation.
• Read access to the $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.PATHTCP2 file. The installation process makes a copy of this file during the

Setup Tool installation.
• Rules for naming files on the file system.
• The Setup Tool must be able to register its application catalog against the SQL/MP system catalog during the

installation process.
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Installation Prerequisites

Before installing the Gen Implementation Toolset (IT) for NonStop, complete the following tasks:

• Confirm the NonStop server meets the hardware and software requirements for installing Gen. For more information,
see Gen Technical Requirements.

• Note the location of configuration files that contain site-specific customizations for running the IT at your site. You can
customize the configuration files after IT installation.

• Consider file security and file ownership requirements when selecting a location to install the IT. Each NonStop system
is managed differently and file system access is based on the location of files, the file security vector, the logged
in group and user ID, or a combination of these attributes. If you are not the system administrator for the NonStop
server on which you are installing the IT, consult the system administrator for information about applicable security and
access details.

• The installation procedure lets you set site-wide Pathway and compiler settings. When set, the Setup Tool can use
these settings during Gen application installation on NonStop. Review the configuration parameters for Pathway and
for the compilers with your system administrator. Consider the operation of the generated applications to be built
when determining if changes are required. An experienced NonStop system administrator address changes to the
configurations of Pathway and compilers on the NonStop server.

• To report build-time events, you can incorporate the optional Event Management Subsystem (EMS) templates for
the Setup Tool into the EMS templates for the NonStop operating system. The EMS templates enhance Setup Tool
application troubleshooting. Run the INSTTMPL macro as user SUPER.SUPER to change to the NonStop system
configuration.
Regardless of whether the EMS templates are installed, to ensure that the built-in EMS viewer in the Setup Tool can
correctly display EMS messages, the security vector for the collector's log files must allow network read access.
 Failure to set security settings result in a security violation error (Error 48). The collector's log files are usually in the
$SYSTEM.ZLOGxx subvolume,  where xx is the current OSIMAGE identifier.

• Use caution when partially reinstalling the IT after the initial installation. Review the existing targets that need
configuration data that is preserved to avoid accidentally deleting data. For example, if you Select the Create Setup
Tool Database option on the Setup Tool Install Menu, you lose existing target configuration data for that instance of the
Setup Tool.

• Consult the NonStop system administrator to determine the maximum number of simultaneous installations and
the maximum number of compilations the Setup Tool can run simultaneously. The combination of these two factors
can substantially affect the system performance. IT installation macros include options for setting these values.
These values can also be set after installing the Setup Tool. Doing so requires knowledge on how to modify Pathway
configuration files.

Install the Implementation Toolset on NonStop

Complete the following steps to install the Implementation Toolset (IT) on NonStop:

1. Transfer and unpack installation files.
2. Use the Install macro to install the IT.
3. Install the Setup Tool.
4. (Optional) Install Setup Tool Event Management System (EMS) Templates.
5. Install Support for SQL/MX.

Transfer and Unpack Installation Files
You access files on the installation media for the Implementation Toolset (IT) and move them to the location for the
installation.
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Follow these steps:

1. Access the files on the installation media and use a file transport utility, such as FTP, to transfer the NSKIT archive
file and the UNPACKIT macro to the location for IT installation on NonStop. Ensure that you transfer the NSKIT file in
binary mode and the UNPACKIT file in ASCII mode.

2. Log on to the NonStop server and change the volume and subvolume to the location where you transferred the
contents of the installation media.

3. Enter the following command to expand the packed file at the TACL prompt:

run unpackit

UNPACKIT prompts you to enter Y to continue running UNPACKIT, or enter X to exit. If you continue, it prompts you to
accept a default location or specify the volume and subvolume to use to unpack the NSKIT file.

4. Press Enter to unpack files to the default $<vol>.<subvol> location, or specify another volume and subvolume to use.
The script displays a message stating unpacking is complete and lists the default file security and userid/username for
installation files.

5. Respond to the prompts that display for viewing and changing or accepting the default file security and userid/
username for installation files:
– To accept the default file security for read, write, execute, and purge access to files installed, press Enter.
– To specify different file security, type Y and type the values for the file security. Use the format in the prompt.
– The NonStop user ID used to log in displays as the default for file ownership. To accept the default user ID

displayed, press Enter.
– To assign ownership of the IT files to a different NonStop userid/username, enter Y. Type the user ID and User

Name in the format that is shown and press Enter.

Install Implementation Toolset Using the INSTALL Macro
NOTE
If possible, stop all applications on the volume and subvolume where you will install the Implementation
Toolset before running the INSTALL macro.

Follow these steps: 

1. Run the INSTALL macro by entering the following command:
run install

After a brief introduction to the install procedure, the macro prompts you to specify the volume and subvolume for the
IT. 

2. Press Enter to accept the default location, the current $<vol>.<subvol>. To specify another location, enter a volume
and subvolume at the following prompt:
Implementation Toolset DSV location ($VOL.SUBVOL):

The INSTALL macro prompts for the location of the Codepage Translation Tables that Distributed Processing Server
applications use. The files are delivered in a packed file that is expanded as part of the installation.

3. Press Enter to accept the default location, $<vol>.TRANSLAT where $<vol> is the current volume. To select another
location, enter a volume and subvolume at the following prompt:
Location of the CodePage Translation Tables ($VOL.SUBVOL):

4. Select the customization file, TACLCSTM or TACLLOCL, to update with the call to MAKEHOME. Enter 1 to update
your TACLCSTM file, or enter 2 to update the TACLLOCL customization file for all users of the NonStop server.

NOTE
The added call to MAKEHOME sets the #PMSEARCHLIST environment variable.

After you confirm the selections, the installation proceeds to set the TACLCSTM or TACLLOCL file and to install the
translation tables. This may take a few minutes due to the expansion of the packed file containing the Codepage
Translation Tables. When it finishes, it continues prompting for site-specific parameters.
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NOTE
Entering no or N to the prompts will not prevent you from using the Setup Tool to install Gen applications on
NonStop.

The INSTALL macro displays the following prompts:
Do you want to Configure your Site's Pathway Parameters {Y | N}?
Do you want to Configure your Site's Compiler Parameters {Y | N}?

5. (Optional) Specify to configure the site Pathway parameters and the Compiler parameters. When you enter Y to
update the parameters, the INSTALL macro displays the following options:
Default Pathway configuration:
– L - List Configuration
– C - Change Configuration
– R - Return, finished configuring Pathway parameters
Changes to the default Pathway parameters are saved in a file that is named PWYCNFG in the Implementation
Toolset DSV location.
Configure Compiler parameters:
– L - List current configuration
– C - Change current configuration
– R - Return, finished configuring Compiler parameters
Changes to the default Compiler parameters are saved in a file that is named OPTCNFG in the Implementation
Toolset DSV location.
Enter L to list the current configuration parameters. After reviewing the configuration, enter C to change the
parameters. After changing the parameters, enter R to continue the installation.

Install the Setup Tool
Selecting the Setup Tool installation option completes the Implementation Toolset (IT) installation on NonStop.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Y to seelct the Setup Tool installation option.
The INSTALL macro lists locations for the components that comprise the Setup Tool.

2. Accept the defaults or specify different locations to use for Setup Tool installation:
– Base: $<vol>.SETUP (default)
– SQL Catalog: $<vol>.SETUP (default)
– Database: $<vol>.SETUPT (default)
– Executables: $<vol>.SETUPX (default)
Enter Y to accept the defaults or N to specify different locations.
When you enter N, INSTALL prompts for a different location. After entering the locations, enter Y to continue. The
Setup Tool Install Menu opens.

Select Setup Tool Installation Options

The Setup Tool Install Menu lists options to select the installation steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the number or letter of an option to install the Setup Tool and its Pathway environment. The Setup Tool Install
Menu lists the following options:
1 = (step 1) create SETUP TOOL Pathway environment
2 = (step 2) create SETUP TOOL Database
3 = (step 3) create SETUP TOOL programs
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WARNING
If you select Step 2 to create the Setup Tool database, select Step 3 to create the Setup Tool programs.
Using a newly installed database for the Setup Tool with previously installed and configured tool programs
can result in unpredictable operation. A complete Setup Tool requires you to perform all three steps that are
listed for a new installation.

Or, type A to perform All Steps 1, 2, & 3
– When installing the Setup Tool for the first time, use A to complete all steps in order.
– To partially reinstall the Setup Tool, use one of the following methods to overlay a previous installation:

• Select Step 1, then Step 3, and then enter E to exit. These steps replace the existing Setup Tool Pathway
environment and Setup Tool programs, leaving the previously installed database intact, and preserving the target
database information, including the history of every installation.

• Select Step 1 to install the Pathway environment, then enter E to exit. These steps replace the existing Pathway
environment and preserve the database that is previously installed for the Setup Tool.

WARNING
If you are reinstalling the Setup Tool, run the SETSTOP command before reinstalling to ensure its Pathmon
process is stopped.

2. (step 1): create the SETUP TOOL Pathway environment requires the following information. For each prompt, press
Enter to accept the default value, or specify a new value at the prompt:
– Pathmon process name for the Setup Tool

Default: $SET
– Home Terminal name

Default: $ZHOME
– Log device

Default name: $0
– PATHTCP2 location for the Setup Tool

Default: $SYSTEM.SYSTEM
– Maximum number of installations

Default: 4
– Maximum number of simultaneous compilations

Default: 5

NOTE
We recommend that you assign a unique Pathmon process name for the Setup Tool.INSTALL copies the
$SYSTEM.SYSTEM.PATHTCP2 file to a location designated for the Setup Tool to use. The security vector
for this file must allow Implementation Toolset users read access to the file.

Selecting any option other than A returns you to the Setup Tool Install Menu when the installation finishes. Enter Q to exit
the installation.

The Setup Tool Install Menu also lists other options to access system resources such as the editor and the spooler.

After finishing the installation procedure, enter Q to exit the install macro.

Install Setup Tool Event Management System Templates

The Setup Tool includes a set of Event Management System (EMS) templates that enhance logging. You can optionally
incorporate the EMS templates into the NonStop operating system EMS templates.

The INSTTMPL macro uses these NonStop utilties to automate incorporating the Setup Tool EMS template updates:

• NonStop DSM TEMPLI utility for merging the EMS templates (TNITNRES)
• NonStop SCF utility for making the operating system use the newly merged resident and non-resident EMS template

files
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Ensure that you successfully execute the INSTALL macro before you run INSTTMPL.

Installing the Setup Tool's EMS templates is optional and does not prevent using the Setup Tool and the IT.

NOTE
For more information about merging and installing EMS templates, see your HP documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on as SUPER.SUPER to run the INSTTMPL macro to incorporate the EMS templates for the Setup Tool into your
system EMS templates.
A prompt requests confirmation of the location for Setup Tool EMS template files.

2. Accept the default location for the Setup Tool EMS templates.
The macro updates the system configuration and the NonStop system uses the updated template files.

Uninstall the Implementation Toolset
The following topics discuss uninstalling the Implementation Toolset:

Uninstall the Setup Tool

Perform the following steps to uninstall the Setup Tool: 

1. Before uninstalling, back up all files, tables, and programs in the Setup Tool Base, Catalog, Database, and Program
locations.

2. Log on as the owner of the Setup Tool you want to remove.
3. Run the SETDROP macro in the base location that is specified at install time to remove the Setup Tool and all files in

different locations that are used during Setup Tool installation.
A message indicates that the removal of the Setup Tool is complete.

Uninstall the Implementation Toolset

Perform the following steps to uninstall the Implementation Toolset: 

1. Before uninstalling, back up all customized files, header files, user exits, and configuration files.
2. Log on as the owner of the IT and change to the Implementation Toolset's volume and subvolume.

Use FUP or the purge TACL command to remove all files from the file system.

WARNING
All Setup Tools that are installed through an Implementation Toolset become inoperable when you remove the IT
because the Setup Tool relies on the IT to successfully build and install Gen applications.

Uninstall the SQL/MX Support

Perform the following steps to uninstall the SQL/MX support:

1. Before uninstalling, back up all customized files, header files, user exits, and configuration files.
2. Log on as the owner of the SQL/MX support and change to the $IEFH directory.

Use the rm -fr * command to remove all files from the directory.

Install Support for SQL/MX
Support was added for  or SQL/MX starting with Gen 8.5.
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To support SQL/MX, an additional set of files needs to be installed. This set of files includes the Java Build Tool that
currently is supported on Windows and a set of Unix/Linux platforms. These files are installed in the NonStop OSS
environment.

 To install SQL/MX support on NonStop OSS, follow these steps: 

1. Transfer the tar file CAGenXX.NONSTOP.tar to your NonStop OSS environment.
2. Untar CAGenXX.NONSTOP.tar
3. cd to runtime/translat under the untar’d directory and untar gxt.tar

The untar delivers all necessary files.

Install Gen on Windows
The installation for Gen product software lets you selectively install Gen features. The operational details of the interactive
installation process, including new and maintenance installation details for each product component, follow:

Notes:

• Gen Release 8.6 does not require that you uninstall Gen 8.5. Gen Release 8.6 can run side-by-side with Gen 8.5 in
different directories on the same system.

• User exits included with Gen change during the installation of any new release or service pack. We recommend that
you backup customized user exits before beginning the install process.

Pre-Installation Checks

Perform the following pre-installation checks on the Windows systems on which you are installing Gen:

• The system must meet all hardware and software requirements. For information about hardware and software
requirements, see Technical Requirements.

• If you choose to uninstall a version of Gen, backup or archive your customized files before uninstalling the software.
Migrate the archived customized files to the Gen Release 8.6 version of the files. Generated applications that rely on
an earlier version of Gen no longer execute after you uninstall that earlier version. 

• Continuing with Gen Release 8.6, you can install different releases of Gen on the same computer. Support varies
among components in an environment with multiple releases of Gen installed. For more information, see Using
Multiple Release Gen Features on the Same Windows System.

• For Gen features that require a database, the database must be installed and operational on the same system on
which Gen is installed.

• The installation does not check licenses. Some Gen features install, but require that a valid license exists on the
workstation at execution time.

• Close all open applications and windows before starting the installation.

Select Your Installation Type

You can install the Gen Windows products using the Gen Product Browser or through a silent installation.
The Gen Product Browser uses an installation wizard to install each product component.

A silent installation installs the Gen components without requiring user interaction. A silent installation starts with a DOS
command and can be executed so that it does not display pop-ups, dialogs, command screens, or other dialogs that
require user interaction. You can also use the silent installation to repair, modify, or remove an existing installation.

Installing Gen on the Windows Platform
This section describes how you can install Gen on the Windows platform and maintain component installation. You can
use either of the following methods:
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Using the Gen Product Browser

Download the Gen installation setup files from Support Online.

To start an installation using the Gen Product Browser, navigate to the Gen download folder and double-click the
setup.exe file.

The Gen Product Browser displays the following set of views of the content that is provided on the Gen download folder:

• Documentation and Support
• Install Products
• Browse the Contents

Documentation and Support View

The Documentation and Support view lists the following information:

• Link to the Gen product documentation and Release Notes
• Link to the Gen home page on Broadcom Support Online
• Technical Support phone number

Click the Gen - Support Online link to view the Gen product information. Click the Main Menu tab to go back to the product
welcome screen.

Browse the Contents View

Click Browse the Contents to see the folder structure of the Gen download folder in a Windows Explorer.

Install Product Software

The Gen installation wizard installs Gen features to your Windows system. The wizard verifies if the user ID performing
the installation has Administrator privileges. It checks your PC environment and gives you options with prompts based on
your operating system and the type of installation you choose.

NOTE
Before beginning the install, close all open applications and windows. Configure Gen features before using
them.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Gen Product Browser main menu, click Install Products.
2. Click Software.
3. Click Next.
4. Read the license agreement and click I Agree.
5. Select one of the following setup options and click Next:
Typical

Installs a predetermined set of product features. The features that are selected by default in the Custom
installation are the set of features that are included in a Typical setup. See Step 8 for the default features list and
continue with Step 6.

Custom
You select the features to install. If you chose Custom, continue with Step 8.

6. Accept the default path or click Change to create a new one. Click Next to continue.

Note: Do not choose a shared network path to install Gen. Gen does not support running components, such as the
Toolset and the Build Tool, from a central server.

1. Click Install to install the selected Gen features on your system.
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Gen is installed and ready to use.
2. When you chose Custom, you can select the Gen features to install and change the installation directory.
3. Select the Gen features you need to install and click Next.
4. Click Install to install the selected Gen features on your system.

Gen notifies you when the installation completes.
5. Click Finish. Gen is installed and ready to use.

The installation for Product Software lets you selectively install the Gen features. The operational details of the Gen
interactive installation process on the Windows platform, including new and maintenance installation details for each
product component.

Gen Features

You install the following product features. The installation software installs the Typical and Custom features when you click
the Typical installation. It installs the Custom Only features when you click the Custom installation.

Gen Feature Setup Type Feature Description

Gen Studio Typical or Custom A set of designers to model business
applications. This is the start of the
migration path of the current Workstation
Toolset.

Workstation Analyst Toolset Custom A set of diagrams that model the data and
activity of a business area.

Workstation Development Toolset Custom The Workstation Analyst Toolset and a
set of diagrams to design a business
application.

Workstation Construction Toolset Typical or Custom A set of generators that transform the local
model into a complete set of source code
for an application. If targeting Windows, the
code is ready to be compiled, linked, and
tested using the Build Tool. For other target
environments, it creates remote files. This
option includes the Analyst and Developer
Toolset diagrams. When performing a
Typical install, this option includes the
Workstation Toolset for which the machine
is licensed.

Workstation Update API Custom only A set of C language subroutines for
extracting and updating model information
from a Gen local encyclopedia.

Encyclopedia Client Typical or Custom A pair of Client-Server Encyclopedia
clients that interact with an Encyclopedia
Server for subsetting, model and subset
management, user and user-group
management, and checking models in and
checking models out. This feature includes
the Checkout Client and the Encyclopedia
Client.
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Encyclopedia Construction Client Custom only A Client-Server Encyclopedia client that
interacts with an Encyclopedia Construction
Server and transforms a model stored in an
encyclopedia into a complete set of source
code for an application. The source code
is collected in remote files, that are later
transported to the target system where the
source code is compiled, linked, and tested
using the Build Tool.

Encyclopedia Version Control Kit Custom only A Client-Server Encyclopedia client that
creates versions of objects and supports
migrating them across models stored in an
Encyclopedia Server.

Encyclopedia Administration Kit Custom only Client-Server Encyclopedia clients that
perform encyclopedia and user access
administration and administration tasks,
including tuning and diagnostics of an
Encyclopedia Server. This option installs
the Coordination Client and the Support
Client.

Encyclopedia Server Custom only A server application managing a database
repository that stores Gen models.
The Encyclopedia Server supports
multiple development teams and multiple
development projects.

Encyclopedia Construction Server Custom only A set of generators that transform a
model stored in an encyclopedia into
a complete set of source code for an
application. The source code is collected in
remote files, which are later transported to
the target system where the source code is
compiled, linked, and tested using the Build
Tool.

Encyclopedia Update APIs Custom only A set of C language subroutines to extract
and update model information from a Gen
Encyclopedia.

Implementation Toolset Typical or Custom A collection of tools to install and run
generated applications on a target system.

Diagram Trace Utility Typical or Custom A tool that provides an interactive
debugging environment for Gen generated
Java, .NET, and C applications.

GUI Runtime Typical or Custom The runtime environment for generated GUI
applications.

Transaction Enabler Typical or Custom A production environment for transaction
processing. It loads application load
modules and keeps them resident in
memory, connected to the database, and
shareable.
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Transaction Enabler User Funnel Typical or Custom A utility that allows more than one user
to share a Transaction Enabler TCP/IP
session.

Communications Bridge Custom only A utility application that provides a
communications path between Gen
client applications and a target server
environment. The Communications Bridge
supports concurrent sharing of a common
server connection.

Client Manager Custom only A utility application used by generated GUI
client applications to concurrently provide
communication paths to target server
environments.

MQSeries Middleware Custom only The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing client/server
applications the ability to communicate
using IBM's WebSphere MQ message-
oriented middleware.

Tuxedo Middleware Custom only The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing client/server
applications the ability to communicate
using Oracle's Tuxedo middleware.

TCP/IP Middleware Typical or Custom The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing client/server
applications the ability to communicate
using stream TCP sockets.

ECI Middleware Custom only The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing client applications
the ability to communicate to CICS server
applications using the IBM CICS External
Call Interface (ECI).

.NET Remoting Middleware Typical or Custom The runtime support that gives the
Gen Distributed Processing C# client
and .NET server applications the ability
to communicate using the Microsoft .NET
Remoting middleware.

Java RMI Middleware Typical or Custom The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing Java client and
EJB server applications the ability to
communicate using Java RMI middleware.

Web Services Middleware Custom The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing client/server
applications the ability to communicate
using Web Services Middleware.

C Proxy Custom only The runtime environment that supports
user-written C Proxy client applications.

COM Proxy Custom only The runtime environment that supports
user-written COM Proxy client applications.
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Java Proxy Custom only The runtime environment that supports
user-written Java Proxy client applications,
applets, servlets, JSPs, and EJBs.

.NET Proxy Custom only The runtime environment that supports
user-written .NET Proxy client applications.

Web View Client Typical or Custom The runtime environments and generation
capability necessary to execute
customizable Gen HTML-based clients that
use Web Services.

Java Web Client Typical or Custom The runtime environments and generation
capability necessary to execute Gen
browser-based clients running under a Java
Application Server.

ASP.NET Web Client Typical or Custom The runtime environments and generation
capability necessary to execute Gen
ASP.NET clients running under Internet
Information Services (IIS).

.NET Servers Typical or Custom The runtime environment for
generated .NET server applications.

Enterprise JavaBeans Custom only The runtime environment for generated
J2EE server applications.

CFB Converter Services to Enterprise
JavaBeans

Custom only A data format conversion service for
generated Gen GUI clients or C and COM
Proxies that need to interact with Enterprise
JavaBeans Servers.

Gen Plug-Ins Custom Gen applications that add functionality to
the Gen Toolset.

Web Services Wizard Plug-In Custom Provides a web service interface to Gen
servers via the Java proxy.
Note: The Web Service Wizard Plug-In was
formerly available as a separate installable.

Gen z/OS DB2 Table Partitioning Plug-in Custom Allows table partitioning data to be entered
into a model and used when generating
DDL targeting z/OS DB2.

Gen z/OS DB2 Tablespace Partitioning
Plug-in

Custom Allows tablespace partitioning data to
be entered into a model and used when
generating DDL targeting z/OS DB2.

Anti-Virus Heuristics

Some anti-virus programs can quarantine one or more Gen dll modules, especially the IEFCBn.dll, during the installation
of Gen on Windows. These products use heuristics to try to identify potential viruses, which results in false positives and
quarantine of these modules.

There are two approaches you can take to work around this problem:

• Disable heuristics during the installation process.
• Remove the affected modules from quarantine using the tools that are provided by the anti-virus software

provider. However, removing the modules from quarantine can make it difficult to uninstall this version of Gen.
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Perform a Maintenance Installation

You can modify, repair, or remove a Gen Product Software component installation. Use Modify to alter the set of Gen
Component features installed on the workstation. Repair reinstalls previously installed features and returns the feature
to the same state as a new installation. Remove uninstalls all Gen component features previously installed on the
workstation.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Gen Product Browser main menu, click Install Products.
2. Click Install Product Software and click Next.
3. Select one of the following options:
Modify

Changes the Gen features.
Repair

Repairs the set of Gen features installed on a workstation and fix corrupt files, shortcuts, and registry entries.
Remove
Deletes a Gen component from the system.

4. Follow the installation prompts to change your installation.

Using Silent Installation to Install Gen Product Components

Use the command line utility 'msiexec’ to start an unattended, or silent, installation of Gen product components. This
installation process eliminates the need for user interaction and executes without pop-ups, dialogs, command screens,
or other dialogs. You can use a silent installation, to perform a new installation, repair an existing installation, modify an
existing installation, or remove an existing installation of the Gen product software.

Prerequisite to Silent Installation

When using the Gen Product Browser to install the product, a silent installation of the Microsoft Visual C++ 2015
Redistributables is automatically performed.  If using the silent installation of the product, this step needs to be performed
manually.  The following command needs to be performed only when installing Gen for the first time:

vc_redist.x86.exe /q /norestart

Silently Install Gen Product Software

To silently install Gen Product Software component features, execute the following command:

msiexec /i | /f | /x "CA Gen 8.6.msi" [ADDLOCAL=specific product features of Gen] [REMOVE= specific product

 features of Gen] [INSTALLDIR=installation directory] [/qn | /qb]

Where:

/i
Installs or configures a product.

/f
Repairs a product installation. This option ignores any property values entered on the command line.

/x
Uninstalls a product. This option ignores any property values entered on the command line.

You must specify /i, /f, or /x. The options /i, /f, or /x corresponds to three options, which are Modify, Repair, and Remove,
described in Perform a Maintenance Installation. When you omit them, msiexec displays a usage message.

“Gen 8.6.msi”
The msi file to install Gen. Enclose the MSI file name in double-quotes.
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ADDLOCAL
An optional argument that defines the set of product features to install. When you omit the ADDLOCAL argument,
it performs a Typical install.
This list is the Gen product features you can install during a Custom installation. Separate multiple features with a
comma. For a description of each feature, see the Install Product Software.

• Gen_Studio
• Workstation_Analyst_Toolset
• Workstation_Development_Toolset
• Workstation_Construction_Toolset
• Workstation_Update_API
• Encyclopedia_Client
• Encyclopedia_Construction_Client
• Encyclopedia_Version_Control_Kit
• Encyclopedia_Administration_Kit
• Encyclopedia_Server
• Encyclopedia_Construction_Server
• Encyclopedia_Update_APIs
• Implementation_Toolset
• Diagram_Trace
• GUIRuntime
• Transaction_Enabler
• Transaction_Enabler_User_Funnel
• Communications_Bridge
• Client_Manager
• Middleware_MQSeries
• Middleware_Tuxedo
• Middleware_TCPIP
• Middleware_ECI
• Middleware_dotNetRemoting
• Middleware_JAVARMI
• Middleware_Web_Services
• Proxy_Programming_Interface_C
• Proxy_Programming_Interface_COM
• Proxy_Programming_Interface_Java
• Proxy_Programming_Interface_NET
• Web_View_Client
• Web_Generation_Java
• Web_Generation_ASPNET
• DotNetServers
• EnterpriseJavaBeans
• CFB_Converter_Services_to_EJBs
• PlugIns
• WebServiceWizard
• TablePartitioning
• TableSpacePartitioning
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REMOVE=
An optional argument that defines the set of product features to be removed. The features described in
“ADDLOCAL=” option can be used on this option.

INSTALLDIR=
Designates the path for installation. msiexec installs to the default directory when you omit this parameter.

/qn
Specifies a silent installation, without display.

/qb
Specifies to only display the progress dialog.

These options are subset of the options that can be used for ‘msiexec’ command. For more detail about each command
and other options, search for the following in the Microsoft Online Knowledge Base (support.microsoft.com):

• 314881
• 230781

The following are some commonly used silent installation commands:

To install only the Toolset:

msiexec /i "CA  Gen 8.6.msi" ADDLOCAL=Workstation_Development_Toolset /qn

To install the development and construction Toolset:

msiexec /i "CA Gen 8.6.msi" ADDLOCAL=Workstation_Development_Toolset,

workstation_Construction_Toolset /qn

To perform a typical installation:

msiexec /i "CA Gen 8.6.msi" /qn

To install all product features:

msiexec /i "CA Gen 8.6.msi" ADDLOCAL=ALL /qn

To repair the existing installation on the computer:

msiexec /f "CA Gen 8.6.msi" /qn

To remove the existing installation from the computer:

msiexec /x "CA Gen 8.6.msi" /qn

Application Configuration File Directories
 

Microsoft Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 introduce User Account Control (UAC), an improved security model
for operating system. The directories in which Gen stores C application configuration files are changed to support UAC.
Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 store files in different directories. The following list defines the existing directories
on the system, in which Windows formerly stored the file:

• The directory in which Windows 7 stores the file
• The directory in which Windows Server 2008 stores the file

NOTE

xx refers to the current release of Gen. For the current release number, see the Release Notes.
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Gen stores the following files, which are used by the GUI Runtime, in the following directories:

• iefgdic.ini
– %IEFGDIC% (if defined)
– %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client (per user)
– %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client (per system)

• GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini
– The Load Module directory
– %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client (per user)
– %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client (per system)
– %GENxx%Gen (where the installed copy is kept)

Gen stores the following files, which are used by the Build Tool, in the following directories:

• system.profile
– %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\buildtool

• user.*.profile
– %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\buildtool

• user.configure%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\buildtool

Post-Installation Steps

Verify the Installation

This section explains how to verify the Gen product components and features successfully installed on a Windows
workstation. Different components require different verification processes. For some components, verifying the installation
includes ensuring the Add or Remove Programs dialog lists the component.

The Windows Start Menu includes a shortcut or folder for every installed component.

Verify Add or Remove Programs includes Installed Components

The installation software creates separate entries in the Windows Add or Remove Programs dialog when you install Gen.

If you installed Gen, verify they are in the Windows Add or Remove Programs dialog.

Verify the Windows Start Menu Includes Installed Components

Verify the Windows Start menu includes a shortcut or a folder for every component you installed. To do so, click Start, All
Programs, CA, Gen xx.

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The Gen xx menu can include:

• Folders for these components:
– CSE Servers
– CSE Clients

• Shortcuts for these components:
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– Communications Bridge
– Documents
– Diagram Trace Utility
– Build Tool
– Toolset
– Client Manager
– Communications Bridge
– Gen Studio

Verify Toolset and Construction

Verify you can open the Gen Sample Model. The Gen Sample Model is in the same directory as the Gen Toolset.

Verify the Toolset menu bar includes the Planning, Analysis, and Design menus and that they are enabled.

Verify you can generate and install the Gen Sample Model. For detailed information about generating each application
type, see Gen Sample Model in Generating Local and Remote Applications.

Verify CSE Clients

Verify the specific CSE client you installed has a short cut added to the CSE Clients folder.

Verify that short cut entry for each CSE Client application you installed opens the application.

Verify CSE Servers

Verify that each short cut added to the CSE Servers Start Programs folder starts the program.

Migrating Windows C Applications

Windows users must rebuild (recompile and relink) any External Action Blocks (EABs) and generated applications
built with any version of Gen 8.6 when migrating to the latest release of the product. The runtime filenames have been
renamed (the version numbers have been replaced) with Gen 8.6, which helps prevent the need to perform these rebuilds
in future Gen releases.

If you have assembled any MSIs using the Gen Build Tool prior to 8.6, you must also reassemble these MSIs for the same
reason.

Rebuild User Exits

If you have customized user exits in a prior release, verify whether the installation updated any of these user exits. If so,
modify the new version of the user exits and rebuild them. Do not replace updated user exits with the previous versions
without merging.

Creating a Copy of the Sample Files

The installation software copies Gen sample files to the directory defined by %GENxx%. Standard user privileges do not
permit access to change files in that directory. Every user that wants to work with the sample files must make a working
copy of the sample files in a directory to which they have write privileges.

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The user must copy the files from the %GENxx%Gen\samples directory to the destination directory. There are many ways
to copy the files. For example, these steps create a copy of the Sample files in the My Documents folder:
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Follow these steps:

1. In Windows Explorer, in the Address bar, type:
%GENxx%

2. Press Enter.
3. Press and hold the Ctrl key while dragging and dropping the Samples folder to the My Documents folder.

Required Windows Privileges
This topic lists component activities and the minimum privileges that are required to run the component and execute its
features:

In Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 environments, some Gen component activities require Administrator privileges
and some only require User privileges. Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 allow a user with User privileges to execute
any generated application.

This section lists component activities and the minimum privileges that are required to run the component and execute its
features.

NOTE
This section does not define the privileges that are required to install or configure Oracle, DB2, Microsoft SQL,
Tuxedo, MQ Series, or other third-party software.

NOTE
Before running the Toolset, Build Tool, AEFAD, or any application that accesses DB2 and Windows 7 users that
work with DB2 must have a user account that is also a member of the DB2USERS group to ensure that they
have read access to local DB2 configuration or application data.

General Gen Activity Privilege Requirements

Gen general activities that require Administrator privileges include the following:

• Install, modify, or repair a Gen component
• Install a PTF
• Recompile the DDL installers
• Recompile the GUI stubs in the default installation directory
• Use MSI to install a C or C# application
• Edit files in the default installation directory, C:\Program Files\..., including:

– application.ini
– codepage.ini
– classes\codepage.properties
– COMMCFG.INI
– commcfg.properties
– .net\ commcfg.txt
– GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini
– P3270KEY

• Edit files in the All Users directory, including IEFGDIC.INI
• Edit COMMCFG.INI, COMMCFG.PROPERTIES, COMMCFG.TXT
• Edit or rebuild the C, Java, or C# user exits
• Build the Update API Demo in the default installation directory, C:\Program Files\...
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Toolset Privilege Requirements

No Toolset activities require Administrator privileges.

Toolset Plug-in Privilege Requirements

No Toolset activities require Administrator privileges.

Build Tool Privilege Requirements

These Build Tool activities require Administrator privileges:

• Modify the DEFAULT profile
• Build an application with REGEDIT = YES
• Run BT Server as a system-started daemon
• Edit the BT scripts
• Edit other template files

Daemon and Funnel Privilege Requirements

To run the daemon and funnel as a service requires Administrator privileges.

Diagram Trace Utility Privilege Requirements

No Diagram Trace Utility activities require Administrator privileges.

Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) Privilege Requirements

These CSE activities require Administrator privileges:

• Run CSE Config
• Run the CSE servers as a service

Client Manager Privilege Requirements

To run the Communications Bridge as a service requires Administrator privileges. No Client Manager activities require
Administrator privileges.

Communications Bridge Privilege Requirements

To run the Communications Bridge as a service requires Administrator privileges.

Using Antivirus Software

While installing Gen products on Windows, the antivirus on your computer may flag certain files, specially the IEFCBN.dll
file as suspicious or infected. These warnings are “false positives” and result from heuristic scanning algorithms employed
by the antivirus software.

Uninstall Gen on the Windows Platform
This section describes uninstalling Gen product components on Windows Workstations and Windows Servers.

Uninstall Gen Product Components on Windows Workstations

Use the Windows Add or Remove Programs option to uninstall Gen product components installed on the workstation.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, Settings, Control Panel.
The Control Panel opens.

2. Double-click Add or Remove programs.
Windows opens the Add or Remove Programs dialog.

3. Select the Gen product component to uninstall.
4. Click Change/Remove.

The uninstall process can take several minutes.

Uninstall Gen Product Components on Windows Servers

Use the Programs and Features option to uninstall Gen product components on Windows servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Start, Settings, Control Panel.
The Control Panel opens.

2. Double-click Programs and Features.
Windows opens the Uninstall or change a program dialog.

3. Select the Gen product component to uninstall.
4. Click Uninstall Items.

The uninstall process can take several minutes.

During the process of uninstalling Gen, a dialog reporting that other programs are using other files that are shared with
Gen displays. The dialog identifies the programs and offers the following options:

• Ignore the conflict and continue uninstalling Gen
• Stop the programs causing the conflict and retry the uninstall process
• Cancel the uninstall process

Because the file causing the conflict is a system file that the installation process will not remove, it is safe to ignore the
conflict and continue with the uninstall process. It is also safe to save work that is associated with the programs causing
the conflict and retry the uninstall process.

Using Multiple Release Gen Features on the Same Windows System
You can install and run some Gen Release 8.6 features on a Windows system that has Gen Release 8.5 features
installed.

This section defines the level of support and restrictions for using features from different releases on the same computer.

WARNING
Gen Release 8.6 only supports installing Gen Release 8.6 features on a system after installing Release 8.5
versions. Install each release in a separate installation directory.

Gen on Windows 10

If you are running Windows 10 with more than one release of Gen installed, you might notice that the release number of
the Gen components do not display. If you type any of the names of Gen components in the Windows search box, the
search results do not display the release number of the component. For example, Gen 8.5 and Gen 8.6 are installed on
your Windows 10 computer and you type Toolset in the Windows search box, Toolset displays two times in the search
result without any release number.
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This same behavior has been observed with other third-party products that do not specify a version number in their
installed component names.

Restrictions

The following list defines the Gen Release 8.6 support and restrictions for components and component features when
running them simultaneously with their Release 8.5 version counterparts.

Block Mode C Applications
Supported. Block Mode C applications link with version-specific DLLs accessible through the PATH environment
variable.

Build Tool
Supported. The Build Tool utilizes variables %GEN85% and %GEN86%, which controls linking with correct
version of DLLs.

C GUI Applications
Supported. C GUI applications link with version-specific DLLs accessible through the PATH environment variable.

NOTE
Flows between clients of different releases (e.g., Gen 8.5 to Gen 8.6) are not supported.

C Proxy Client Applications
Supported. The application links with version-specific DLLs accessible through the PATH environment variable.

C Server Applications
Supported. C server applications link with version-specific DLLs accessible through the PATH environment
variable.

C# Applications
Supported under IIS and Component Services. The application uses versioned assemblies.

CFB Converter Services to Enterprise Java Beans
Not supported.

Client Manager
Gen Release 8.6 does not support running Release 8.5 version Client Managers simultaneously and supports
executing one only Client Manager. Attempting to run two client managers returns focus to the executing Client
Manager.

Client Server Encyclopedia Clients
Not supported.

NOTE
We currently do not support running the Gen Release 8.5 and Release 8.6 versions of the CSE clients
on the same workstation. However, you can use Release 8.5 version or Gen Release 8.6 clients to
download Release 8.5 and Release 8.6 models. Because Release 8.5 clients can access both Release
8.5 and Release 8.6 CSE servers, it might be preferable to use Release 8.5 clients in that case.

Client Server Encyclopedia Servers
Not supported.

COM Proxy Client Applications
Supported. The application is linked with version-specific DLLs accessible through the PATH environment
variable.

Communication Bridge
Supported.

Daemon and Funnel
Not supported.
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Diagram Trace Utility
Not supported.

NOTE
We currently do not support running Release 8.5 versions and Gen Release 8.6 versions of the Diagram
Trace Utility on the same workstation. Because the Gen Release 8.6 Diagram Trace Utility can be used
to debug Release 8.5 versions and Gen Release 8.6 applications, use the Gen Release 8.6 Diagram
Trace Utility when debugging all Release 8.5 built applications.

EJB Server Applications
Supported. The application uses version-specific classes.

Encyclopedia Update API
Not supported.

Java Proxy Client Applications
Supported. The application uses version-specific classes.

.NET Client Applications
Supported. The application uses versioned assemblies.

.NET Proxy Client Applications
Supported. The application uses version-specific classes.

Toolset
Supported. Simultaneous execution of the Gen Release 8.6 and Release 8.5 version toolsets are supported.

Toolset Plug-ins
Gen Release 8.6 does not support simultaneous execution of Gen Release 8.6 and Release 8.5 version toolsets
when running toolset plug-ins.

Web Generation (Java) Client Applications
Supported. The application uses version-specific classes.

Workstation Update API
Not supported.

Install Gen on z/OS
Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

• Acquisition - Transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E - Creates an SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. The

software is untailored.
• Deployment - Copies the SMP/E target libraries to another system or LPAR.
• Configuration - Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

Gen products can be installed using Z/OSMF, CSM or SAMPJCL.

IBM® z/OS® Management Facility (z/OSMF) provides system management functions in a task-oriented, web browser-
based user interface with integrated user assistance so that you can more easily manage the day-to-day operations and
administration of your mainframe z/OS systems.

CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many Broadcom product installation activities on z/OS
systems. This application also makes obtaining and applying corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-
based interface enables you to install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error. As a best practice,
we recommend that you install mainframe products and maintenance using CSM. Using CSM, someone with limited
knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.
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NOTE

• All Gen products can be installed and deployed using CSM. At this time, only the Gen Host Encyclopedia
(and Host Construction) product can be configured using CSM.

• If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at http://support.broadcom.com.
Follow the installation instructions, to install CSM, in the CSM documentation on the CSM product page.

• All Gen products can be installed and deployed using z/OSMF. At this time no Gen products can be
Configured using z/OSMF Workflows.

• A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

You can also complete the standardized installation process manually using pax files that are downloaded from http://
support.broadcom.com.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.

NOTE
With Gen 8.6 GA, the z/OS COBOL runtimes are compiled with COBOL V5.1.1. With Gen 8.6 upgrade PTFs
the z/OS COBOL runtime are compiled with COBOL v6.2. Gen requires runtime support for the version of
Enterprise COBOL being used - COBOL v6.2. Apply IBM PTFs to the Language Environment for the runtime
support. The apply job fails with linkedit errors if the IBM PTFs are not applied. For details, see the Release
Notes.

2. Verify that you acquired the product using one of the following methods:
– Download the software from http://support.broadcom.com using CSM.
– Download the software from http://support.broadcom.com using Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (Pax

ESD).
3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:

– If you used CSM to acquire the product, start the installation process from the SMP/E Environments tab in CSM.
– If you used Pax ESD to acquire the product, you can install the product in the following ways:

• Install the product manually.
• Complete the SMP/E installation using the Add Product option in CSM.

NOTE
If a CARS package is published for your product, install it before continuing with deployment.

4. Deploy the target libraries using one of the following methods:
5. • If you are using CSM to configure your products, a CSM deployment is required.

• If you are using a manual configuration process, a manual deployment is an optional step.
6. Configure your product using CSM or manually.

Installation Considerations

z/OS Installations

Upgrades

User exits included with Gen can change during the installation of any new release or service pack.

WARNING
Back up customized user exits before you begin the install process.

When installation completes, check to see if the installation updated your modified user exit, and if so merge the changes
and rebuild the exit. Do not just replace the updated user exit with the previous version.
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WARNING
Although you can modify user exits that are provided for z/OS applications, you must not put the customized
version of the exit in the libraries that are used to install and deploy Gen Release 8.6. These data sets are under
CSM and SMP/E control and applying maintenance overwrites the modifications.

Host Encyclopedia Configuration using CSM

Configuration by CSM requires that the Host Encyclopedia FMID be installed and deployed by CSM. When selecting
products to create a deployment for the Gen Host Encyclopedia 8.6 runtime product, either Gen CICS Runtime 8.6 or Gen
IMS Runtime 8.6 is required to ensure that a deployment version of the runtime load library (CEHBPLD1) is also created.

All Gen 8.6 products are available to be deployed but only the Gen Host Encyclopedia 8.6 product is configurable by CSM
now. Gen can only be deployed and configured using CSM 6.0.

Installation, deployment, and configuration are documented in this Installing section.

Upgrading a Host Encyclopedia in Place

The schema for Gen Release 8.6 has more rows than the AllFusion Gen r7.6 release. Therefore, if you allocated the
AllFusion Gen r7.6 schema tablespaces with zero secondary allocation and choose to upgrade a Host Encyclopedia in
place, the existing tablespace sizes may be smaller than required and may cause a DB2 error during the schema load job
CEJOB05.

To correct this issue, increase the sizes of the SPRP, SASC, and SOBJ tablespaces using the following ALTER
TABLESPACE commands before upgrading in place:

ALTER TABLESPACE schemadb.SASC PRIQTY 4800;

ALTER TABLESPACE schemadb.SOBJ PRIQTY 2400;

ALTER TABLESPACE schemadb.SPRP PRIQTY 4800;

User Exits

CEHBSAMP member MK5EXITS has been modified to default to use COBOL 6.2 to compile Gen User exits.

When the MKCRUN procedure is used to customize the Codepage that is used in Gen applications, if the TIRXINFO
user exit is modified the resulting TIRXINFZ DLL must be deployed to the CICS or the IMS the regions where the Gen
applications execute.

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

See Technical Requirements for a list of hardware requirements for Gen.

Software Requirements

For information about software requirements for Gen, see Technical Requirements.

NOTE
The terms COBOL, COBOL/390, and COBOL for z/OS refer to the version of COBOL specified in Technical
Requirements.

We recommend checking with IBM regarding the support of DB2 releases.
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Common Components and Services Requirements

The following Common Components and Services are provided by Broadcom:

• CAIRIM (Resource Initialization Manager)
• LMP (License Management Program services)
• CAISSF (Standard Security Facility)
• CA-C Runtime
• CAICCI (Common Communication Interfaces)
• CAIENF (Event Notification Facility)

Gen uses LMP (License Management Program services). While all of the Common Components and Services are listed,
only the component containing the LMP (License Management Program services) is required. LMP is included as part of
the Common Services component, which also includes CAIRIM (Resource Initialization Manager) and CAISSF (Standard
Security Facility). The other Common Components and Services are not required for Gen.

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services may already be installed. Check
with your systems group.

Gen Licensing check (LMP) has been modified to include the product release number in the IBM Sub-Capacity
Reporting Tool (SCRT). Information about this report can be found in the Common Components and Services for z/OS
documentation.

The Common Components and Services for z/OS documentation provides more information on Common Components
and Services.

LMP Keys Requirements

Gen z/OS products require LMP keys. LMP keys are valid for multiple product releases but not for multiple CPUs. If you
are running an earlier release of the product and installing it on the same CPU, skip this section. If you are installing a new
product, or installing on a different CPU, install LMP keys.

Examine the LMP Key Certificates you received with your installation package to ensure you have a key certificate for
every product that requires one.

Fields Descriptions
Product Name The trademarked or registered name of the Broadcom product

licensed for the designated site and CPUs.
Supplement The reference number of your license for the particular product,

in the format nnnnnn-nnn. This format differs slightly inside and
outside North America. In rare situations, it may be omitted.

Expiration Date The date, month dd, yyyy as in January 15, 2010, the product
license expires.

Technical Contact The name of the technical contact at your site that is responsible
for the installation and maintenance of the designated product.
Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence to this person.

MIS Director The name of the director of MIS, or the person who performs
that function at the site. If the title but not the individual name
is indicated on the Certificate, supply the actual name when
correcting and verifying the certificate.

CPU Location The address of the building where the CPU is installed.
Execution Key An encrypted code required by LMP for product initialization.

During the installation, it is referred to as the LMP code.
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Product Code A two-character code corresponding to this particular product.
CPU ID The code identifying the specific CPU for which installation of your

product is valid.

If your site is already running software from CA, your systems group probably is already running a CAS9 proc (cataloged
procedure). If so, add the LMP keys for the products you are installing to the LMP keys already being used.

The CAS9 proc runs the CAIRIM program that uses a KEYS DD statement. The KEYS DD statement must point to your
LMP keys. The KEYS DD statement usually points to a member named KEYS in a PARMLIB or OPTLIB. Each line
contains the information from one key certificate. If the information does not fit on one line, code a hyphen in column 72
for a continuation character.

The parameter structure for member KEYS is:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

NOTE
The parentheses are required.

Parameter Definition
pp Required. The two-character product code. For any given LMP

software solution, this code agrees with the product code already
in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameter for earlier releases of
the product.

ddmmmyy The LMP licensing agreement expiration date.
tttt-mmmm Required. The CPU type and model on which the LMP software

solution is to run. If the CPU type or the model requires less than
four characters, insert blank spaces for the unused characters.

ssssss Required. The serial number of the CPU on which the LMP
software solution is run.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkk Required. The execution key is provided on the Key Certificate
shipped with each LMP software solution.

This is an example of a control card for the LMP execution software parameter:

PROD(BD) DATE(15JAN02) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZ6)

NOTE
This is an example (which is invalid) of the LMP execution key. For more information about LMP execution key
definition, see the Common Components and Services Installing section.

Security Requirements

Identify a distinct DB2 authorization ID for Gen.

Identify an individual with the technical skill and authority to install DB2 and ISPF applications.

Storage Requirements

Gen requires disk space for the following:

• Distribution, target, deployment, and runtime libraries
• Host Encyclopedia databases
• Implementation Toolset database
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Sizing Host Encyclopedia

This section explains the Gen Host Encyclopedia size, how to estimate larger encyclopedia sizes, creating storage group
parameters, and VSAM parameters.

DASD Requirements

The Host Encyclopedia requires a minimum of 650 3390 cylinders. Of that total, 350 cylinders are for the Host
Encyclopedia and 300 cylinders are for Gen software libraries.

You can control the amount of Db2 DASD by allocating for a small or medium size Host Encyclopedia. For better
performance, you must allocate the tables and indexes across three to six volumes.

The number of 4-KB pages for a small Host Encyclopedia is:

VOL 4 KB Page
1 12750
2 7350
3 7800
4 6600
5 6300
6 4200

Many installations put all Host Encyclopedia data sets on the same volume, but relocate the high-use tablespaces and
indexes to separate volumes.

How to Size an Encyclopedia

This section explains the encyclopedia size and how to estimate larger encyclopedia sizes.

Gen defines two Encyclopedia sizes:

• A small Encyclopedia is 350 cylinders (3390).
• A medium Encyclopedia is 1400 cylinders (3390).

All tables or indexes are the same in the small and medium encyclopedias except for the following:

DASC DPRP
DOBJ DSUBEX

These tables and indexes are seven times larger in the medium Encyclopedia than in the small Encyclopedia. This section
explains how to resize the tables to fit your requirements when you need a larger encyclopedia.

NOTE
Large encyclopedias can be as large as 10,000 cylinders or more.

How to Estimate Larger Encyclopedia Sizes

This section defines which tables need resizing to accommodate a larger encyclopedia and how to estimate the size of the
encyclopedia.

Schema Tables
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Do not ever resize the following Gen tables:

SASC SOBJ
SDIV SPRP
SMDL STRG

Small User Data Tables that Remain Static

The following tables are considered small and usually remain static:

DCOPY DMDL DSUBDF
DCPYUS DSETDF DSUBID
DFAMILY DSETID DSUBUS
DGRPUS DUSR DXCPID
DMAX

User Data Tables that Vary in Size

The sizes of the following user data tables depend on logging use:

• DHLOG-Model history activity logging. When logging is enabled, archive this table frequently to keep it small.
• DHOBJ-Object history activity logging. When logging is enabled, archive this table frequently to keep it small.
• DTXT-Bulk of data is descriptions inside model. This table may grow as the use of descriptions increases.

You can disable DHLOG and DHOBJ for each model by using Host Encyclopedia option 1.3.13.4.

Large Data Tables

The following tables need to grow as encyclopedia use increases:

DASC DPRP
DOBJ DSUBEX

Public Interface Table Sizes

Resize the Public Interface (PI) tables according to the use of PI feature:

MODEL PINAME
PIDATA PITEXT

Encyclopedia Estimating Methods

Use one of the following methods to estimate a large encyclopedia.

Method One

Look at the table sizes for an encyclopedia installed on your system to estimate the space needed for a larger
encyclopedia.

Method Two
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Use the relative sizes of major tables. The relationship is based on analysis of several large production Host
Encyclopedias.

Table Index 1 Index 2 Index 3
DOBJ 30% 40% 40%
DASC 50% 50% Not applicable
DPRP 16% Not applicable Not applicable
DSUBEX 40% 40% Not applicable
DTXT 15% Not applicable Not applicable
DHLOG 10% Not applicable Not applicable
DHOBJ 10% Not applicable Not applicable
MODEL 40% 40% Not applicable
PIDATA 40% 40% 50%
PINAME 25% 20% Not applicable
PITEXT 25% 20% Not applicable

Using the information in this table, estimate the number of objects and divide by 70 to get the size of the DOBJ table (in 4-
KB pages).

Calculate the sizes of the DASC, DPRP, and DSUBEX tables:

DASC = 1.7 X (DOBJ value)

DPRP = 1.7 X (DOBJ value)

DSUBEX = 1.0 X (DOBJ value)

The factor for DSUBEX is a minimum. If subsetting is not used, or is low, 1.0 is adequate; otherwise, this value needs to
be larger.

Example

50 Models x 30,000 Objects/Model = approximately

1,500,000 Objects

1,500,000 divided by 70 = approximately 22,000 4K

DOBJ pages

DASC = 1.7 * 22,000 = approximately 36,000

DPRP = 1.7 * 22,000 = approximately 36,000

SUBEX = 1.5 * 22,000 = approximately 33,000

DOBJ = 22,000 (see above)

Table Index 1 Index 2 Index 3
DOBJ 22,000 7,000 9,000 9,000
DASC 36,000 18,000 18,000 N/A
DPRP 36,000 6,000 N/A N/A
DSUBEX 22,000 13,000 13,000 N/A

Method Three

The following tables show the number of 4-KB pages allocated for the Schema, Data, and Public Interface tables or
indexes for a small and a medium Host Encyclopedia. When using Storage Group, Gen automatically multiplies each
value by four when generating the DDL.
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The sizes of the following tables or indexes depend on the number and sizes of models.

Table/Index Small Medium
DASC 4800 33600
DASCI1 2400 16800
DASCI2 2400 16800
DOBJ 3000 21000
DOBJI1 900 6300
DOBJI3 1200 8400
DPRP 4800 33600
DPRPI1 800 5600
DPRPI1 800 5600
DSUBEX 6000 42000
DSUBEXI1 2400 16800
DSUBEXI2 2400 16800

You may need to adjust the sizes of the following tables or indexes:

Table/Index Small or Medium
DHOBJ 1500
DHOBJI1 150
DHLOG 2500
DHLOGI1 500
DHLOGI2 500
DHLOGI3 1000
DTXT 6000
DTXTI1 325

The values of the following table or indexes are constant.

Table/Index Small, Medium, or Large
DCOPY 150
DCOPYI1 150
DCOPYI2 150
DCPYUS 65
DCPYUSI1 10
DCPYUSI2 10
DFAMLY 65
DFAMLYI1 20
DFAMLYI2 20
DGRPUS0 65
DGRPUSI1 5
DGRPUSI2 5
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DMAX 65
DMDL 65
DMDLI1 12
DMDLI2 24
DSETDF 400
DSETDFI1 400
DSETID 65
DSETIDI1 30
DSETIDI2 30
DSETIDI3 30
DSUBDF 400
DSUBDFI1 100
DSUBDFI2 100
DSUBID 65
DSUBIDI1 20
DSUBIDI2 20
DSUBUS 65
DSUBUSI1 10
DSUBUSI2 10
DUSR 65
DUSRI1 5
DXCPID 65
DXCPIDI1 5

The size of the following table or indexes depends on Public Interface usage.

Table/Index Small or Medium
MODEL 65
MODELI1 10
MODELI1 10
MODELI2 1000
PIDATA 400
PIDATAI1 400
PIDATAI2 400
PIDATAI3 400
PINAME 100
PINAMEI2 80
PITEXT 1000
PITEXTI1 250
PITEXTI2 250
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Do not resize the following schema tables:

Table/Index Small or Medium
SASC 600
SASCI1 300
SASCI2 300
SASCI3 300
SDIV 600
SDIVI1 300
SDIVI2 300
SMDL 65
SMDLI10 5
SMDLI2 5
SOBJ 300
SOBJI1 300
SOBJI2 300
SPRP 600
SPRPI1 300
SPRPI2 300
STRG 600
STRGI1 300

How to Create Storage Group Parameters

The Assign Storage Group Names screen shows the CEINSTAL screen for creating STOGROUP space parameters.
The default values are expressed in 1-KB records, so they are four times larger than the values in the VSAM samples. A
sample SQL that Creates DASC is shown next:

CREATE TABLESPACE DASC

   IN DBIEF67D

   USING STOGROUP SYSDEFLT

   PRIQTY                          134400

   SECQTY                          53760

   LOCKSIZE                        ANY

   SEGSIZE                         64

   CLOSE NO;

How to Create VSAM Parameters

The Assign VSAM Names screen illustrates the CEINSTAL screen for creating VSAM space parameters. The default
values are expressed in 4-KB pages.

A JCL to create space for table DASC is shown next:

DEFINE CLUSTER  +

  (NAME('AAAC.DSNDBC.DBIEF67D.DASC.I0001.A001')  +

  LINEAR  +

  REUSE  +
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  VOL (XXXXXX)  +

  RECORDS (33600    13440)  +

  SHR (3,3)   )  +

  DATA +

  (NAME('AAAC.DSNDBD.DBIEF67D.DASC.I0001.A001'))

CREATE TABLESPACE DASC

  IN DBIEF67D

  USING VCAT AAAC

  LOCKSIZE ANY

  SEGSIZE 64

  CLOSE NO;

USS Space Requirements

Ensure that you have sufficient free space in the USS file system that you are using for Pax ESD to hold the directory that
the pax command and its contents create. You need approximately three and a half times the pax file size in free space.

If you do not have sufficient free space, you receive error message EDC5133I.

Other Requirements

Before installing Gen, ensure the environment meets the following prerequisites:

• Verify all the required operating system components are installed.
• Identify an individual with the technical skill and authority to install Db2 and ISPF applications.
• Identify the TSO environment settings required for access to Gen.
• Identify the ISPF changes required for Gen.
• DASD requirements are met

Before installing Host Construction and z/OS Implementation Toolset, ensure the environment meets the following
requirements:

• IMS environment requirements
• CICS environment requirements
• COBOL requirements, before compiling source code

Gen Products

Gen consists of multiple FMIDs. The following list shows the Gen FMIDs, components and the products they represent (x
varies per release):

• CEG68x0 / CGHE = Host Encyclopedia (HE)
• CEG78x0 / CGMVSI = z/OS Implementation Toolset (IT)
• CEHB8x0 / CGMCMN = Base (common) modules
• CETA8x0 / CGMURT = Base modules build as unresolved (NCAL)
• CEHC8x0 / CGRTCI = Runtime CICS
• CEHD8x0 / CGRTIM = Runtime IMS
• CEG88x0 / CGTCPC = TCP/IP Direct Connect for CICS
• CEG98x0 / CGTCPI = TCP/IP Direct Connect for IMS
• CEKP8x0 / CGRMQC = CICS MQSeries
• CEKZ8x0 / CGRMQI = IMS MQSeries

Some FMIDs are grouped and must be installed together while others are standalone. Base modules (EHB and ETA)
for instance are grouped with both HE and IT products. The datasets where the products reside are created when the
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Base FMID (EHB) is installed with the exception of the Runtime DLLs Library, which is created only when a Runtime FMID
(EHC or EHD) is installed. MQSeries FMIDs are each included when the corresponding Runtime is installed.

Use the component to identify which PTFs apply to an FMID/product. This information is important when using CSM
Deployment and Configuration, where specified products need to be selected in order for their corresponding datasets to
be included in the deployed and in the configured products.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of Gen and continue to use an older release for your production environment. If you plan to
continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When installing into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases.
• If you acquired your product with Pax-Enhanced ESD, select different target and distribution zones for your new

release from where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs into a new CSI by default.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.
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Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using the IBM® z/OSMF Management Facility (z/OSMF), address
the installation and security requirements in the following table:

TIP
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Role

Apply required maintenance for CA Common Services for z/OS (CCS) Version 15.0
(SO12499)
The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your installed
CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If prompted during installation for the data set name of
a load library for an IBM product that you do not have installed, specify your installed
hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems programmer

Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center
The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide  is your primary source of
information about how to install and configure z/OSMF. We also strongly recommend that
you review the z/OSMF overview and use the installation checklists that are provided in
the IBM Knowledge Center. You can open the IBM documentation in a separate browser
tab for reference during installation of your products using z/OSMF Deployments.

Systems programmer, security
administrator, domain administrator

Configure z/OSMF security for CA ACF2™ for z/OS, CA Top Secret® for z/OS, or IBM
RACF as applicable to authorize users and resources.

Security administrator

Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write
access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for
the installation process.

Security administrator

Address the following USS requirements:
• Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the unpack

steps.
• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the z/

OSMF pax installation process.
• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately 3.5
times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For example, to
download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in
the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have sufficient free space, error
messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can
occur.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.
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Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:
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– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
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c. Select one of the following download methods:
• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product

package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword
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 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >
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</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
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installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute workflows if any exist for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following
workflows:
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Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Base installation Workflow
Configures a new software instance for your product software.

Upgrade Workflow
Updates an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.
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Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
Intermediate certificate authority (CA) certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:
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• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.
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b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update

As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:
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• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

Complete Configuration Tasks
After your product installation and maintenance tasks are complete, you must deploy and configure your product for
execution.

The deployment is a simple copy of the product SMP/E target data sets, which can then be configured for use on systems
across your enterprise. The deployed objects include target libraries that are defined to SMP/E (also known as the
deployment libraries). Creating a copy of the product SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean
and isolates the product SMP/E environment from the runtime foundation that is used in the day-to-day operation of
Gen. Subsequent maintenance activities update the SMP/E environment without affecting the active product runtime
environments. For maintenance to take effect, you must deploy the updated data sets and libraries to your runtime
environments.

The configuration process tailors the product runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS system.

Configure Products Using z/OSMF Workflows

This article provides information to learn how to complete configuration tasks using z/OSMF workflows.

Gen does not provide Configuration Workflows and must be configured manually.
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How to Install Your Product Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring
Broadcom mainframe products on your system.

CSM is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS
systems. As products adopt the CSM services, you can install your products in a common way according to industry best
practices.

This scenario describes the steps for a system programmer to acquire, install, deploy, and configure products and
maintenance. Not all tasks may apply to your organization. For example, you may decide not to deploy and configure
products. In this case, do not perform the product deployment task and the product configuration task.

Before you use this scenario, you must have CSM installed at your site. If you do not have CSM installed, you can
download it from the Download Center at https://support.broadcom.com/. This web page also contains links to the
complete documentation for CSM.

You access CSM from a web browser.

NOTE
This scenario applies to the latest version of CSM. If you are using an earlier version, see the appropriate
bookshelf on the Chorus Software Manager product page.

This scenario is a high-level overview of steps that you perform using CSM. For more detailed information, use the online
help that is included in CSM.

You perform the following tasks to install products and manage them on your system:

1. Acquire a new product.
2. Install the product.
3. Maintain the installed products.
4. Deploy the product to the destination system.
5. Configure the deployed product.

Access CSM Using the Web-Based Interface
This article provides information for you to access CSM using the web-based interface.

You need the URL of CSM from the CSM administrator.
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Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser and enter the access URL.
The login page appears.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password.
The initial page appears. If you log in for the first time, you are prompted to define your account on the Support
website.

NOTE
For more information about the interface, click the online help link at the top right corner of the page.

3. Click New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on the Support Online website.

4. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

5. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of
the actions in a finished task.

Proxy credentials

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Acquire a New Product
Acquisition allows you to download products and product maintenance from the Support Online website at https://
support.broadcom.com/ to a USS directory structure on your system. The products to which your site is entitled and the
releases available are displayed in the Available Products section on the Products page.

You perform the following high-level tasks to acquire a product using CSM:

1. Set up a Support Online account at https://support.broadcom.com/.
To use CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have a Support Online account. If you do not have an
account, create one on https://support.broadcom.com/.

2. Determine the CSM URL for your site.
To access CSM, you require its URL. You can get the URL from your site CSM administrator and log in using your z/
OS credentials. When you log in for the first time, you are prompted to create a CSM account with your credentials that
you use to access https://support.broadcom.com/. This account enables you to download product packages.

3. Log in to CSM and go to the Products tab to locate the product that you want to acquire.
After you log in to CSM, you can see the products to which your organization is entitled on the Products tab.
If you cannot find the product that you want to acquire, update the product list. CSM refreshes the product list through
https://support.broadcom.com/ using the site IDs associated with your credentials.

4. Download the product installation packages.
After you find your product in the product list, you can download the product installation packages.
CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance packages) from the Support Online website.

After the acquisition process completes, the product is ready for you to install or apply maintenance.
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Install a Product
CSM simplifies and manages SMP/E installation tasks. You can browse and install a product that you acquired and that is
available in the product list on the Products page. You can also install the maintenance for the products that are currently
installed in a managed SMP/E environment on the driving system.

You perform the following high-level tasks to install a product using CSM:
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1. (Optional) On the Settings tab, click Software Installation under System Settings, and configure base installation
settings.
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2. (Optional) Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Click the Products tab and select a product that you want to install. Start the installation wizard and review product

information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create a new SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can keep your previous installation available for use, if necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.
8. (Optional) Review pending tasks for the SMP/E environment where you are installing your product. Continue the

installation, if applicable.
CSM installs the product.

After the installation process completes, check for and install available product maintenance. Ensure all maintenance
is installed before you start the next step, deployment, specifically if using CSM Configuration because only deployed
maintenance is available to be configured. The product is ready for you to deploy. Verify if there are other steps to perform
manually outside of CSM before continuing.

Maintain the Installed Products
You can migrate existing SMP/E environments into CSM to maintain all your installed products in a unified way from a
single web-based interface.

You can use CSM to maintain a Broadcom product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to maintain a product using CSM:

1. Verify that CSM recognizes the SMP/E environment where your product is installed. If not, migrate the SMP/E
environment to CSM.
During the migration, CSM stores information about the SMP/E environment in the CSM database.

2. From the Product tab, download the latest maintenance for the installed product releases.
If you cannot find the required release, perform the following steps to download the maintenance:
a. Add the release manually.
b. Update the release.

3. Apply the maintenance.
CSM applies the maintenance to your product.

NOTE
After the maintenance process completes, the product is ready for you to deploy to systems that are defined in
the system registry.
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Deploy the Product to the Destination System
Deployment is a process of copying SMP/E target libraries to a destination system. The destination system could be the
local z/OS system, a remote z/OS system, or a sysplex. You identify the destination system, deployed data set names,
and the transport mechanism as part of the deployment process. Deploying a product makes it available for configuration.

WARNING
Before you deploy a product, set up the destination systems and remote credentials in the system registry.

You perform the following high-level tasks to deploy your products using CSM:

1. On the Deployments tab, set up methodologies.

NOTE
You can also set up methodologies when creating a deployment, or use existing methodologies, if you have
set up any previously. If using existing methodologies, skip this step.

2. Start the New Deployment wizard to create a deployment. Complete each of the steps in the wizard. The wizard
guides you through choosing deployment settings for your site. At any point, you can save your work and come back
to it later.

3. Deploy:
a. Take a snapshot of the deployment.
b. Transmit the deployment to a destination system.
c. Deploy (unpack) to the mainframe environment.
CSM deploys the product to the destination system.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure.

Configure the Deployed Product
Configuration is a process of copying the deployed libraries to run-time libraries and customizes the product for your
site to bring it to an executable state. You can configure Broadcom products that you have already acquired, installed,
and deployed using CSM. You cannot use CSM to configure a product unless you have already used CSM to deploy
the product. Ensure that all maintenance is installed and deployed before starting CSM Configuration as only deployed
maintenance is available to be configured.

You perform the following high-level tasks to configure your products using CSM:

1. Select a configurable deployment on the Deployments tab to view details and products for that deployment.
2. Select a product in the deployment and start the Configuration wizard to create a configuration. Complete each of

the steps in the wizard. The wizard has multiple levels of detailed instructions and guides you through choosing
configuration settings for your site. At any point, you can save your work and come back to it later. Configurations
where you have partially completed the steps in the wizard are listed on the Configurations tab.
The steps in the wizard include the following:
a. Define a configuration name and select a system for the configuration.
b. Select configuration functions and options.
c. Define system preferences.
d. Create target settings.
e. Select and edit resources.

3. Build the configuration. The last step of the Configuration wizard lets you build the configuration. If needed, you can
edit the configuration and can build the configuration again. Building the configuration closes the wizard and creates a
configuration with all your settings.

4. (Optional) Validate the configuration. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used when you
implement the configuration.
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5. Implement the configuration. You implement a configuration to make your deployed software fully functional.
Implementation executes on the destination system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined
in the configuration.
CSM configures the product.

After the configuration process completes, the product is ready for you to use.

How to Install Your Product Using a Pax File
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option, you
acquire a product pax file from Support.

Product updates may have occurred after you acquired the product. The files on the online site always have the most
current product updates. To determine if you have the latest updates, go to Support and click Download Center.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

1. Allocate and mount the file system.
2. Acquire the product pax files.
3. Create a product directory from the pax file.
4. Copy the installation files to z/OS data sets.
5. Prepare the SMP/E environment for a pax installation.
6. Run the installation jobs for a pax installation.
7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory.
8. Apply preventive maintenance.

USS Environment Setup

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax ESD. The amount of space that you
need for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.
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We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. You need to complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent
downloads. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the
UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. In the file system that contains
the Pax ESD directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax
file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately
49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your Pax ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to
perform the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product
acquisition. We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file is located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and umpacking the product pax file.

On z/OS the Gen 8.6 Level 0000 (GA) Pax file could be mounted on either the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical
file system (HFS) but the Gen 8.6 Level 2111 Pax file must be mounted on a zFS File system.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*
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//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:
//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

//CAPAX  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAPAX directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAPAX

NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSpaxdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:
MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:
MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name') 

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') 

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

Pax ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the Pax ESD directory for other users in your
USS group, from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:
chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Acquire the Product Pax Files
  

To begin the Gen product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the
UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. Also, you must have available
USS file space before you start the procedure.

Use one of the following methods:

• Download the product pax file from https://support.broadcom.com/ to your PC, and then upload it to your USS file
system.
If you download a zip file, you must unzip it before uploading to your USS file system.

• Download the pax files from https://support.broadcom.com/ directly to your USS file system.

This section includes the following information:

• A sample batch job to download a product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server directly to a USS
directory on your z/OS system

• Sample commands to upload a pax file from your PC to a USS directory on your z/OS system

WARNING
The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using to hold the product pax file. If you
do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the Broadcom Products Download window.

Download Files to a PC Using Pax ESD

You can download product installation files from Support to your PC.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to Support and click Download Center.
The Download Center web page appears.

2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and gen level
(if applicable), and click Go.
The Broadcom Product Download window appears.

3. Download an entire Broadcom product software package or individual pax files to your PC. If you download a zip file,
you must unzip it before continuing.

NOTE
For information about download methods, see the Download Methods and Locations article. Go to Support,
log in, and click Download Center. Links to the article appear under the Download Help heading.

Download Using Batch JCL

You download a pax file from Support by running batch JCL on the mainframe. Use the sample JCL attached to the PDF
file as CAtoMainframe.txt to perform the download.

NOTE
We recommend that you follow the preferred download method as described on Support. This JCL procedure is
our preferred download method for users who do not use CSM. We also include the procedure to download to
the mainframe through a PC in the next section.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your system. Consult your local

network administrators, if necessary.
The job points to your profile.

3. Replace YourEmailAddress with your email address.
The job points to your email address.

4. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.
The job points to your USS directory.

5. Locate the product component to download on the Broadcom Support Product Download window.
You have identified the product component to download.

6. Click Download for the applicable file.

NOTE
For multiple downloads, add files to a cart.

The Download Method window opens.
7. Click FTP Request.

• The Review Download Requests window displays any files that you have requested to download.
• We send you an email when the file is ready to download or a link appears in this window when the file is available.

8. Select one of the following methods:
Preferred FTP

Uses Broadcom (formerly Broadcom) worldwide content delivery network (CDN). If you cannot download using
this method, review the security restrictions for servers that company employees can download from that are
outside your corporate network.
Host Name: ftp://ftpdownloads.broadcom.com

Alternate FTP
Uses the original download servers that are based on Long Island, New York.
Host Name: ftp://scftpd.ca.com for product files and download cart files and ftp.broadcom.com for individual
solution files.

Both methods display the host, user name, password, and FTP location, which you then can copy into the sample
JCL.

NOTE
The following links provide details regarding FTP: the FTP Help document link in the Review Download
Requests window and the Learn More link available in the Download Methods window.

9. Submit the job.

WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, it is possible for this job to fail and still return a zero condition code.
Read the messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the mainframe USS directory that you supplied.

Example CAtoMainframe.txt, JCL

The following text appears in the attached CAtoMainframe.txt JCL file:

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET PAX ESD PACKAGE',

//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

//* CA Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *
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//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *

//* turned on.                                                        *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *

//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

//* 5. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *

//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

//*    of the product download page.                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT TIMEOUT 120',REGION=0M

//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//INPUT    DD   *

Host

anonymous YourEmailAddress

lcd yourUSSpaxdirectory

binary

get FTP_location

quit

/*

Download Files to Mainframe through a PC

You download the product installation files to your PC and transfer them to your USS system.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the product file to your PC:
– Pax ESD. If you downloaded a zip file, first unzip the file to use the product pax files.
– Or copy the entire product software package (or individual pax files) to your PC.
The pax file resides on your PC.

NOTE
 Do not change the format of the pax.Z.

2. Open a Windows command prompt.
The command prompt appears.

3. Customize and enter the following FTP commands:
FTP mainframe

userid

password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/
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put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

mainframe
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.

userid
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

password
Specifies your z/OS password.

C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile
Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.

NOTE
If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.

yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.

paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
The pax command performs the following actions:

• The command extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• The command creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file and create a directory in your USS directory by
entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename

 Follow these steps: 

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Example JCL File, Unpackage.txt, to Customize
The following text appears in the attached Unpackage.txt JCL file:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX ESD PACKAGE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************
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//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.             *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. You edit and
submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation
process uses. We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.
Do not remove CAI after yourHLQ. Do not use the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.
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6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Download external HOLDDATA.
2. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
3. Create an SMP/E environment.
4. Receive base functions and HOLDDATA.
5. Download and RECEIVE PTFs from Support.
6. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
7. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
8. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
9. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

NOTE
Steps 1 through 3 of this process are documented in detail in this section. Steps 4 through 9 are documented in
the section describing how to run installation jobs for a Pax installation. If applicable to your product, Step 10 is
documented in the section describing starting your product.

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for your
product.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro GENSEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type GENSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
Note: Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the GENSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
GENAREAD member, and submit the GENEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN1HOLD in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command
line.
GEN1HOLD is customized.

3. Submit GEN1HOLD.
This job downloads the error and FIXCAT HOLDDATA from Support.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN2ALL in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command line.
GEN2ALL is customized.

5. Submit GEN2ALL.
This job produces the following results:
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– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

6. If your product requires a USS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product that requires a USS file
system, allocate and mount the file system:

NOTE
You can customize the supplied HFS JCL to zFS, if your site requires it.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN3CSI in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command line.
GEN3CSI is customized.

8. Submit GEN3CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

9. If your product requires HFS or if you want to install a feature of the product that requires HFS, add the DDDEFS that
are required for the file system to your SMP/E environment:
a. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc3CSIU in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command

line.
ccc3CSIU is customized.

b. Submit ccc3CSIU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
This article provides information to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the GENSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the GENAREAD
member, and submit the GENEDALL member.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN20RCB in an edit session, and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command
line.
GEN20RCB is customized.

2. Submit GEN20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from https://support.broadcom.com.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN30APB in an edit session, and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command

line.
GEN30APB is customized.

5. Submit GEN30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, note
these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production. Update the JCL to
BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

6. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN40ACB in an edit session, and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command
line.
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GEN40ACB is customized.
7. Submit GEN40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun

APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform the procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files anymore.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data sets.
You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

 Note: Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Apply Preventive Maintenance
Learn how to apply preventive maintenance using SMP/E JCL.

WARNING
Use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based products. The procedure that is discussed in this section is
fully automated when you use CSM.

Support Online at Broadcom Support has maintenance and HOLDDATA published since the installation data was created.
After the maintenance process completes, the product is ready to deploy.

NOTE
To review the Broadcom mainframe maintenance philosophy, see the Best Practices section or visit the
Broadcom Next-Generation Mainframe Management page.
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This procedure directs you to use the CAUNZIP utility. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS
without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. If you are not familiar with this
utility, see the Common Components and Services Administration content. This section includes an overview and sample
batch jobs. To use this utility, you must be running a current version of Common Components and Services.

1. Check the Download Center at http://support.broadcom.com for PTFs that have been published since this release
was created. If the base release was created recently, no PTFs have been published yet. If PTFs exist, add published
solutions for your product to your Download Cart, and click Checkout.

2. Specify that you want a complete package.
When processing completes, a link appears on the Review Download Requests page. You also receive an email
notification.

3. Click the Alternate FTP link for your order to obtain FTP login information and the ZIP file location. Download the ZIP
file into a USS directory on your z/OS system.

4. Run the CAUNZIP utility.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. For sample JCL to run the utility that is located in yourHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP),
see the Common Components and Services CAUNZIP Administration Guide. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT
data set contains the summary report. The summary report does the following:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

5. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set,
specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement and submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

6. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the GENSEDIT macro that was customized in the
installation steps.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN1HOLD in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update GEN1HOLD SAMPJCL to receive the HOLDDATA file.

GEN1HOLD is customized.
8. Submit GEN1HOLD.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
9. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN7RECH in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command

line.
GEN7RECH is customized.

10. Submit GEN7RECH.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.

11. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN8APYP in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command
line.
GEN8APYP is customized.

12. Submit GEN8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

13. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member GEN9ACCP in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the
command line.
GEN9ACCP is customized.

14. (Optional) Submit GEN9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.
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HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. These
are also called internal holds. The following reason is used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for Gen:

ACTION

Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.

DB2BIND optional

DB2BIND

Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.

DDDEF optional

DDDEF

Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.

DELETE-DEP-DOC

DELETE

Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE command.

DEP

Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.

DOC

Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

ENH optional

ENH

Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the enhancement. If no
action is must implement the enhancement, gives a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT optional

EXIT

Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.

EXRF

EXRF

Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility Systems.
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DOWNLD optional

DOWNLD

Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.

HOLDATA conclusion

Code a bypass operand on your APPLY command to install SYSMODs that have (internal) holds. Code the bypass
operand only after you have performed the required action, or if you are performing the action after the APPLY, if that is
appropriate.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is commonly used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered
to cause problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open GEN1HOLD in an edit session
and execute the GENSEDIT macro on the command line. Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has an unresolved hold error, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY command.
You can bypass an error hold in situations that are not applicable to you. Error holds that are not applicable to you can
include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product feature that you do not
use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the hold, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the hold error. This
action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

How to Prepare for Deployment
This section contains topics that describe the tasks you must perform before beginning the deployment process.

Before deploying a Gen product, ensure that all available maintenance is applied, particularly if using CSM Configuration
Services to configure the deployed product. This is because the contents of deployment data sets is copied by CSM SCS
to the runtime data sets created during configuration.

Applying maintenance requires re-deployment and re-configuration, and each of these activities may create a new set of
data sets.
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How to Deploy With CSM
Use SDS facilities to Create the deployment, which includes completing each step in the New Deployment wizard.
Select the appropriate CSI and one or more Gen products on the Product Selection panel. When Deploying Gen Host
Encyclopedia or Gen Implementation Toolset also select one of the Runtime products (either CICS, IMS or both) so that
the Runtime DLLs library is included in the deployment.

Deploy Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction

In the following Create Deployment process the Gen Host Encyclopedia is selected for deployment.

  

The Gen CICS Runtime product is also selected. This means that deployment will create the Gen runtime DLLs Library
in addition to the base Host Encyclopedia datasets. It is a requirement of Gen that one or more Runtime product
(either Gen CICS Runtime or Gen IMS Runtime, or both) is selected to enable deployment to include Runtime DLLs Load
Library in the set of deployed datasets.

Proceed through the wizard by clicking the Next button. Gen does not provide Custom Data Sets so select Next to
continue, then select a Methodology and a System to get to the Preview panel where you can review the selected or
entered deployment options. Ensure that the System selected is a Target System.
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Once the deployment wizard is complete select Deploy to make the Deployment Configurable.

Deploy Other Gen Products

All Gen products installed via CSM can be deployed but only the Host Encyclopedia can be Configured using CSM SCS.
In the following example, Gen Implementation Toolset is selected for deployment.
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Proceed through the wizard by using the Next button. Gen does not provide Custom Data Sets so select Next to continue,
then select a Methodology and a System and to get to the Preview panel where you can review the selected or entered
deployment options.
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After the deployment wizard is complete select Deploy to complete the Deployment process.

At this time Gen Implementation Toolset can be deployed but cannot be configured using CSM.

How to Configure With CSM

Start from the Deployments tab and select the appropriate deployment from the Deployments Configurable list.
In Deployment Details, select the product from the Product List section and Create Configuration or select Create
Configuration from the Actions drop-down button.

Follow the steps in the Create Configuration wizard to prepare a configuration, then build and implement. Configuration
implementation is completed using only CSM SCS or requires some manual processing.

After the configuration implementation process completes, the product is ready for use.

At this time only the Gen Host Encyclopedia product is enabled to be configured using CSM Configuration Services.

WARNING
CSM Configuration Services can be used to UPGRADE a Gen Host Encyclopedia created by a previous release
of Gen (possibly not configured with CSM). Use CSM Installation and Deployment to create a Target version of
the Gen Host Encyclopedia software and Create the Configuration using the existing encyclopedia (database)
variables. Once Implemented this Configuration provides the Upgraded Encyclopedia.
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Configuring Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction

After the Gen Host Encyclopedia has been deployed, it is Configurable. Select Create Configuration to start the wizard.
The Gen Runtime (CICS or IMS) is not configurable at this time, and it need to be selected for the Runtime DLLs library to
be included in the Host Encyclopedia Configuration.

Perform the steps in the configuration wizard to define and build the configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Define and Target.
Select your Gen deployment from the list of configurable deployments and create a configuration. The configuration
must target an available system.
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2. Import Values.
The Import options allow you to import values from a previous Gen Host Encyclopedia configuration.  These values
can be saved or modified in your new configuration and optionally, deleted from a previous configuration.  Skipping
the Import, allows you to start with default values in your configuration and set them specifically for your Host
Encyclopedia.
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3. Select Functions and Options.
Select Gen Host Encyclopedia functions and options for configuration. The options that are selected here are used to
determine the variables that are presented in the Create Target Settings dialog to obtain values that are used in the
Implementation. This is akin to the CEINSTAL process used when Configuring the Host Encyclopedia without CSM. In
the following example, a New Encyclopedia is created using IBM’s DB2 utilities, Host Construction is selected and a
DB2 profile table is used for applications that are built by the Encyclopedia.
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4. Define System Preferences.In the following example, the CICS region CGDCICS2 is selected as the designated
environment for Gen applications targeting

CICS.

NOTE
The configuration options Host Construction and CICS must have been selected in the Select Functions and
Options panel for the CICS subsystems occurrences to be presented.

The significant environment variables for Gen are as follows:
– z/OS

ZOSVERSION-z/OS version identifier
Specifies the z/OS version identifier of the system. Enter a 6 digit numeric value in the form vvrrmm. The vv is
version, rr is release, and mm is the maintenance level. For example, 011100 for z/OS 1.11.

– DB2
SUBSYSNAME-DB2 subsystem name

Specifies the DB2 subsystem name. Enter a 1 to 4 character uppercase alphanumeric or national (#,@,$) text
string that must begin with an alphabetic or national character.
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SDSNLOAD-DB2 load module library data set name
Specifies a DB2 load module library. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set name.

SDSNEXIT-DB2 load modules data set name
Specifies the DB2 load module library containing the subsystem parameter module (DSNHDECP) and user-
written exit routines. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set name. This is a mandatory field. The name can
be the same name provided for SDSNLOAD, in which case the SDSNLOAD data set is included twice in the
STEPLIB DD and it is NOT a problem.

VERSION-DB2 version identifier
Specifies the DB2 product version identifier. Enter a 6-digit numeric value in the form vvrrmm. The vv is version, rr
is release, and mm is the maintenance level. For example, 100100 for DB2 10.1.00.

SSIDVER-DB2 version identifier (3 characters)
Specifies the DB2 product version identifier. Enter a 3 character value in the form Vnn. The nn is version. For
example, V10.

– Language Environment (LE)
SCEELKED-C/C non-XPLINK (uppercase, no long name) resident routine library data set name

Specifies the C/C non-XPLINK (uppercase, no long name) resident routine library. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS
data set name.
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

SCEERUN-MVS LE SCEERUN runtime library data set name
Specifies the MVS Language Environment (LE) dynamic runtime library. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set
name.
Default: CEE.SCEERUN

SCEEINLL-SCEERUN and SCEERUN2 in the LNKLST/LPALST
Specifies whether the MVS Language Environment (LE) dynamic runtime libraries SCEERUN and SCEERUN2
are in the LNKLST/LPALST. Select YES or NO.

COBOLCOMPILER-COBOL compiler name
Specifies the COBOL compiler name. Enter a 1 to 8 character load module name.

COBOLLIB1-COBOL compiler load module library name
Specifies a COBOL compiler load module library. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set name.

COMPILERINLL-COBOL compiler in the LNKLST/LPALST
Specifies whether the libraries needed for the COBOL compiler are in LNKLST/LPALST. Select YES or NO.

– CICS
SDFHLOAD-CICS runtime library data set name

Specifies the runtime library that is associated with the CICS region. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set
name.

JOBNAME-CICS job name
Specifies the name of the CICS region. Enter a 1 to 8 character uppercase alphanumeric or national (#,@,$) text
string that must begin with an alphabetic or national character.

APPLID-CICS APPLID
Specifies the primary VTAM APPLID of the CICS region. Enter a 1 to 8 character uppercase alphanumeric text
string.
Default: DBDCCICS

TSVERSION-CICS Transaction Service version identifier
Specifies the Transaction Service version identifier of the CICS region. Enter a 6 digit numeric value in the form
vvrrmm. The vv is version, rr is release, and mm is the maintenance level. For example, 030200 for CICS TS 3.2.

– IMS
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RESLIB-IMS linkage editor library data set name
Specifies the IMS linkage editor library. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set name.

JOBNAME-IMS job name
Specifies the name of the IMS system. Enter a 1 to 8 character uppercase alphanumeric or national (#,@,$) text
string that must begin with an alphabetic or national character.

VERSION-IMS version identifier
Specifies the IMS product version identifier. Enter a 6 digit numeric value in the form vvrrmm. The vv is version, rr
is release, and mm is the maintenance level. For example, 110100 for IMS 11.1.

5. Create Target Settings.Define your Gen Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction target environment by
specifying values for Gen product variables.Host Encyclopedia variables are grouped to match the CEINSTAL
process. Expand each group to see the individual variables. Some variables have default settings that can
be overwritten or confirmed as seen, and accepted. The option ‘Find Unresolved Variable’ sequentially
displays the mandatory variables and variables which require confirmation. The icon means that the

variable has
been resolved (has a value, either entered or confirmed). The icon means that the

variable must
be resolved (either requires a value or must be confirmed). The same icons apply to the product variable groups, in
which case one or more variables in the group must be actioned. The Next button only becomes active when all the
variables have been resolved.A previous configuration can be used to populate the current configuration, re-using the
same variable values if appropriate. This is  useful for the Maintenance option, where PTFs are being applied to an
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existing Configuration.The following example shows the product variable groups for Gen Host Encyclopedia and Host

Construction.
The product variables are grouped as follows:

CONSTANTS
Variables which are provided with constant values within the product.
CSMGEN is used as the second qualifier for temporary work data sets used to keep the output of Implementation
Steps.
DSNTYPE determines the DSN Type used when allocating Gen partitioned data sets, like DBRM library. It is not
used when allocating Gen Load Libraries like CEHBPLD0 or CEHBPLD1 as these are always allocated as PDSE
(Library).

Host Encyclopedia Libraries
Prefix and suffixes for the libraries that are used by the Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction. Similar to the
values entered using the CEINSTAL panel. These are the Runtime version of the Deployment data sets. The
Runtime data sets includes the JCL, SQL, and PARMLIB data sets which are not part of Deployment.
Includes SMS variables that are used to allocate the Runtime data sets (permanent).
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When Maintenance Option is used, it requires an extra data set prefix that is used to allocate data sets to backup
the Runtime data sets prior to applying maintenance.

Host Encyclopedia JCL variables
Variables that are used in Host Encyclopedia utility jobs, such as encyclopedia image copy.
Includes SMS variables that are used to allocate temporary data sets used to keep the output of Implementation
Steps.

Host Encyclopedia Variables
Global values used to operate the Host Encyclopedia, like encyclopedia name and plan prefix.
Includes SMS variables that are used to allocate userid prefixed data sets like <userid>.IEF.LOGFILE.
Old Host Encyclopedia variables

Optional variables that are used in model cross copy or conversion from another encyclopedia. This other
encyclopedia is usually at a previous schema level.

Host Encyclopedia DB2 variables
DB2 environment variables that are used by the Host Encyclopedia such as the Secondary AuthID, database
names, dynamic SQL plan name.

Host Encyclopedia Database
Variables that are used in creating the Host Encyclopedia DB2 databases and associated objects such as tables,
indexes.
Storage Group for Host Encyclopedia database variables is used to distribute the encyclopedia spaces across
different volumes. At this time, the CSM Implementation only uses the odd-numbered groups (1, 3 and 5),
ignoring the others.

Host Construction Variables
Target system-specific variables.
COBOL compiler variables

Compiler variables are used to capture information about the COBOL compiler.
DB2 precompiler variables

DB2 precompiler variables capture information about the DB2 precompiler. The information is used when
precompiling a generated source module targeting DB2.

CICS Variables
CICS variables are used to capture information about CICS. The information is used when installing
generated applications targeting CICS. This option is activated by specifying support for generated
applications under CICS in target environment configuration.

IMS Variables
IMS variables capture information about IMS. The information is used when installing a generated
application targeting IMS. This option is activated by specifying support for generated applications under
IMS in target environment configuration.

RPROF Variables
RPROF variables capture information which is used to build the runtime profile manager for DB2. This
option is activated by selecting DB2 RPROF TABLE option, made available by Host Construction. The
option CREATE DB2 RPROF has no effect on this group.

In the following example, Host Encyclopedia Libraries is expanded. The default value for the variable ‘Runtime data
sets prefix’ is shown. Confirm the default value or specify another value.
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When Implemented, this specific Configuration creates data sets named AAAC.GEN.HE.SCS.CEHBPLD0,
CEHBCLS0 and so on and copies the contents of the Deployment data sets into them. In addition it creates data sets
JCL, SQL and PARMLIB which are populated by the Implementation.
Once the Configuration is implemented the AAAC.GEN.HE.SCS.* data sets are the Runtime data sets that must be
accessed via the Logon Clist or Procedure to access this encyclopedia and construction.
When Maintenance option is selected, the value that is specified for the ‘Runtime data sets prefix’ variable must be
the value entered when this encyclopedia was originally created/upgraded. The ‘Maintenance prefix’ variable must
be a different name as it is used to create a backup of the Runtime data sets before the maintenance is propagated.
Maintenance option requires that one of the DB2 utilities options (IBM or CA) is also selected.
Since Maintenance is intended to be applied to an existing configuration enter the name of a previously created
configuration in the Use Configuration Values, or select one from the list, to pick up the values that are used when
the Implemented Configuration was originally created. Selecting the Upgrading Ency(clopedia) option enables the
‘Upgrade From ……’ options. CSM Configuration Services can be used to UPGRADE a Gen Host Encyclopedia
created by a previous release of Gen (not only a CSM Configuration). Use CSM Installation and Deployment to create
the Runtime version of the Gen Host Encyclopedia software as before. Then in the Create Configuration dialog enter
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the database values (like Schema, Data and Public Interface database name) for the encyclopedia being upgraded.
The Implementation is then configured your old encyclopedia to be used with the new software.

6. Select and edit resources.On this panel, you can select and edit resources. There are no editable resources for Host
Encyclopedia and Host Construction. Therefore you can proceed to the next step.
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7. Review and

Build.
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You can expand each section to see the value used by each variable. You can Print or Export (save) this Configuration
Summary. Verify that the values entered or the ones that are presented by default are correct before selecting Build to
Implement the configuration.

Implementing Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction Configuration

When you build a configuration for Gen Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction, you can validate and implement it.

Validation verifies access to resources used when you implement the configuration. At this time skip Validation of Gen as
a validation failure caused by a non-existent temporary data set condition prevents Implementation. The validation failure
is for a condition that is handled during Implementation so the actual Implementation, when validation is bypassed, is
successful.

The following is an example of Validation results for Bind Package and Plan processing. The first action deletes outputs
from a previous Implementation, if there are any. It is acceptable that the data set does not exist. The Validation fails
with ‘MSMC0236E Service validation error: DSN=<userid>.CSMGENHE.CEJOB07A.SYSTSPRT - Dataset must
exist message, but the Implementation of the same process handles the condition and succeeds.

When this Validation error is encountered, it is not possible to continue with Implementation. It is best to skip Validation
until this error condition is addressed.
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Use the Configurations tab in CSM, select the built configuration from the list, and select Implement from the Actions drop-
down. Implement the configuration by releasing the Implementation Steps. You can Release All steps or can Release
individual steps. The following example shows the Implementation Steps to Create a New Encyclopedia. Either Release
All for steps to execute automatically where the steps pre-reqs are automatically addressed or Release Next to manually
control the execution of each step. The Actions drop-down can also be used to Release (or Bypass) each step.

The following images show all the steps to create a New Encyclopedia:
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The last Step is optional and, if not required, must be Bypassed. Verify that this step is not required by accessing the
newly created encyclopedia to evaluate performance before bypassing the step. This step can be executed when a new
encyclopedia’s performance must be improved by uploading models and executing RUNSTATS.

When all implementations steps complete successfully, you can use the Host Encyclopedia. Start by setting up the ISPF
environment to access the Host Encyclopedia that is just created or upgraded. This is described next.

Establish ISPF Library Concatenation

The ISPF environment must be established before using Gen. The encyclopedia libraries can be allocated using a logon
CLIST, a logon PROC, or the ISPF LIBDEF facility. In all cases, if the logon is used primarily for the encyclopedia, certain
libraries must be first in the concatenation.

WARNING
Do not include Gen data sets from prior releases before the current-release Gen datasets in the ISPF logon
concatenation. Doing so may produce unpredictable results or cause errors. Do not install the Gen load modules
in an APF authorized library.
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ISPLLIB or STEPLIB

A combination of ISPLLIB or STEPLIB can be used to allocate the required Gen software libraries and the required z/OS
program product runtime libraries, such as LE, DB2, and ISPF.

If DB2 or LE libraries are not in the linklist, allocate them through a STEPLIB DD or the ISPLLIB DD in the logon CLIST or
in the TSO logon procedure.

LIBDEF

If you use the ISPF LIBDEF facility, note these restrictions:

• LIBDEF is not supported for the SYSPROC DD. You must include the Gen CLIST library in the SYSPROC
concatenation of a logon CLIST or a TSO logon PROC.

• Do not use LIBDEF to allocate the required load libraries. Gen programs make dynamic calls to LE runtime routines.
Using LIBDEF to allocate ISPLLIB results in an S806 abend for module not found. This is a limitation of ISPF LIBDEF.

• There are two CLIST exits for LIBDEF: TIELIBDF and TIELIBFR.
TIELIBDF is called at the beginning of some Gen Host Encyclopedia functions, including the clist TICPYRIT which
displays the Gen copyright panel. TIELIBDF dynamically allocates ISPPLIB, ISPMLIB, and ISPSLIB.
TIELIBFR is called at the end of some Host Encyclopedia functions and can be used to free libraries allocated using
LIBDEF. TIELIBDF and TIELIBFR contain examples of how to use LIBDEF to allocate and free libraries.

NOTE
When customizing exits, use a different library that can be concatenated before the Gen software, ensuring that
Gen software libraries are not modified.

Procedure

Allocate the following libraries:

DDNAME Description Gen Library Short Name
SYSPROC CLIST libraries CEHBCLS0
ISPPLIB ISPF Panel libraries CEHBPNL0
ISPMLIB ISPF Message libraries CEHBMSG0
ISPLLIB Load libraries CEHBPLD0

CEHBPLD1
ISPPROF ISPF User Profile library (not applicable)
ISPSLIB ISPF Skeleton libraries CEHBSKL0
TIUPARML Parameter library containing site specific

values used in Host Encyclopedia and
Construction functions

PARMLIB

1. Create and test the logon CLIST or PROC. Contact the System Administrator if you need help with this step or the
next step.

2. If using LIBDEF, modify and test TIELIBDF.

Establish Access to Gen

Modify an existing ISPF menu to provide an ISPF entry point to Gen Host Encyclopedia. The modified ISPF menu
must provide an option that executes the CLIST TICPYRIT to display the Gen copyright panel, for example, CMD
(%TICPYRIT). Alternatively, you can use the CLIST GENHE to display the Gen copyright panel for the Host Encyclopedia,
for example CMD (%GENHE).
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Other ISPF Considerations

Review the default flag in the TSO command table (ISPTCM) header to determine if the command processor entries for
the following TSO commands need to be added to the ISPTCM:

• TSOAE-required by the TSO testing facility.
• EXECSQL-(Optional) a dynamic SQL utility for diagnostics and problem correction.

Most sites do not need to change these commands. If you modify the ISPTCM defaults, you must add these commands.

No modification is required if the default flag in the ISPTCM header is B'.......1'. This indicates that a BLDL instruction
is used to determine if a command processor or a CLIST is entered. If your ISPTCM table has a different setting in the
header, add a command processor ENTRY for the TSOAE and EXECSQL commands. For more information, see the
ISPF documentation.

WARNING
Insufficient space in the ISPPROF profile data set can cause unpredictable results.

WARNING
Next you want to populate the encyclopedia, see Preparing to Start Host Encyclopedia.

How to Deploy Without CSM
To deploy without CSM, you must manually copy the target libraries defined to SMP/E and user-selected data sets to
other (target) environments.

How to Configure Without CSM
The topics in this section describe the manual tasks you perform if you are not configuring your product using CSM.

Configuring Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction
This section describes the configuration tasks needed before Gen can be started, customized, and used in your
environment.

Configuration Variables

This article provides information for Configuration Variables.

Gen Library Name Variables

The following table describes the installed Gen library names.

Gen Library Suffixes Description User Notes
XML
Default: CEHBXML

Library containing the Gen XML files for
Configuration through CSM

SIDEDECK
Default: CEHBSIDE

Library containing the Gen SIDEDECK

Load library
Default: CEHBPLD0

Library containing Gen executables and
runtime modules.

Note: The data sets must be allocated as
PDSE data sets.

Must be of 'DSNTYPE=LIBRARY'
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Runtime DLLs
Default: CEHBPLD1

Library containing Gen runtime modules,
DLLs.

Note: The data sets must be allocated as
PDSE data sets.

Must be of 'DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

DBRM
Default: CEHBDBRM

Library containing Gen DBRMs. DBRMs
that correspond to the modules linked into
Gen executables.

Data (EGEN/TRAN)
Default: CEHBDATV

Contains schema load files, transaction files
for models shipped with Gen.

CLIST
Default: CEHBCLS0

Library containing Gen CLISTs and REXX
commands. CEINSTAL generates CLISTs
in this library.

Panel
Default: CEHBPNL0

Library containing the Gen ISPF panels.

Message
Default: CEHBMSG0

Library containing the Gen ISPF messages.

Skeleton
Default: CEHBSKL0

Library containing the Gen ISPF skeletons.

X-Late
Default: CEHBDATB

Library containing the Gen translate or
international tables.

The following table describes the Gen library names that are populated during configuration.

Gen Library Suffixes Description User Notes

SQL
Default: SQL

CEINSTAL generates the SQL necessary to
install Gen and places it in this library.

JCL
Default: JCL

CEINSTAL generates the JCL necessary to
install Gen and places it in this library.

PARMLIB
Default: PARMLIB

Library containing site-specific parameters.

JCL Variables

The following table describes the JCL variables.

JCL Variables Description User Notes

Jobcard
No default

Job card included in the generated JCL to
perform various installation tasks

Installer TSOID
No Default

Used to prefix the names of the temporary
data sets built and used during installation.

Used in several places

DISK UNIT
Default: SYSDA

Disk unit that is used in the generated JCL
to perform various installation tasks.

Tape unit
Default: 3480

Tape unit that is used in the generated JCL
to perform various installation tasks.
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SYSOUT class
Default: *

SYSOUT class that is used in the
generated JCL to perform various
installation tasks.

DB2 STEPLIB
No default

Optionally, one or more libraries that are
included in a STEPLIB in the generated
JCL to perform various installation tasks. If
your site included the DB2 libraries in the
system LINKLIST, do not specify them in a
STEPLIB.

z/OS steplib1
z/OS steplib2
OTHER STEPLIB
No default

Optionally, one or more libraries that are
included in a STEPLIB in the generated
JCL to perform installation tasks. If your
site included the z/OS runtime libraries
in the system LINKLIST, do not specify a
STEPLIB.

Encyclopedia Variables

The following table describes the encyclopedia variables.

Encyclopedia Variables Description User Notes

Site name
Default:
YOUR_COMPANY_NAME

For information purposes only.

Encyclopedia variables for the current installation

Encyclopedia name
Default: HOST001

Name of the encyclopedia. It must be a
unique value to prevent cross encyclopedia
enqueues.

Encyclopedia ID
Default:1

Numeric ID of the host encyclopedia.
Required when exchanging models
between the Host Encyclopedia and
client/server encyclopedias in a multiple
encyclopedia environment. This ID must be
unique among the host and client/server
encyclopedias.

Install construction
Default: Y

Determine if Construction is installed.

Administrator TSOID
Default: TSO user ID

Identifies person doing the installation.

Administrator name
Default:
System Administrator

For information purposes only.

PLAN Prefix
Default: HEPL (4-byte limit)

Prefix for Gen DB2 plan names. Plan
prefixes make plan names unique in a DB2
subsystem, allowing different versions of
Gen software to run against the same Gen
database.
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Schema Identifier A display only field that identifies the
schema.

User dataset prefix
Default: &SYSPREF

Prefix for user data sets created by Gen, for
example, standard error, standard out.

User dataset UNIT type
Default: SYSDA

Unit for allocating user data sets created by
Gen.

User dataset suffix Option value suffix for user datasets
created by Gen.

Optional Variables that are used in Model Cross-copy or Conversion

Old PLAN Prefix
PL00

Optionally identifies the DB2 plan prefix
for the old Host Encyclopedia when
cross-copying models from old to new
encyclopedia.

Old Schema identifier Optionally identifies the schema level of
the old encyclopedia when cross-copying
a model from an old to new encyclopedia.
The old encyclopedia must be in the prior or
second prior schema and you must specify
the exact schema value, as in 9.1.A5 or
9.0.A2.
Note: For the schema designation for Prior
Schema and Second Prior Schema, see the
Release Notes.

Old load library Optionally identifies the load library
corresponding to the prior or second prior
schema.

DB2 Database Variables

The following table describes the DB2 database variables.

DB2 Database Variables Description User Notes

DB2 Subsystem ID
Default: DSN

Identifies the DB2 subsystem.

Secondary authorization ID
No default

The DB2 DDL uses secondary
authorization ID as:
SET CURRENT SQLID='XXX'
Secondary authorization ID is passed
to the DB2 bind process in the OWNER
parameter.

Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View
Owner
No default

Optional. Bind qualifier and DB2 Table-
Index-View-Owner are passed to the DB2
bind process in the QUALIFER parameter.
This value is also used to prefix table,
index, and view names, during their
creation.
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DB2 Collection ID
Default: DBCOLLID

Identifies DB2 collection ID used in binding
Host Encyclopedia packages.

Schema DB name
Default: HOSTS

Name of the schema database.

Data DB name
Default: HOSTD

Name of the encyclopedia database.

Public Interface DB name
Default: HOSTP

Name of the public interface database.

Dataset storage type
Default: S

Space for Gen database can be allocated
using storage groups or VSAM data sets:

S-storage group allocation

V-VSAM allocation

Encyclopedia Initial size
Default: S

S-small
M-medium

Secondary storage factor
Default: 0

Defines secondary space allocation in
relation to primary allocation. 0 to 1.0 times
primary allocation.

Storage Group Names
No default

If you select storage group space
allocation, you must know the names of the
groups to use.

VSAM Volume Names
No default

If you select VSAM space allocation, you
must specify the volume names for VSAM
data sets.

Gen Runtime Collection ID
Default: RTCOLLID

Identifies DB2 collection ID used in binding
runtime packages for TIRPROFD and
TIROLBCM.

COBOL Compiler Variables

The following table describes the COBOL compiler variables.

COBOL Compiler Variables Description User Notes

COBOL Compiler name
Default: IGYCRCTL

Name of the COBOL compiler.

Size parameter
No default

Amount of space for the compiler SIZE
parameter as:
kilobytes, for example, 4096 KB
bytes, for example, 4194304
MAX.

COBOL Compiler library
Default: IGY.SIGYCOMP

Name of the library containing the compiler
that is used by the environment and various
support modules for COBOL.

Compiler library in linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if the compiler library is
defined in the system linklist.
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z/OS Static runtime
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

Library containing static runtime modules
for COBOL.

z/OS Dynamic runtime
Default: CEE.SCEERUN

Library containing z/OS LE dynamic
runtime modules.

SCEERUN library in linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if this library is in the linklist.

DB2 Subsystem Variables

The following table describes the DB2 subsystem variables.

DB2 Subsystem Variables Description User Notes

DB2 precompiler name
Default: DSNHPC

Name of the DB2 precompiler.

DB2 link library
Default: DB2.SDSNLOAD

Name of the DB2 link library containing
the DB2 precompiler and various support
modules.

Link lib in LPA/linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if the DB2 link library is
defined in the system linklist.

CICS Variables

The following table describes the CICS variables.

CICS Variables Description User Notes

CICS Load library
Default: CICS.SDFHLOAD

Name of CICS Load library.

z/OS Static Link Library
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

z/OS LE static link library.

CICS shares CPU with this TSO
Default: N

Flag indicating if the CICS system targeted
to run Gen applications executes on the
same CPU as Host Construction. Only
applications targeting DB2 use this variable
to decide where and when to do the DB2
BIND.

Y - Host Construction can perform the
BIND.

N - You must do a manual BIND on the
other CPU.
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IMS Variables

The following table describes the IMS variables.

IMS Variables Description User Notes

IMS resident Load lib
Default: IMS.RESLIB

Load library containing IMS modules.

Maximum segment size
Default: 1280

Maximum segment size of IMS messages.

IMS shares CPU with this TSO
Default: N

Flag indicating if the IMS system targeted
to run Gen applications runs on the
same CPU as Host Construction. Only
applications targeting DB2 use this variable
to decide where and when to do the DB2
BIND.

Y-Host Construction can perform BIND.

N-You must do a manual BIND on the other
CPU.

CPIC interface Load lib
Default: SYS1.CSSLIB

Name of the system library that contains
the CPIC interface modules. Usually this
library is SYS1.CSSLIB, a required z/OS
data set.

RPROF Variables

The following table describes the RPROF variables.

RPROF Variables Description User Notes

DB2 Subsystem ID
Default: DB2

DB2 subsystem identifier of the subsystem
where you want to create an RPROF table.

Explicit creator ID
No default

If specified, RPROF table and index are
qualified using this ID.
Explicit creator ID and secondary
authorization ID are mutually exclusive.

Secondary Authorization ID
No default

If specified, the current SQLID is set to
this ID before RPROF table and index are
defined.
Secondary authorization and explicit creator
ID are mutually exclusive.

DB name
Default: RPROF

Name of the database in which to build the
RPROF table.

Storage Type
Default: S

Space for the RPROF database is allocated
using storage groups or VSAM data sets.
S - Storage Group allocation
V - VSAM allocation
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Storage Group Name
No default

When Storage Type is set to S, you must
specify the Storage Group Name to use
when creating the tablespace and table for
RPROF.

VCAT
No default

If you select VSAM as the type of database
storage, you must specify the VCAT name
to use when creating the VSAM data sets.

Volume
No default

If you select VSAM space allocation, you
must specify the volume names when
creating the VSAM data sets.

RPROF initial size
Default: 350 4-KB pages for VSAM, or 1400
1-KB pages for storage group

Primary size of tablespace containing the
RPROF table.

RPROF secondary size
Default: 0

Secondary space allocation of tablespace
containing the RPROF table.

RPROFI1 initial size
Default: 350 4KB pages for VSAM, or 1400
1KB pages for storage group

Primary size of RPROF index.

RPROFI1 secondary size
Default: 0

Secondary space allocation of RPROF
index.

JCL Members

This following table provides a comprehensive list of all Gen JCL members and a brief description of the jobs they
perform. The installation and upgrade processes create these members.

JCL Member Job Description

BIEFXCPY Performs a batch cross-copy by executing CLISTs IEFDOWN and
IEFUP.

BLDRPROF Builds RPROF tables and indexes. Each DB2 subsystem that is
used by applications that are generated by Gen must have an
RPROF table.

If the target of a Gen application is CICS, you can use a TSQ
RPROF instead of a DB2 RPROF, eliminating the need for an
RPROF table.

CEJOB02 Allocates VSAM data sets for encyclopedia tables and indexes, if
VSAM data sets are selected.

CEJOB03 Executes a DB2 BIND for dynamic SQL processing program
TIUUSQL.

CEJOB04 Creates all DB2 objects in EBCDIC encoding scheme for a new
Host Encyclopedia.

CEJOB05

CAJOB05

Loads the Gen schema tables with meta-model data. Executes the
DB2 Load utility of IBM.

Performs the same task as CEJOB05 using Broadcom's Fast
Load utility.
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JCL Member Job Description

CEJOB05A Relaxes schema migration rules.

CEJOB06

CAJOB06

Executes the DB2 RUNSTATS utility for all Host Encyclopedia
tables.
Updates DB2 catalog statistics similar to CEJOB06 using
Broadcom's PDASTAT utility.

CEJOB07A Binds Host Encyclopedia DBRMs into packages in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

CEJOB07B Binds Gen Host Encyclopedia plans in EBCDIC encoding scheme.

CEJOB08 Grants to PUBLIC, DB2 EXECUTE authority on Gen plans and
DB2 SELECT authority on Public Interface table views.

CEJOB09 Updates the DMAX tables for the Gen schema.

Two new keywords are available:

ENCY
NAME(

'NEWNAME')

Host encyclopedia name. The host encyclopedia
name must be unique across encyclopedia
environments to prevent cross-encyclopedia
enqueues within z/OS. A value of null ('') is the
default and leaves the host encyclopedia name
unchanged.

ENCYID(999)Encyclopedia ID. Required when exchanging
models between the host encyclopedia and a client/
server encyclopedia in a multiple-encyclopedia
environment. A value of 0 is the default and leaves
the host encyclopedia ID unchanged.

CEJOB10 Loads the Schema Functions Model.

CEJOB11 Processes the Functions Model to extract information and load it
to the schema tables.

CEJOB12 Loads the Gen Sample Model.

CEJOB13 Loads the Gen Help Model.

CEUCLEN Runs a special version of the model delete function that removes
all orphan objects that are not related to a model.

CEUCOPY
CAUCOPY

Runs the DB2 COPY utility to take a full image-copy of
encyclopedia tablespaces. This job is also used to create an
encyclopedia. This member was created as sample utility JCL.
Runs the Quick Copy utility to take a full image-copy of
encyclopedia tablespaces. This job is also used to create an
Encyclopedia. This member was created as sample utility JCL.

CEUINCR
CAUINCR

Runs the DB2 COPY utility to take an incremental image-copy of
encyclopedia tablespaces.
Runs the Quick Copy utility to take an incremental image-copy of
encyclopedia tablespaces.

CEUREOR
CAUREOR

Runs the DB2 REORG utility on tablespaces.
Runs the Rapid Reorg utility on tablespaces.

CEUXPND Expands table and indexspaces.
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JCL Member Job Description

CVJOB04A Upgrades Gen Host Encyclopedia objects:

- from AllFusion Gen r7 to Gen 8.6

- from AllFusion Gen r7.5 to Gen 8.6

CVJOB04B Upgrades Gen Host Encyclopedia objects from AllFusion Gen r7.6
to Gen 8.6.

LAPPHELP

CAPPHELP

Runs IBM DB2 LOAD utility to load the application
Help Model data.
Runs the Fast Load utility to load the application Help Model data.

USERLIB Allocates libraries that are used in Host Construction. Can also
be used as a model for user allocation of construction libraries.
For a list of the libraries allocated by USERLIB, see Testing Host
Construction.
Note: Any load library must be allocated as
PDSE (DSNType = LIBRARY).

CEJOB14R Binds Gen runtime DBRM TIROLBCM into a package in EBCDIC
encoding scheme using Gen runtime collection ID.

CEJOB15R Binds Gen runtime DBRMs TIRPROFD into a package in
EBCDIC encoding scheme using Gen runtime collection ID. The
BLDRPROF job must execute before this job executes unless a
previously created DB2 RPROF table is to be used.

You must have IBM DB2 utilities, Database Management Solutions for Db2, or equivalent utilities from other vendors to
execute the following jobs:

• CEJOB05
• CAJOB05
• CEJOB06
• CAJOB06
• CEUCOPY
• CAUCOPY
• CEUREOR
• CAUREOR
• CEUINCR
• CAUINCR
• LAPPHELP
• CAPPHELP

If you are using utilities from other vendors, you must customize these jobs accordingly.

Evaluate Return Codes

During the installation process, you may see return codes of 0 and 4. These return codes do not adversely affect
installation. If the return code is not 0 or 4, check your system output to ensure that the installation succeeded. For
example, CEJOB04 may return a code of 8 if the database exists, but the rest of the job completes normally. In this case,
you must check the DB2 SYSPRINT. For more information about return codes, see the IBM documentation.

Return codes of 8, 12, and 16 may indicate the following problems with the installation:
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• The data set is full.
• You are out of directory blocks in the load library.
• The block size of the load library is wrong.
• A file was defined improperly.
• The wrong attributes were defined.

Establish an ISPF Library Concatenation

The ISPF environment must be established before using Gen. The encyclopedia libraries can be allocated using a logon
CLIST, a logon PROC, or the ISPF LIBDEF facility. In all cases, if the logon is used primarily for the encyclopedia, certain
libraries must be first in the concatenation.

WARNING
Do not include Gen data sets from releases before Gen 8.6 in the ISPF logon concatenation because it may
produce unpredictable results or cause errors. Do not install the Gen load modules in an APF authorized library.

ISPLLIB or STEPLIB

A combination of ISPLLIB or STEPLIB can be used to allocate the required Gen software libraries and the required z/OS
program product runtime libraries, such as LE, DB2, and ISPF.

If DB2 or LE libraries are not in the linklist, allocate them through a STEPLIB DD or the ISPLLIB DD in the logon CLIST or
in the TSO logon procedure.

LIBDEF

If you use the ISPF LIBDEF facility, note these restrictions:

• LIBDEF is not supported for the SYSPROC DD. You must include the Gen CLIST library in the SYSPROC
concatenation of a logon CLIST or a TSO logon PROC.

• Do not use LIBDEF to allocate the required load libraries. Gen programs make dynamic calls to LE runtime routines.
Using LIBDEF to allocate ISPLLIB results in an S806 abend for module not found. This is a limitation of ISPF LIBDEF.

• There are two CLIST exits for LIBDEF: TIELIBDF and TIELIBFR.
TIELIBDF is called at the beginning of some Gen Host Encyclopedia functions, including the clist TICPYRIT which
displays the Gen copyright panel. TIELIBDF dynamically allocates ISPPLIB, ISPMLIB, and ISPSLIB.
TIELIBFR is called at the end of some Host Encyclopedia functions and can be used to free libraries allocated using
LIBDEF. TIELIBDF and TIELIBFR contain examples of how to use LIBDEF to allocate and free libraries.

NOTE
When customizing exits, use a different library that can be concatenated before the Gen software, ensuring
that Gen software libraries are not modified.

Procedure

Allocate the following libraries:

 DDNAME  Description   Gen Library Short Name 

SYSPROC CLIST libraries CEHBCLS0

ISPPLIB ISPF Panel libraries CEHBPNL0

ISPMLIB ISPF Message libraries CEHBMSG0

ISPLLIB Load libraries CEHBPLD0
CEHBPLD1
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ISPPROF ISPF User Profile library (not applicable)

ISPSLIB ISPF Skeleton libraries CEHBSKL0

TIUPARML Parameter library containing site specific
values used in Host Encyclopedia and
Construction functions

PARMLIB

1. Create and test the logon CLIST or PROC. Contact the System Administrator if you need help with this step or the
next step.

2. If using LIBDEF, modify and test TIELIBDF.

Establish Access to Gen 

Modify an existing ISPF menu to provide an ISPF entry point to Gen Host Encyclopedia. The modified ISPF menu
must provide an option that executes the CLIST TICPYRIT to display the Gen copyright panel, for example, CMD
(%TICPYRIT). Alternatively, you can use the CLIST GENHE to display the Gen copyright panel for the Host Encyclopedia,
for example CMD (%GENHE).

Other ISPF Considerations

Review the default flag in the TSO command table (ISPTCM) header to determine if the command processor entries for
the following TSO commands need to be added to the ISPTCM:

• TSOAE-required by the TSO testing facility.
• EXECSQL-(Optional) a dynamic SQL utility for diagnostics and problem correction.

Most sites do not need to change these commands. If you modify the ISPTCM defaults, you must add these commands.

No modification is required if the default flag in the ISPTCM header is B'.......1'. This indicates that a BLDL instruction
is used to determine if a command processor or a CLIST is entered. If your ISPTCM table has a different setting in the
header, add a command processor ENTRY for the TSOAE and EXECSQL commands. For more information, see the
ISPF documentation.

WARNING
 Insufficient space in the ISPPROF profile data set can cause unpredictable results.

Establish the Environment

This article provides information for Establish the Environment.

To establish a site-specific environment for Gen requires six tasks.

1. Define the installation variables, or pre-populate the installation variables using an existing TILPARMS member.
2. Verify the installation variables.
3. Save the installation variables in the external JCL library member TILPARMS.
4. Build the Gen parameter files.
5. Build sample utility JCL (Optional).

Prerequisites

Before setting up the environment, verify that the following tasks are complete:

1. Completed the site variables configuration.
2. Uploaded and installed the Gen Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction software.
3. Established ISPF concatenation.
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Define Installation Variables

The installation dialog CLIST named CEINSTAL specifies installation parameters. This CLIST modifies the installation
jobs by substituting variable values specific to your site. The next time that you start CEINSTAL, all your site-specific
variables are available.

NOTE
Installation variables are saved in the ISPF profile pool and this pool is associated only with the TSO user ID
executing CEINSTAL. When you build installation JCL and SQL, CEINSTAL uses the ISPF profile pool variables.
You must use the same TSO user ID until the parameters are saved to the external JCL data set member
TILPARMS. If there is an earlier version of the Host Encyclopedia software on your system, you probably
already have a TILPARMS. For instructions on how to use an existing TILPARMS member, see Use Saved
Parameters to Configure the Environment.

Use Saved Parameters to Configure the Environment

The following sections explain how to use the saved parameters to configure the environment:

Relationship between TILTAB50 and TILPARMS

All installation variables entered during the CEINSTAL dialog, through the options in the Installation Variables
Management Menu, including those stored in the TILTAB50 table, can be saved for later retrieval. The saved variables
are stored in JCL library member TILPARMS. For more information about using TILPARMS to install variables or restore
variables to previously saved values, see the TILPARMS section.

Using the Retrieve Variables option on the Installation Variables Management Menu retrieves all CEINSTAL variables
stored in TILPARMS. Existing TILPARMS variables are overwritten. TILTAB50 is created, based on the values in
TILPARMS, when you select option 7, Assign Storage Group name, or option 8, Assign VSAM names from the Installation
Variables Management Menu. If TILTAB50 already exists, it is overwritten.

TILPARMS

Use the CAI.CAGEN.JCL(TILPARMS) option in the CEINSTAL dialog to save variables to an external data set. If you
are not installing the Host Encyclopedia for the first time, you probably have a set of installation parameters defined in
TILPARMS. You can retrieve, modify, and verify these parameters for the new installation.

Modify TILPARMS

Follow these steps: 

1. Copy the TILPARMS member into the JCL data set for the new installation.
2. To edit TILPARMS, use the following steps:

a. Locate the line that contains @TILCSCHM.
b. Change and verify the value to the right of @TILCSCHM to the Current Schema to update the schema to Gen 8.6.

NOTE
For information about the schema designation for Current Schema, see the Release Notes.

c. Locate the line that contains @TILAPREF<data set prefix> and change the value of <data set prefix> to the new
prefix used for Gen 8.6.

NOTE
If the CLIST suffix is different, change it now.The SASCI3 index was new in AllFusion Gen r7 and must
exist in a TILPARMS copied from an AllFusion Gen r7.x release.

d. The CICS Sockets Load library is not required to build generated applications and has been removed.
When a TILPARMS copied from an earlier Gen release contains an entry for the CICS Sockets Load library
TCPIP.SEZATCP, remove it.
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3. On the Gen Main Menu command line, type the following and press Enter:
TSO %CEINSTAL

The Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu displays.
4. Select option 1 and press Enter.

The Installation Variables Management Menu displays.
5. Select option 1 and press Enter.

The Set Library Names screen displays.
6. Set the Data set Prefix to point to your new data sets on the Set Library Names screen.
7. Verify the JCL library suffix is correct and press F3.

The Installation Variables Management Menu displays.
8. To read in the TILPARMS member you edited, select option 12. Retrieve variables from external data set.
9. Step through options 2 through 9 to accept (F2) and save (F6) the edits to TILPARMS. When you select option 7 or 8,

depending on the type of storage you are using, it builds the TILTAB50 table explained in the TILTAB50 topic.
10. After all settings are correct, use option 10, Check variables to verify the validity of the settings.
11. To save the new settings to TILPARMS, choose option 11. Save variables to external data set.

TILTAB50

TILTAB50 is a TSO/ISPF table that stores space parameters used to create DB2 tables and indexes for Host
Encyclopedia installation.

Create Space Parameters

The following values, entered in the Set DB2 Variables screen, are used to create space parameters:

• Data set Storage Type
– S defines Storage Groups and displays the Assign Storage Group Names screen.
– V defines VSAM and displays the Assign VSAM Names screen.

• Encyclopedia Initial Size
• Secondary Storage Factor

Storage Groups

The parameters on the Assign Storage Group Names screen were created from the values entered in the following fields
of the Set DB2 Variables screen:

• Data set Storage Type=S
• Encyclopedia Initial Size=S, for small
• Secondary Storage Factor=0.5, half the size of the primary storage used

VSAM

The parameters on the Assign VSAM Names screen were created from the values entered in the following fields of the
Set DB2 Variables screen.

• Data set Storage Type=V
• Encyclopedia Initial Size=S, for small
• Secondary Storage Factor=0.5, half the size of the primary storage used

Origins of TILTAB50

The Gen skeleton library (SLIB) member, TILTAB50, contains the default source values for TILTAB50. The default source
TILTAB50 is not used in processing.
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The TILTAB50 member which stores space parameters is kept in a temporary table library (TLIB). 

WARNING
If a sizing field on the Set DB2 Variables screen changes, Data set storage type, Encyclopedia initial size, or
Secondary storage factor, TILTAB50 is reset to the new values based on the new input and on defaults stored in
the skeleton library (SLIB). Previously stored values are lost.

How TILTAB50 Is Used

While creating installation JCL and SQL, the space parameters in TILTAB50 become input to CEJOB02 for VSAM and to
SQL CRNEWSP and CRNEWIX used by CEJOB04 for Storage Groups.

The following is a sample DB2 DDL used to create Gen DASC Table:

CREATE TABLESPACE DASC

     IN GEND

 USING STOGROUP STO03 (STO03=Storage Group Table DASC)

PRIQTY 19200             (Primary Space in 1K records)

SECQTY 9600              (Secondary Space in 1K records)

LOCKSIZE ANY

SEGSIZE 64

The following is a sample VSAM JCL of Gen DASC Table:

DEFINE CLUSTER +

(NAME('AACC2.DSNDBC.GEN.DASC.I0001.A001') +

LINEAR +

REUSE +

VOL(BDS001) +          (BDS001 is VSAM data set volume)

RECORDS(4800 2400) +   (4800=primary space, 2400=secondary space in 4K pages)

SHR(3,3) ) +         

DATA +

(NAME('AACC2.DSNDBD.GEN.DASC.I0001.A001'))

Tasks to Define Installation Variables

This topic provides the following information about defining installation variables:

Defining installation variables includes the following subtasks:

1. Start the CEINSTAL dialog.
2. Set library names.
3. Edit job cards.
4. Set JCL variables.
5. Set Encyclopedia variables.
6. Define regional settings.
7. Set DB2 variables.
8. Assign storage group names.
9. Assign VSAM names.
10. Set target system variables.

Function Keys

Use the following function keys in CEINSTAL dialogs as you enter parameters.
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NOTE
To use these keys, your ISPF profile session must be set to 24 PF-keys.

Key Function

F1 (Help) Displays Help for the screen.

F2 (Accept) Verifies the variables and saves them to the user ISPF profile
pool. The verification process may check if data sets exist or
a DB2 subsystem exists and so on. Displays messages on an
Activity Display screen when it encounters errors.

F3 (Exit) Saves the information to the user ISPF profile pool and exits the
screen.

F6 (Save) Saves the information to the user ISPF profile pool without exiting
the screen.

F12 (Cancel) Exits the screen without making changes to the ISPF profile pool.

Start the CEINSTAL Dialog

To begin defining variables, start the CEINSTAL dialog from the Gen Main Menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to TSO/ISPF.
The ISPF Main Menu displays.

2. Select Gen and press Enter.
The Broadcom copyright screen displays.

3. Press Enter to display the Main Menu.

4. On the command line, type:
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TSO %CEINSTAL

and press Enter. The Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu displays.
                       Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu                    

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

 Select one of the options below, and then press ENTER.                      

 __  1. Installation Variables Management Menu                               

     2. Build Encyclopedia Parameter Files                                   

     3. Build Sample Encyclopedia Utility JCL                                

     4. Build JCL/SQL for new Encyclopedia Installation                      

     5. Build Unload/Load JCL to copy an existing Host Encyclopedia          

         'Data Tables' to a new Host Encyclopedia                            

     6. Build JCL/SQL to Upgrade In-Place an existing Host Encyclopedia      

          to a new Host Encyclopedia                                         

     F. Fix management menu                                                  

PF1 - Help    PF3 - Exit                                                                                  

                 

5. Select option 1 and press Enter.
The Installation variables management screen displays.
                        Installation variables management

 COMMAND ===>

  Select options 1-9 in sequence, then check variables and save.

  __  1. Set library names

      2. Edit JOB cards

      3. Set JCL variables

      4. Set encyclopedia variables

      5. Regional settings

      6. Set DB2 variables

      7. Assign Storage Group names

      8. Assign VSAM names

      9. Set target system variables

     10. Check variables

     11. Save variables     to   external dataset. (JCL member TILPARMS)

     12. Retrieve variables from external dataset. (JCL member TILPARMS)

     13. Clear variables    from userid ISPF profile pool.

   F1=Help  F3=Exit                                                

NOTE
Options 7 and 8 on the Installation variables management screen are mutually exclusive.

Use the previous menu to define site-specific variables. This section explains each option. Before building the CLISTs,
verify you entered and saved the required variables.
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Set Library Names

The library names the installation creates must match those CEINSTAL displays.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 on the Installation Variables Management Menu and press Enter.
The Set library names screen displays.
                                Set library names

 COMMAND ===>

  Enter or verify the software libraries dataset prefix and suffixes.

   Dataset prefix . CAI.CAGEN___________

   Dataset suffixes:

    Load  . . . . . CEHBPLD0____________

    Runtime DLLs. . CEHBPLD1____________

    DBRM  . . . . . CEHBDBRM____________

    Data(EGEN/TRAN) CEHBDATV____________

    CLIST . . . . . CEHBCLS0____________

    Panel . . . . . CEHBPNL0____________

    Message . . . . CEHBMSG0____________

    Skeleton  . . . CEHBSKL0____________

    X-Late Tables . CEHBDATB_____________

    SQL . . . . . . SQL_________________

    JCL . . . . . . JCL_________________

    Parm file . . . PARMLIB_____________

  F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=Exit  F6=Save  F12=Cancel                                                  

2. Accept the defaults on the Set Library Names screen, or type new values to match the library references the
installation created.

3. Press F2 to verify and save the variables in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.

The Set Library Names screen appears. If verification fails, verify the library names match the names created during
install.

5. Press F3 to exit the screen.
The Installation Variables Management Menu displays.

Edit Job Card

This option places you in ISPF edit mode for a member called JOBCARD, stored in the PARMLIB library.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Installation Variables Management Menu and press Enter.
The Edit Job Card screen displays.
EDIT   CAI.CAGEN.PARMLIB(JOBCARD)  

 Command ===>                                     

********************************* Top of Data *****

//CEJOB    JOB 'JOB CARD INFO HERE'               

//*                                               

//* COPY IN JOBCARDS FROM SOME OTHER LIBRARY      

//*                                               
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******************************** Bottom of Data *** 

2. Create a valid job card for your site, based on these considerations:
– The job card is included in each installation job built.
– The USER parameter must be the installer's TSO user ID. Some installation jobs use this ID to confirm

authorization.
– The REGION parameter must be at least 4096 KB.

3. When your job card is complete, press F3 to save the information and exit the screen.
The Installation Variables Management Menu displays.

Set JCL Variables

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 3 on the Installation variables management screen and press Enter.
The Set JCL variables screen displays.

2. Verify and complete the fields on the Set JCL variables screen, which is based on these considerations:
– The TSO user ID is required. It is prefixed to the names of the temporary data sets built and used during

installation.
– The installation process includes data sets specified here and data sets allocated in the TSO session of the installer

to the STEPLIB DD or the ISPLLIB DD into the JCL STEPLIB of the installation. This can result in duplicate data set
names in the STEPLIB concatenation in the installation JCL. No action is required if this occurs.

NOTE
There are some exceptions. JCL generated by skeletons imbedding STEPDB2 skeleton, for example
CEJOB05 or CEJOB06, contain DB2 libraries in the STEPLIB concatenation only if DB2 STEPLIB
libraries are specified in the Set JCL variables screen. If no DB2 STEPLIB libraries are specified in the
Set JCL variables screen, the installation's JCL would have no STEPLIB DD.

3. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
4. When verification ends, press Enter to exit the screen.
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5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

NOTE
The z/OS runtime parameters HEAP, ANYHEAP, and THREADHEAP, specify locations for certain types of
storage. You must define these parameters to have a value of ANYWHERE to ensure Gen processes can
acquire storage above the line.

Set Encyclopedia Variables

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 4 on the Installation variables management screen and press Enter.
The Set encyclopedia variables screen displays.

2. Complete the fields on the Set Encyclopedia Variables screen, based on the following considerations:
– The Encyclopedia Name must be unique to prevent z/OS enqueues.
– &SYSPREF is defined to create temporary data sets from the Encyclopedia user's TSO ID.
– The Schema Identifier lists the current schema and is read-only.
– The PLAN Prefix is used to construct plan names for Gen. Verify this value is unique for the DB2 subsystem.
– If the Old PLAN Prefix, Old Schema Identifier, and Old Load Library fields are used, they must contain valid values.

3. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
4. When the verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Define Regional Settings

The value you select from this screen defines the default Encyclopedia code page loaded into the DXCPID table during
installation.
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Understanding Regional Settings and Code Pages

There are some important aspects of code pages and the DXCPID table that you must understand before selecting a
regional setting.

• All new models are stored in the encyclopedia in the code page associated with the regional setting you select.
Existing models maintain their original code page association.

• The DXCPID table lists all the possible code page values supported by Gen and the corresponding code page value in
which new models are translated and stored in the Host Encyclopedia.

• If your country is not listed on the Regional Settings screen, select the Other option.
• All American and Western European code pages are based on a Latin-1 character set and can be successfully

translated from one to the other. Countries based on character sets other than Latin-1 often have only one valid
code page. The default values defined in the DXCPID table handle these countries regardless of the selection on the
Regional Settings screen. For example, Japan has three regional settings: 930, 939, or Other. Other exports code
page 930 and code page 939.

• The selections made in the Regional Settings screen do not affect loaded DBCS BiDi (Double-Byte Character Set,
BiDirectional) code pages or a non-Western European Latin (such as Turkish) encyclopedia code page entry into
DXCPID.

NOTE
For more information regarding code page translation table, see Using the Client Server Encyclopedia. For
a full explanation of code page functionality, see the National Language Support Reference Manual, Volume
II published by IBM.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 5 on the Installation variables management screen and press Enter.
The Regional settings screen displays.

2. Enter the number that represents the appropriate country and code page for your site.
3. Set the Euro flag to Y to use the Euro sign in your models.
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NOTE
If you are upgrading an existing encyclopedia and set the Euro support flag to Y, you must run DXCPISRT
in SPUFI or an equivalent query program to create a table that cross-references ASCII and EBCDIC
code pages that have identical character sets. This facilitates the upload and download of models from
workstations that have ASCII code pages to the Host Encyclopedia and its EBCDIC code pages. For more
information about uploading and downloading models, see Model Code Pages.

4. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
5. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
6. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set DB2 Variables

Use this option to capture the global values required for building DB2 tables and running DB2 utilities.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 6 on the Installation variables management screen and press Enter.
2. The Set DB2 variables screen displays.

3. Complete the fields on the Set DB2 Variables screen based on the following considerations and according to the
information gathered in your site variables configuration.
– The following fields on the Set DB2 Variables screen are blank unless you are using an existing TILPARMS

member:
• Secondary Authorization ID
• Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner
• DB2 Collection ID
• Schema DB name
• Data DB name
• Public Interface DB name
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NOTE
Secondary Authorization ID and Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner fields are optional. If
entered, they must exist as valid AuthIDs or Group IDs in the security system.

– DB2 Host Encyclopedia DDL uses Secondary Authorization ID in the SET CURRENT SQLID = 'xxxxxxx'; and it is
passed to the DB2 Bind process through the OWNER parameter. For example:
BINDPACK MEMBER(ALL) ... OWNER(xxxxxxx)

– Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner identifier is used to prefix names of Tables, Indexes, and Views
and is passed to the DB2 Bind process in the QUALIFIER variable. For example:
CREATE TABLE xxxxx.DOBJ
BINDPACK MEMBER(ALL) ... QUALIFIER(xxxxx)
Where xxxxx is the DB2 Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View

WARNING
If this is an existing installation, values for Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner field must be
set to the same value as in the current installation.

– The Host Install Package bind uses the DB2 Collection ID. For example:
BINDPACK MEMBER(ALL) ... COLLID(xxxxx)
Where xxxxxx is the DB2 Collection ID

– The Gen Runtime Collection ID is used to perform a package bind on runtime DBRMs TIRPROFD and TIROLBCM
before Gen applications use the collection. For example:
BINDPKRT MEMBER(ALL) COLLID(xxxxxxxx)
Where xxxxxxxx is the Gen Runtime Collection ID

– If the Data set Storage Type is S for Storage Group, the maximum and minimum space values are checked to
ensure compliance with DB2 rules.

– For assistance in choosing the size of the initial Host Encyclopedia, see Sizing an Encyclopedia.

WARNING
If this is an existing instillation, the values for Data set Storage Type, Initial Data Base Size, or Secondary
Storage Factor are stored in TILTAB50 and used to create space values. If you change the values in
these fields, TILTAB50 is deleted and your values are lost. For more information on the tasks to complete
before changing these values, see TILTAB50.

4. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
5. When the verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
6. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Assign Storage Group Names

Use this option to specify Storage Groups as the data set storage type when setting DB2 variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 7 on the Installation variables management screen and press Enter.
The Assign Storage Group names screen displays.
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2. To distribute tablespace and indexspace allocations across Storage Groups, type the names of the Storage Groups in
spaces (1) through (6), based on these considerations:
– You must include at least one distributed storage group.
– Tablespaces and indexes referencing a blank Distributed Storage Group are distributed to the group specified in

(1).
– Allocating the database over three to six volumes can improve performance.
– If you specify more than one disk group, complete all the Distributed Storage Group fields. For example, if you only

want to assign three groups, complete all the fields by using the same name for (1) and (4), (2) and (5), (3) and (6).
3. Modify the Dis Grp (Distribution Group) to specify individual tablespaces and index distribution.

NOTE
For information about how Gen assigns high-use tablespaces and indexes, see Sizing an Encyclopedia.

4. To modify a Primary Default storage value for a table or index, type a new value in the Modify Space column.
5. To modify a Secondary Default storage value for a table or index, type a new value in the Modify Space column.

NOTE
To calculate the Secondary Default storage space value for a table or index on this screen, multiply the
Primary Default storage space value by the Secondary Storage Factor entered on the Set DB2 Variables
screen.

6. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
This also creates the member TILTAB50 in the Table library (TLIB). The system uses TILTAB50 to create the
storage group space variables in the CREATE TABLESPACE SQL member (CRNEWSP). For more information,
see TILTAB50.

7. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
8. Press F3 to exit the screen.
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Assign VSAM Names

Use this option to specify VSAM as the data storage type when setting the DB2 variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 8 on the Installation Variables Management Menu and press Enter.
The Assign VSAM names screen displays.

2. Type the high-level VCAT node used to form the DB2 VSAM space data set names for the Host Encyclopedia.
3. To distribute the tablespace and indexspace allocations across DASD volumes, type the names of the available

volumes in spaces (1) through (6). Note that:
– You must specify at least one volume.
– Tablespaces and indices referencing a blank Distributed VSAM volume are distributed to (1).
– Allocating the database over three to six volumes can improve performance.
– If you specify more than one volume, you must complete all the Distributed VSAM volume fields. For example, if

you only want to assign three volumes, complete all the fields by using the same volume name for (1) and (4), (2)
and (5), (3) and (6).

4. To specify how individual tablespaces and indices are distributed, modify the Dis Grp (Distribution Group) field. For
more information about how Gen assigns high-use tablespaces and indexes, see Sizing an Encyclopedia.

5. To modify a Primary Default storage value for a table or index, type a new value in the Modify Space column to the
right of the Primary Default value.

6. To modify a Secondary Default storage value, type a new value in the Modify Space column to the right of the
Secondary Default value.

NOTE
To calculate the Secondary Default storage space value for a table or index, multiply the Primary Default
storage space by the Secondary Storage Factor on the Set DB2 Variables screen.

7. Press F2 to verify the entered variables and store them in the user's ISPF profile pool.
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This also creates member TILTAB50 in the table library (TLIB). The systems uses TILTAB50 to create CEJOB02, the
VSAM JCL space variables. For more information, see TILTAB50.

8. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
9. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set Target System Variables

The Set target system variables option helps you configure system settings in the environments in which applications
generated by Gen run. To set target system variables, select option 9 on the Installation Variables Management Menu and
press Enter. The Set target system variables screen displays.

                   Set Target System Variables

COMMAND == >

Select options 1-3 in sequence. Select the other options

as required

    1.   Target environment configuration

    2.   Set COBOL compiler variables

    3.   Set DB2 precompiler variables

    4.   Set CICS variables

    5.   Set IMS variables

    6.   Set RPROF variables

    7.   Select MFS device types

 

F1=Help      F3=Exit

Each option displays another screen. Options 1 through 3 must be performed in sequence. Options 4 through 7 are
optional, and depend on the target environment configuration. The following sections explain how to use each option.

Target Environment Configuration

Use this option to set the support levels on the target environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter.
The Target environment configuration screen displays.
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2. Set each option to Y to include support or N to omit support, according to your environment specifications.
These choices enable other options on the Set target system variables screen.
a. Press F2 to verify and save the values in the user's ISPF profile pool.
b. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
c. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set COBOL Compiler Variables

Use this option to define COBOL compiler variables used by Host Construction installation to install Gen applications. This
compiler applies to all environments.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Set target system variables screen and press Enter.
The Set compiler variables screen displays.
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2. Complete the fields on the Set Compiler Variables screen. The IBM default names are:
– IGY.SIGYCOMP for the COBOL Compiler library
– CEE.SCEELKED for the z/OS Static runtime library
– CEE.SCEERUN for the z/OS Dynamic runtime library

3. Press F2 to verify and save the values in the user's ISPF profile pool.

NOTE
The value in the Size Parameter field is passed to the COBOL compiler. The site default value is sent when
this field is blank, and the compiler can fail when the site default is too small. The recommended minimum is
3072 KB.

4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set DB2 Precompiler Variables

Use this option to define variables for the DB2 precompiler used by Host Construction to install Gen applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 3 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter.
The Set DB2 precompiler variables screen displays.
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2. Complete the fields.
3. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set CICS Variables

Use these steps to set CICS variables when you set the Support generated applications under CICS option on the Target
environment configuration screen to Y.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 4 on the Set target system variables screen and press Enter.
2. The Set CICS Variables screen displays.
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3. Set the z/OS Static Link Library to the runtime library containing CICS-specific COBOL runtime modules, for example,
CEE.SCEELKED.

NOTE
You no longer need to enter a value for the CICS DB2 library because it is the same library as the CICS
Load library. The variable TIRCLDB2 in TIRCFIGS clist points to the CICS Load library.

The name of the system library that contains the CICS Sockets interface modules, usually named TCPIP.SEZATCP,
has been removed.

4. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
5. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
6. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set IMS Variables

Use these steps to set IMS variables when you set the Support generated applications under IMS option on the Target
environment configuration screen to Y.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 5 on the Set target system variables screen and press Enter.
2. The Set IMS Variables screen displays.
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3. Complete the fields on the Set IMS variables screen.
The value entered in the Maximum segment size field is site-specific. Your system administrator knows this value.

4. The name of the system library that contains the CPIC interface modules, such as CMRCV and CMALLC, is the
required z/OS library usually named SYS1.CSSLIB.

5. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
6. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
7. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set RPROF Variables

Use these steps to set RPROF variables when you set the Create runtime profile table (RPROF) option on the Target
Environment Configuration screen to Y.

This option builds the BLDRPROF JCL member stored in the Gen JCL library. You can use BLDRPROF to create a
runtime profile table, RPROF, if you do not have it. The RPROF tables created under previous versions of Gen are
compatible. For more information on RPROF, see Runtime Profile (RPROF) Table for DB2.

When you build a new RPROF table, you must execute the CEJOB15R job to bind the runtime package TIRPROFD to
use the new table.

When you use an RPROF table created in a previous version of Gen, you must still execute the CEJOB15R job to bind
the current version of the runtime package TIRPROFD to use the existing RPROF table.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 6 on the Set target system variables screen and press Enter.
2. The Set RPROF variables screen displays.
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3. Complete the fields on the Set RPROF variables screen.
4. Enter an Explicit Creator ID, a Secondary Authorization ID, or leave these fields blank.

– When you configure VSAM space allocation, the screen includes the VCAT and volume fields. These fields are
required.

– VSAM page size is 4 KB. Storage Group is 1 KB. Size values do not convert when changing storage types.
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5. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
6. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
7. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Select MFS Device Types

Use these steps to choose MFS device types when you set the Support MFS map generation flag on the Target
environment configuration screen to Y.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 7 on the Set target system variables screen and press Enter.
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1. The Select MFS device types screen displays.
2. Type Y in the Sel column next to the appropriate device type.
3. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool and create the member

TIRMFS in the parameter library (PARMLIB).
4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen, press F3 again to exit the menu.

Verify Installation Variables

The Check Variables option performs a validity check on the working copy of the variables. The validity check does not
update error conditions. You can perform this check anytime during variable definition.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 10 on the Installation Variables Management Menu.
This option verifies all the variables entered for options 1 through 9, as if you pressed F2 in each screen.

2. Check the messages on the Activity Display screen. Confirm all variables are valid and passed verification. Correct
any errors and recheck the variables.

3. Press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
4. Press F3 to exit the menu.

Save Installation Variables

The Save Installation Variables option creates a snapshot of all ISPF profile pool variables and saves the variables in
member TILPARMS in the JCL library. TILPARMS stores installation variables to use later.
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NOTE
When you save variables, it overwrites current values in TILPARMS. To preserve TILPARMS values, rename
TILPARMS before saving the new variables.

To save new variables for subsequent recall, select option 11 on the Installation Variables Management Menu. Option 2,
Build Encyclopedia Parameter Files on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance menu, automatically saves new variables.

Display System Information

To review system information, execute the following TSO command, from inside CEINSTAL or in GENHE:

TSO %HESYSADM

This command opens the System Administration Information screen that lists the following information:

• Option One - Displays the copyright screen, listing the release and levelset numbers
• Option Two - Lists all PTFs applied to this Host Encyclopedia

   Gen uses SMP/E for maintenance so this option no longer lists the applied PTFs

• Option Three - Displays a separate screen to access these variables:
– Host Encyclopedia variables
– Host Encyclopedia administration variables
– Host Encyclopedia DB2 variables
– Host Encyclopedia COBOL variables
– Host Encyclopedia IMS variables
– Host Encyclopedia CICS variables
– Miscellaneous

• Option Four - Makes the current TSO ID a new Host Encyclopedia administrator ID and loads the current TSO ID with
the ISPF (profile pool) variables used by the original installer.

Build Parameter Files

The installation builds parameter files TIUHE, TIUHE2, TIRHE and TIRMFS, using the variables defined in the preceding
tasks. These parameter files are required to define the operating parameters for Gen execution.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu and press Enter.
The Confirm Activity screen displays.

2. Press Enter to start building the parameter files.
The parameters are created and stored in the Gen PARMLIB library.
After you build the parameter files, you can browse and if required edit the parameter files outside Gen Installation
process.
The parameter file TIRHE contains an automatically inserted TIRDBATT parameter. It is used as the DB2 Attachment
Type when building batch dynamic RI and z/OS Library DLLs. It defaults to DSN, but can be modified as IMS_BMP or
DLIBATCH if appropriate.

3. When processing completes, press Enter to return to the Gen Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu.

Build Sample Utility JCL

Use the Build Sample Utility JCL option to create the JCL members for testing Host Construction and maintaining the Host
Encyclopedia.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 3 on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu and press Enter.
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2. Press Enter to start the build process.
The JCL members are created and stored in the Gen JCL library.

3. When processing completes, press Enter to return to the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu.

Next Steps

You have collected the variables required to install and configure the Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction and
accomplished these tasks:

• Unloaded software and allocated libraries
• Defined variables and executed jobs to establish the environment to access and use the encyclopedia

The next step is to create or upgrade the encyclopedia.

The Gen software for z/OS requires a set of DB2 tables, indexes, and views called ‘Host Encyclopedia’. The Gen models
are uploaded from a workstation toolset or a client server encyclopedia into the host encyclopedia. The host encyclopedia
software organizes and manipulates the Gen models. The host generators read the Gen models to generate model code.
Host Construction is used to install the applications in the models.

You can create a new encyclopedia or upgrade an existing encyclopedia to handle Gen 8.6 models. Information to Create
a New Encyclopedia is covered next. The Upgrading an Encyclopedia (in place) section explains updating the schema
tables for an encyclopedia from a previous release so the encyclopedia can handle Gen 8.6 models.

Create a New Encyclopedia

This section describes how to build JCL and SQL to create a new host encyclopedia and enable it for user access.

To create a new encyclopedia, you must build and execute SQL and JCL to create and populate the encyclopedia tables.
If you have an existing encyclopedia you can copy the data that comprises the models into the new encyclopedia.

Follow these steps:

1. Build SQL and JCL.
2. Run jobs to create the encyclopedia.
3. Test encyclopedia functions.
4. Copy and rebind Gen plans.
5. Enable user access to the encyclopedia.

Prerequisites

Before creating an encyclopedia, you must have completed the work from preceding sections, including:

1. Reading and completing the configuration variables.
2. Uploading and installing the Gen software.
3. Establishing ISPF concatenation.
4. Defining all variables to establish the appropriate environment.

Build SQL and JCL

Follow these steps to allow the CEINSTAL program to build the SQL and JCL to create the encyclopedia:

1. Select option 4 on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu and press Enter to start building the SQL and JCL.
2. When processing ends, press Enter to return to the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu.
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Run Jobs to Create the Encyclopedia

The jobs in the table create the z/OS Host Encyclopedia DB2 tables for Gen. Run each job on the system that contains
the unloaded and allocated Host Encyclopedia software and your DB2 subsystem. The SQL and JCL libraries contain the
SQL and JCL to build the encyclopedia.

Use this table as a checklist as you run the jobs.

WARNING
You must run the jobs in the order listed in the table. Running these jobs in a different sequence or omitting a job
can cause errors and failures.

JCL Name Description

CEJOB02 Not required for storage groups.
For data set storage type VSAM, this job removes existing VSAM
data sets for DB2 objects and creates new ones.

CEJOB03 Executes a DB2 BIND of the dynamic SQL program TIUUSQL to
Gen the DB2 subsystem in EBCDIC encoding scheme.

If your site has Host Construction and the target for generated
applications is on a different DB2 subsystem than the Host
Encyclopedia, bind TIUUSQL for both subsystems and grant
DB2 EXECUTE authority to PUBLIC for plans on the target's
subsystem.

CEJOB04 Creates DB2 objects with CCSID EBCDIC for Gen and populates
the DXCPID table and inserts the installer ID into the user table
with encyclopedia administrator authority. Ignore SQL code of 552
because it means the databases already exist, but does not affect
processing.

CEJOB05
Or
CAJOB05

CEJOB05 loads schema tables for the Current Schema, Prior
Schema, and Second Prior Schema. The schemas contain static
data representing the meta-model. You must have IBM DB2
utilities to execute this job. You can also use the equivalent job
that uses Database Management Solutions for Db2 products.
When using utilities from other vendors, customize this job
accordingly.

CAJOB05 loads schema tables for the Current Schema, Prior
Schema, and Second Prior Schema. The schemas contain
static data representing the meta-model. Customers must have
Database Management Solutions for Db2 products to execute
this job. You can also use the equivalent job that uses IBM
utilities. When using utilities from other vendors, customize this job
accordingly.

CAJOB05 returns RC=4 if DB2 Products UTIL parmlib contains
SET-COPYPENDING TO (NO). RC=4 is acceptable unless the
optional CEJOB05A job runs subsequently. To run CEJOB05A
subsequently, you must run DB2 backup, job CAUCOPY or
CEACOPY, before running CEJOB05A.

Note:  The Gen documentation set globally uses the terms
Second Prior Schema, Prior Schema, and Current Schema. For
details, see Upgrading to a New Release.

CEJOB05A
(Optional)

Relaxes migration rules by modifying values on the schema tables
that provide operational rules for object migrations using version
control.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB06
Or
CAJOB06

CEJOB06 executes the DB2 RUNSTATS utility for the Host
Encyclopedia tables and index. You must have IBM DB2 utilities
to execute this job. You can also use the equivalent job that uses
Database Management Solutions for Db2. When using utilities
from other vendors, customize this job accordingly.
CAJOB06 executes the DB2 PDASTATS utility for the Host
Encyclopedia tables and index. Customers must have Database
Management Solutions for Db2 to execute this job. You can also
use the equivalent job that uses IBM utilities. When using utilities
from other vendors, customize this job accordingly.

CEJOB07A Binds Host Encyclopedia DBRMs into packages in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

CEJOB07B Binds Gen Host Encyclopedia plans in EBCDIC encoding
scheme to use packages. Only run this job once.

CEJOB08 Grants DB2 authority to PUBLIC on all Gen plans and DB2
SELECT authority on Public Interface Table views.

CEJOB09 Updates the DMAX tables for the Gen schema.

Two new keywords are available:

ENCY
NAME(

'NEWNAME')

Host encyclopedia name. The host encyclopedia
name must be unique across encyclopedia
environments to prevent cross-encyclopedia
enqueues within z/OS. A value of null ('') is the
default and leaves the host encyclopedia name
unchanged.

ENCYID(999)Encyclopedia ID. Required when exchanging
models between the host encyclopedia and a client/
server encyclopedia in a multiple-encyclopedia
environment. A value of 0 is the default and leaves
the host encyclopedia ID unchanged.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB10 Required to load the functions model to the new encyclopedia:

Model name: IEF_SUPPLIED_FUNCTIONS in the
'CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV(FUNCMODL)' data set.

CEJOB10 may return a condition code of 0 even if it fails. For
additional information, see the userid.IEF.LOGFILE for an error
message.

To verify that the functions model was added to the list of models,
follow these steps:

Display the Gen Main Menu.

On the command line, type: 1.3.5

Press Enter.

On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.

Verify the functions model appears on the list.

If CEJOB10 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT is
Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable.

To correct the error, follow these steps:

Navigate out of Gen concatenation.

Issue this command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)

Delete added model functions.

Resubmit CEJOB10.
CEJOB11 Processes the functions model, inserts the model information into

the schema SMDL table, and deletes the model information from
the data DMDL table. The expected return code is 20.
To verify the functions model is removed from the list of models,
display the list of models by entering 1.3.5 on the command line
and press enter. Verify IEF_SUPPLIED_FUNCTIONS is not on the
list.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB12 Loads the sample model to the new encyclopedia and is optional.

Model name: GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6 in the
CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV(SAMPMODL) data set

CEJOB12 may return a condition code of 0 even if it fails. For
additional information, see the userid.IEF.LOGFILE for an error
message.

To verify the model was added to the list of models, follow these
steps:

Display the Gen Main Menu

On the command line, type 1.3.5

Press Enter.

On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.

Verify the sample model appears on the list.

If CEJOB12 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT is
Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable.

To correct the error, follow these steps:

Navigate out of Gen concatenation.

Issue this command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)

Delete the sample model.

Resubmit CEJOB12.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB13 Loads the help model to the new encyclopedia and is optional.

Model name: GEN SAMPLE HELP MODEL 8 6 in the
CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV (HELPMODL) data set.

CEJOB13 may return a condition code of 0 even if it fails. For
additional information, see the userid.IEF.LOGFILE for an error
message.

To verify the model was added to the list of models, follow these
steps:

Display the Gen Main Menu

On the command line, type: 1.3.5

Press Enter

On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.

Verify the help model appears on the list.

If CEJOB13 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT
is Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable. To
correct the error, follow these steps:

Navigate out of Gen concatenation

Issue this command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)

Delete the help model.

Resubmit CEJOB13.
CEJOB06
Or CAJOB06

Run CEJOB06 again. It executes the IBM DB2 RUNSTATS utility
for the Host Encyclopedia tables and indexes.

Run CAJOB06 again. It executes the DB2 PDASTATS utility for
the Host Encyclopedia tables and indexes.

A RUNSTATS of the Gen data tables, after loading the models
in CEJOB10, followed by a REBIND of all Gen plans, speeds
encyclopedia access.

CEJOB07A Executes bind replace on all packages.

Run Jobs to Bind DB2 Gen Runtime Packages

You must run the CEJOB14R on each DB2 subsystem used for applications generated by Gen. CEJOB14R binds Gen
runtime DBRM TIROLBCM into a DB2 package in EBCDIC encoding scheme.

Run Jobs to Install DB2 Profile Manager

If the target of a Gen application is CICS, you can use a TSQ Profile Manager instead of DB2 Profile Manager. When you
do so, you do not need to run the jobs described in this section.
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NOTE
For more information about RPROF, see the section The Runtime Profile (RPROF) Table for DB2 in Host
Encyclopedia Construction.

The following jobs must run on each DB2 subsystem used for applications generated by Gen using DB2 Profile Manager.

BLDRPROF Builds RPROF tables and indexes with CCSID EBCDIC. This job
is not required when applications installed with the new release of
Gen use an existing RPROF table.

CEJOB15R Binds Gen runtime DBRM TIRPROFD into a DB2 package in
EBCDIC encoding scheme.

Test Encyclopedia Functions

Test the new encyclopedia functions by exporting a model to the Public Interface and running an Entity Definition Report.
Use the Gen Sample Model to export to the Public Interface.

NOTE
Running the export in the foreground can be time consuming, so it is best to run this procedure in a batch mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Gen Main Menu and press Enter.
The Public Interface Functions screen appears.

2. Select option 1 and press Enter to export a model.
3. Type this model name: GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6
4. Press Enter.

When an error occurs during the export process, the process logs the error message to the userid.IEF.LOGFILE. If the
model failed to export, contact Technical Support.

5. Run the Entity Definition Report using these steps:
a. Select option 1 on the Main Menu and press Enter.
b. Select option 3 and press Enter to display the Host Encyclopedia Reports Menu.
c. Select option 13 and press Enter to display the Model Reports screen.
d. Type the model name GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6 and press Enter.
e. Select option 6 and press Enter.
The Entity Definition Report runs and displays on the screen.

RUNSTATS, Rebind Gen Packages, and Image Copy

Before rebinding the packages, follow these steps to update DB2 statistics to optimize encyclopedia access:

1. Run CEJOB06 or CAJOB06 again to update the DB2 statistics for the Host Encyclopedia tables and indexes.
Uploading the models to the Host Encyclopedia and exporting to the public interface, populates many Gen tables. For
DB2 optimization, a RUNSTATS of the Gen data tables, followed by a BIND of all Gen packages, speeds subsequent
access to the encyclopedia.

2. Run CEJOB07A to execute a DB2 BIND of the Gen packages taking advantage of the new RUNSTATS statistics.
3. Run CEUCOPY to execute the DB2 COPY utility to create an image-copy of all Gen tablespaces.

Package Bind

Run these jobs to Bind Packages and Plans.

1. Run the job CEJOB07A to Bind all DBRMs to packages in a collection. This job should be rerun when a PTF
introduces new or replacement DBRMs.

2. Run the job CEJOB07B to Bind all plans to access all packages in a collection. Only execute this job once.
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The difference between CEJOB07A and CEJOB07B is that CEJOB07A executes CLIST BINDPACK and CEJOB07B
executes CLIST BINDPLAN. The BINDPACK and BINDPLAN CLISTs take the same input parameters.

CEJOB07A-BINDPACK

Here is a sample of the executable portion of JCL for CEJOB07A:

------------------

//JOBCARD...

//*

........

........

//*

//*

//TSOPROC PROC TILCLIB='CAI.CAGEN.CEHBCLS0',

//                        SOUT='*'

//*

//PS10     EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=30

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CAGEN.CEHBPLD1,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=CAI.CAGEN.CEHBPLD0,DISP=SHR

//SYSPROC  DD DSN=&TILCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&SOUT

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=&SOUT

//                   PEND

//*

//JS10         EXEC TSOPROC

//PS10.SYSTSIN DD *

  %BINDPACK    MEMBER(ALL) +         (1)

                    COLLID(XXXXXXXX) +    (2)

                    OWNER(2ND_AUTH) +     (3)

                    QUALIFIER(XXXXXXXX) + (4)

                    RESTART               (5)

Where:

• MEMBER(ALL)-Bind all DBRMs into packages in a collection.
• COLLID(XXXXXXXX)-XXXXXXXX is the collection ID. You must specify a collection ID when performing a package

bind. Enter the collection ID value on the Set DB2 Variables screen in the CEINSTAL procedure to add to the
CEJOB07A JCL.

• OWNER(2ND_AUTH)- 2ND_AUTH is the secondary authorization ID used in the BIND packages job. This job only
includes the OWNER parameter when you include a value in CEINSTAL for the Secondary Authorization ID in the Set
DB2 Variables screen. For example:
%BINDPACK MEMBER(ALL) COLLID(XXXXXXXX) .... QUALIFIER(XXXXXXX)

• QUALIFIER(XXXXXXXX)-Specifies the prefix used for tables, indexes, and views, in the DB2 BIND process. The
job only includes the QUALIFER parameter when you set the Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner in
CEINSTAL's Set DB2 Variables screen. This value must be defined to the DB2 security system. For example:
 %BINDPACK MEMBER(ALL) COLLID(XXXXXXXX) OWNER(2ND_AUTH)

• RESTART - The CEJOB07A job can restart. When a bind error occurs, correct the error, and use the messages
provided at the end of the failing BINDPACK CLIST to provide the package DBRM name as input through the
MEMBER() parameter. Add the keyword RESTART. For example:
%BINDPACK MEMBER(DBRMNAME) ... RESTART
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CEJOB07B-BINDPLAN

(Only the executable portion of sample JCL is shown)

------------------

//JOBCARD...

//*

........

........

//*

//*

//TSOPROC         PROC TILCLIB='CA.CAGEN.CEHBCLS0',

//                             SOUT='*'

//*

//PS10            EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=30

//STEPLIB         DD DSN=CAI.CAGEN.CEHBPLD1,DISP=SHR

//                DD DSN=CAI.CAGEN.CEHBPLD0,DISP=SHR

//SYSPROC         DD DSN=&TILCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT        DD SYSOUT=&SOUT

//SYSTSPRT        DD SYSOUT=&SOUT

//                           PEND

//*

//JS10            EXEC TSOPROC

//PS10.SYSTSIN    DD *

  %BINDPLAN MEMBER(ALL)     +               (1)

                     COLLID(XXXXXXXX) +              (2)

                     OWNER(2ND_AUTH)         +       (3)

                     QUALIFIER(XXXXXXXX) +   (4)

                     RESTART                         (5)

Where:

• MEMBER(ALL) -Bind all plans to use all packages in a collection
• COLLID(XXXXXXXX)-XXXXXXXX is the collection ID. You must specify a collection ID when performing a package

bind. Enter a value for the collection ID on the Set DB2 Variables screen of the CEINSTAL procedure to add it to the
CEJOB07B JCL.

• OWNER(2ND_AUTH) - 2ND_AUTH is the secondary authorization ID used in the BIND packages job. This job only
includes the OWNER parameter when you include a value in CEINSTAL for the Secondary Authorization ID in the Set
DB2 Variables screen. For example:
%BINDPLAN MEMBER(ALL) OWNER(2ND_AUTH)

• QUALIFIER(XXXXXXXX) - Specifies the prefix used for tables, indexes, and views, in the DB2 BIND process. The
job only includes the QUALIFER parameter when you set the Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner in
CEINSTAL's Set DB2 Variables screen. This value must be defined to the DB2 security system. For example:
%BINDPLAN MEMBER(ALL) .... QUALIFIER(XXXXXXX)

• RESTART-The CEJOB07B job can restart. When a bind error occurs, correct the error, and use the messages at the
end of the failing BINDPLAN CLIST to provide the plan name as input through the MEMBER() parameter. Add the
keyword RESTART, for example:
%BINDPLAN MEMBER(DBRMNAME) ... RESTART

Enable User Access

To enable user access, you must select the user access control function from the Host Encyclopedia Functions Menu to
add each user to the encyclopedia. Each user requires access to your site-specific ISPF/Gen logon CLIST to establish the
environment.
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Next Steps

The next step in installing the Host Encyclopedia is to populate the encyclopedia just created. To copy existing Host
Encyclopedia data tables from an earlier release of Host Encyclopedia, see Populate a Host Encyclopedia.

NOTE
If using Host Construction, see Testing Host Encyclopedia Construction.

Upgrade a Host Encyclopedia

A z/OS Gen Host Encyclopedia and Generator software upgrade is a complete redistribution of software libraries.
Enabling an existing Host Encyclopedia to work with the new Gen software may alter some existing DB2 objects, including
the Gen data, schema, and public interface tables. A new schema level requires complete reloading of the schema tables.
Changing the public view interface may require removing and adding DB2 view definitions.

This section describes the tasks required to upgrade an existing Encyclopedia to a Gen 8.6 Encyclopedia, including the
following tasks:

1. Build SQL and JCL
2. Run upgrade jobs
3. Enable user access

Prerequisites

Upgrading an encyclopedia requires that you complete the tasks in section Define Installation Variables, and have met
these DB2/DBA prerequisites:

1. Start the databases in Utility status for a consistent point of recovery
2. Create an image copy of the data, schema, and public interface libraries
3. Back up the software libraries
4. After the image copy, start the databases in read or write status.

The Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu must be displayed on your monitor.

Build SQL and JCL

To build the JCL and SQL to upgrade an existing encyclopedia to a Gen 8.6 Encyclopedia, follow these steps:

1. Select option 6 on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu and press Enter to start building the SQL and JCL.
2. When processing completes, press Enter to return to the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu. The Gen JCL and

SQL libraries contain the JCL and SQL to upgrade existing Encyclopedias to Gen 8.6.

Considerations

Before beginning the upgrade tasks, consider these points:

• The JCL and SQL for the upgrade process are in the JCL and SQL libraries.
• The options selected on the CEINSTAL Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu were:

– Build Encyclopedia Parameter Files
– Build Sample Encyclopedia Utility JCL
– Build JCL/SQL to Upgrade in Place

• You must run the jobs in the order listed. Failure to do so causes unpredictable results.
• The DB2 database status must be read or write.
• We recommend using a new plan prefix.
• Each job must run on the CPU containing the Host Encyclopedia and the DB2 tables.
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WARNING
All models must be checked in, and an image copy of the Encyclopedia made, before beginning an upgrade.
This establishes a recovery point, must one be needed.

Schema Levels

Information in each model is controlled and processed in accordance with a specific schema release level, as defined in
the schema database and the DMAX table of the Data database.

When a software release defines new objects, properties, or associations that support new functionality, the schema
release level changes.

Run Upgrade Jobs

These upgrade jobs amend the z/OS Host Encyclopedia DB2 tables to work with the Gen software.

The jobs BLDRPROF, CEJOB14R and CEJOB15R relate to Host Construction and Gen runtime environments when DB2
is the target database. They must be run on each DB2 subsystem used for applications generated by Gen.

You must have IBM DB2 utilities or Database Management Solutions for Db2 or equivalent utilities from other vendors to
execute the following jobs. If you are using utilities from other vendors, customize these jobs accordingly.

• CEJOB05
• CAJOB05
• CEJOB06
• CAJOB06
• CEUREOR
• CAUREOR
• CEUCOPY
• CAUCOPY
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Use this table as a checklist as you run the following jobs. n/a is used if the job does not apply.

JCL Name Description 6.5 to 8.6 7/7.5 to 8.6 7.6 to 8.6 8.x to 8.6

CEJOB03 Executes a DB2
BIND of the dynamic
SQL program
TIUUSQL to Gen a
DB2 subsystem with
EBCDIC encoding
scheme.
Bind this plan
and grant DB2
EXECUTE authority
to PUBLIC for each
DB2 subsystem
that is a target for
Gen generated
applications. Only
bind TIUUSQL
to other DB2
subsystems if using
TIUUSQL to install
DDL or to bind
applications onto the
subsystems.

√ √ √ √

CVJOB04A Upgrades Host
Encyclopedia from 7
to 8.6, and 7.5 to 8.6.

n/a √ n/a n/a

CVJOB04B Upgrades Host
Encyclopedia from
7.6 to 8.6.

n/a n/a √ n/a

CVJOB04C Upgrades Host
Encyclopedia from
6.5 to 8.6.

√ n/a n/a n/a

CEJOB05

CAJOB05

Reloads schema
tables with releases,
9.0.A2, 9.1.A5, and
9.2.A6, using the
IBM DB2 LOAD
utility.
Reloads schema
tables with releases
9.0.A2, 9.1.A5, and
9.2.A6. It uses Fast
Load utility.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CEJOB05A Relaxes migration
rules.

optional optional optional optional
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CEUREOR

CAUEROR

Executes the DB2
REORG utility using
the IBM REORG
utility. It includes
Data, Schema, and
Public Interface
databases.
Executes the Rapid
Reorg utility.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CEUCOPY

CAUCOPY

Executes the IBM
DB2 COPY utility
to create a full
image copy of all
tablespaces.
Executes the DB2
QUICK COPY utility
to create a full
image copy of all
tablespaces.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CEJOB06

CAJOB06

Executes the
DB2 RUNSTATS
utility for the Host
Encyclopedia
schema tables.
Executes the
PDASTATS utility.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CEJOB07A Binds Host
Encyclopedia
DBRMs into
packages in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

√ √ √ √

CEJOB07B Binds Gen Host
Encyclopedia
plans in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

√ √ √ √

CEJOB08 This job grants
to PUBLIC, DB2
authority on all Gen
plans, and DB2
SELECT authority
on Public Interface
Table views. An
SQLCODE of +562
indicates privileges
have been granted.

√ √ √ √

CEJOB09 Updates the DMAX
tables for the Gen
schema.

√ √ √ √
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CEJOB10 Loads Schema
Functions Model to
Host Encyclopedia.

√ √ √ √

CEJOB11 Processes the
Functions Model.
This job inserts the
model information
into the schema
SMDL table and
deletes the model
information from the
data DMDL table.
The expected return
code is 20.
To verify the
Functions model is
removed from the list
of models, display
the list of models
by entering 1.3.5
on the command
line. Verify that
IEF_SUPPLIED_FUNCTIONS
is not on the list.

√ √ √ √

CEJOB12 Loads Sample
Model to Host
Encyclopedia.

optional optional optional optional

CEJOB13 Loads Help Model to
Host Encyclopedia.

optional optional optional optional

CEJOB14R Binds Gen runtime
DBRM TIROLBCM
into a DB2
package in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

√ √ √ √

BLDRPROF Builds RPROF tables
and indexes with
CCSID EBCDIC. It
is not required to
run this job if the
applications built
with the new release
of Gen will use an
existing RPROF
table.

optional optional optional optional

CEJOB15R Binds Gen runtime
DBRM TIRPROFD
into a DB2
package  in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

√ √ √ √
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Enable User Access

Existing user access is automatically enabled for this version of the encyclopedia. However, each user needs access to
site-specific ISPF/Gen logon CLIST to establish the environment.

Next Steps

If you selected a new regional setting value or the Euro sign support, you must convert your models to the new code
page. For regional setting value, see Model Code Pages.

Next step is to use the Host Encyclopedia you just upgraded, for more information about copying any existing model to the
new Gen encyclopedia, see Populate a Host Encyclopedia. If you do not need to copy any existing models, but are using
Host Construction, see Host Encyclopedia Construction.

If you are developing applications that use online help, see Host Encyclopedia Construction.

Configuring z/OS Implementation Toolset

This section describes the configuration tasks needed before Gen z/OS Implementation Toolset can be started, configured
and used in your environment.

Configuration Variables - Implementation Toolset
This article provides information for Configuration Variables - Implementation Toolset.

Gen Library Name Variable

The following table describes the installed Gen library names.

GenLibrary Suffixes Description User Notes

Load library
Default: CEHBPLD0

Library containing the IT executables and
runtime modules.
Note: The data sets must be allocated as
PDSE data sets.

Must be of ‘DSNTYPE=LIBRARY’

Runtime DLLs
Default: CEHBPLD1

Library containing the runtime modules of
the IT, DLLs.
Note: The data sets must be allocated as
PDSE data sets.

Must be of ‘DSNTYPE=LIBRARY’

DBRM
Default: CEHBDBRM

Library containing the DBRMs of the IT.
DBRMs that correspond to the modules
linked into the executables of the IT.

Runtime DBRM
Default: CEHBDBRM

Library of DBRMs corresponding to runtime
modules in LOAD library. Used when
binding plans for applications installed by
the IT.

CLIST
Default: CEHBCLS0

Library containing the CLISTs and REXX
commands of the IT. CLISTs generated by
the ITINSTAL generate dialog are created
in this library.

Panel
Default: CEHBPNL0

Library containing the ISPF panels of the IT.
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Message
Default: CEHBMSG0

Library containing the ISPF messages of
the IT.

Skeleton
Default: CEHBSKL0

Library containing the ISPF skeletons of the
IT.

SAMPLIB
Default: CEHBSAMP

Library containing the sample of the IT,
customizable modules.

X-Late
Default: CEHBDATB

Library containing the Gen translate or
international tables.

The following table describes the Gen library names that are populated during configuration.

SQL
Default: SQL

The ITINSTAL dialog generates SQL
necessary to install the IT. The SQL is
placed in this library.

JCL
Default: JCL

The ITINSTAL dialog generates the JCL
necessary to install the IT. The generated
JCL is placed in this library.

PARMLIB
Default: PARMLIB

Library containing site-specific parameters.

JCL Variables

The following table describes JCL variables.

JCL Variables Description User Notes

Jobcard
No default

Job card included in the generated JCL to
perform various installation tasks.

Installer TSOID
No Default

This field is for information purposes only.

DISK UNIT
Default: SYSDA

Disk unit that is used in the generated JCL
to perform various installation tasks.

Tape/media unit or TAPEDEV
Default: 3480

Tape/media unit that is used in the
generated JCL to perform various
installation tasks.

SYSOUT class
Default: *

SYSOUT class that is used in THE
generated JCL to perform various
installation tasks.

DB2 STEPLIB
No default

Optionally, one or more libraries that are
included in a STEPLIB in the generated
JCL to perform various installation tasks. If
your site included the DB2 libraries in the
system LINKLIST, do not specify them in a
STEPLIB.
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z/OS steplib1
z/OS steplib2
OTHER STEPLIB
No default

Optionally, one or more libraries that are
included in a STEPLIB in the generated
JCL to perform installation tasks. If your
site included the z/OS runtime libraries
in the system LINKLIST, do not specify a
STEPLIB.

IT Variables

The following table describes IT variables.

IT Variables Description User Notes

Site name Default:
YOUR_COMPANY_NAME

For information purposes only.

TSOID Default of the IT administrator:
TSOID of user executing ITINSTAL

Identifies person doing the installation.

Name Default of the IT administrator:
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

For information purposes only.

Plan prefix Default: ITPL (4-byte limit) Prefix for Gen z/OS IT DB2 plan names.
Plan prefixes make plan names unique in a
DB2 subsystem, allowing different versions
of IT software to run against the same IT
database.

Prefix for user data sets created by Gen
z/OS IT, for example, standard error,
standard out.

User dataset UNIT type Default: SYSDA Unit for allocating user data sets created by
Gen.

User dataset suffix No default Optional value suffix for user data sets
created by Gen z/OS IT, for example,
standard error, standard out.

DB2 Database Variables

The following table describes the DB2 database variables.

DB2 Database Variables Description User Notes

DB2 Subsystem ID
Default: DSN

Identifies the DB2 subsystem.

DB2 Collection ID Default: DBCOLLID Identifies DB2 collection ID used in binding
z/OS IT packages.

Explicit creator ID No default If specified, the tables and indexes of the
z/OS IT are qualified using this ID. Explicit
creator ID and secondary authorization ID
are mutually exclusive.
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Secondary authorization ID No default If specified, current SQLID is set to this ID
before IT tables and indexes are defined.
Secondary authorization and explicit creator
ID are mutually exclusive.

Database name Default: MVSIT Name of the database of the IT.

Dataset storage type Default: S Space for the database of the IT can be
allocated using storage groups or VSAM
data sets: S for storage group allocation, V
for VSAM.

Initial database size Default: S S-small
M-medium

Secondary storage factor Default: 0 Defines secondary space allocation in
relation to primary allocation. (0 to 1.0 times
primary allocation.)

Storage Group Names No default If you select storage group space
allocation, you must know the names of the
groups to use.

VSAM Volume Names No default If you select VSAM space allocation, you
must specify the volume names for VSAM
data sets.

Gen Runtime Collection ID Default:
RTCOLLID

Identifies DB2 collection ID used in binding
runtime packages for TIRPROFD and
TIROLBCM.

COBOL Compiler Variables

The following table describes COBOL compiler variables.

COBOL Compiler Variables Description User Notes

COBOL Compiler name
Default: IGYCRCTL

Name of the COBOL compiler.

Size parameter
No default

Amount of space for the compiler SIZE
parameter
as:
kilobytes, for example,
4096 KB
Bytes, for example,
4194304
MAX.

COBOL Compiler library
Default: IGY.SIGYCOMP

Name of library containing the compiler that
is used by the environment and various
support modules for COBOL.

Compiler library in linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if the compiler library is
defined in the system linklist.
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z/OS Static runtime library
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

Library containing static runtime modules
for COBOL.

z/OS Dynamic runtime library
Default: CEE.SCEERUN

Library containing z/OS LE dynamic
runtime modules.
z/OS and LE/370 refer to the same
environment. LE/370 or z/OS runtimes
may also be referenced as DLLs, dynamic
runtime, or transient runtime.

SCREERUN library in linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if this library is in linklist.

DB2 Subsystem Variables

The following table describes DB2 subsystem variables.

DB2 Subsystem Variables Description User Notes

DB2 precompiler name
Default: DSNHPC

Name of the DB2 compiler.

DB2 link library
Default: DB2.SDSNLOAD

Name of the DB2 link library containing
the DB2 precompiler and various support
modules.

Link lib in LPA/linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if the DB2 link library is
defined in the system linklist.

CICS Variables

The following table describes CICS variables.

CICS Variables Description User Notes

CICS load library Default:
CICS.SDFHLOAD

Name of CICS load library.

z/OS Static link library
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

z/OS LE static link library.

CICS shares CPU with this TSO
Default: N

Flag indicating if the CICS system targeted
to run Gen applications executes on the
same CPU as Gen. Only applications
targeting DB2 use this variable to decide
where and when to do the DB2 BIND.
Y - z/OS IT can perform the BIND.
N - You must do a manual BIND on the
other CPU.
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IMS Variables

The following table describes IMS variables.

IMS Variables Description User Notes

IMS resident load library
Default: IMS.RESLIB

Load library containing IMS modules.

Maximum segment size
Default: 1280

Maximum segment size of IMS messages.

IMS shares CPU with this TSO
Default: N

Flag indicating if the IMS system targeted to
run Gen applications executes on the same
CPU as Gen. Only applications targeting
DB2 use this variable to decide where and
when to do the DB2 BIND.
Y - z/OS IT can perform the BIND.
N - You must do a manual BIND on the
other CPU.

CPIC interface load library
Default: SYS1.CSSLIB

Name of the system library containing the
CPIC interface modules. Usually this library
is SYS1.CSSLIB, a required z/OS data set.

RPROF Variables

The following table describes RPROF variables.

RPROF Variables Description User Notes

DB2 subsystem ID
Default: DB2

DB2 subsystem identifier of the subsystem
where you want to create an RPROF table.

Explicit creator ID
No default

If specified, RPROF table and index are
qualified using this ID. Explicit creator
ID and secondary authorization ID are
mutually exclusive.

Secondary Authorization ID
No default

If specified, current SQLID is set to this ID
before RPROF table and index are defined.
Secondary authorization ID and explicit
creator ID are mutually exclusive.

DB name
Default: RPROF

Name of database in which to build the
RPROF table.

Storage type
Default: S

Space for the RPROF database is allocated
using storage groups or VSAM data sets.
S - Storage Group allocation
V - VSAM allocation

Storage Group Name
No default

When Storage Type is set to S, you must
specify the Storage Group Name to use
when creating the tablespace and table for
RPROF.
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VSAM Volume names
No default

If you select VSAM space allocation, you
must specify the volume names when
creating the VSAM data sets.

RPROF initial size
Default: 350 4-KB pages for VSAM, or 1400
1-KB pages for storage group

Primary size of tablespace containing the
RPROF table.

RPROF secondary size
Default: 0

Secondary space allocation of tablespace
containing the RPROF table.

RPROFI1 initial size
Default: 350 4-KB pages for VSAM, or 1400
1-KB pages for storage group

Primary size of RPROF index.

RPROFI1 secondary size
Default: 0

Secondary space allocation of RPROF
index.

Installation JCL

The batch jobs that are discussed in this section are executed outside the IT environment. You must run these jobs in the
order they are presented and on the CPU where DB2 resides. Also verify that COND CODE = 0 is returned from all steps
and that execution of all SQL statements results in SQLCODE = 000. This following table provides a comprehensive list
of all Gen JCL members and a brief description of the jobs they perform. The installation and upgrade processes create
these members.

JCL Member Job Description

ITJOB02 Creates VSAM data sets for a new z/OS IT database. Skip this
step if using STOGROUPS.

ITJOB03 Executes a DB2 BIND for dynamic SQL processing program
TIUUSQL in EBCDIC encoding scheme.

ITJOB04 Creates DB2 objects in EBCDIC encoding scheme. If storage
group allocation was selected as the database storage type
for this installation, the storage groups must be created before
running ITJOB04. ITJOB04 creates the DB2 objects for the IT, and
uses the SQL created previously.

BLDRPROF Creates the Gen runtime profile (RPROF) table. (If you did not
enter Y at the Build RPROF option in the Installation Variables
screen, you cannot run this job.)
The IT requires an RPROF table. You can use BLDRPROF to
create an RPROF table for the IT, or you can create more RPROF
tables for use by Gen applications that are installed by the IT
(RPROFS are unique by creator ID). One RPROF table per DB2
subsystem is recommended, and it must be adequately sized to
avoid deadlock.

ITJOB05A Binds or replaces DBRMs into packages in EBCDIC encoding
scheme.

ITJOB05B Binds Plans in EBCDIC encoding scheme.
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ITJOB05S

CAJOB05S

Executes the IBM DB2 RUNSTATS utility for the IT database.
Customers must have IBM DB2 utilities to execute this job.
Updates DB2 catalog statistics for the IT database similar to
ITJOB05S. It uses PDASTATS utility. Customers must have
Database Management Solutions for Db2 products to execute this
job.
If you are using DB2 utilities from other vendors, you must
customize ITJOB05S or CAJOB05S accordingly.

ITJOB06 Grant executes authority of Gen IT for z/OS plans to public.

ITJOB07R Binds Gen runtime DBRM TIROLBCM into a DB2 package in
EBCDIC encoding scheme.

ITJOB08R Binds Gen runtime DBRM TIRPROFD into a DB2 package in
EBCDIC encoding scheme.

Configuration of the z/OS Implementation Toolset involves the following tasks:

• Establish ISPF Library Concatenation
• Define installation variables
• Build parameter files, SQL, and JCL
• Run installation JCL
• Start the Implementation Toolset

Establishing ISPF Library Concatenation

Establish the proper ISPF environment before you use the IT. Use a logon CLIST, a logon proc, or the ISPF LIBDEF
facility to allocate the IT libraries. In all cases, if you primarily use logon for the IT, the IT libraries must be first in the
concatenation.

WARNING
Do not include Gen data sets from releases before Gen 8.6 in the ISPF logon concatenation. It can produce
unpredictable results or cause errors.

ISPLLIB or STEPLIB

A combination of ISPLLIB and STEPLIB can be used to allocate the required software and z/OS program product runtime
libraries (for example, PL/1, DB2, ISPF). If DB2 or LE libraries are not in the linklist, allocate them through STEPLIB DD or
ISPLLIB DD in the logon CLIST or the TSO logon.

LIBDEF

If you use the ISPF LIBDEF facility, note the following restrictions:

• LIBDEF is not supported for the SYSPROC DD. Consequently, you must include the IT CLIST library in the SYSPROC
concatenation of a logon CLIST or a TSO logon proc. 

• Do not use LIBDEF to allocate the required load libraries. IT programs make dynamic calls to LE runtime routines.
Using LIBDEF to allocate ISPLLIB results in S806 “module not found” abend. This is a limitation of ISPF LIBDEF.

There are two CLIST exits for LIBDEF: TIELIBDF and TIELIBFR.

• TIELIBDF is called at the beginning of IT functions such as ITINSTAL, and TIXSTART. TIELIBDF dynamically allocates
ISPPLIB, ISPMLIB, and ISPSLIB. 

• TIELIBFR is called at the end of some IT functions and can be used to free libraries allocated using LIBDEF. TIELIBDF
and TIELIEBFR contain examples of how to use LIBDEF to allocate and free libraries. 
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NOTE
When customizing exits, use a different library that can be concatenated before the Gen software, ensuring
that Gen software libraries are not modified.

Procedure

Allocate the following libraries:

 DDNAME  Description   Gen Library Short Name 
SYSPROC CLIST libraries CEHBCLS0
ISPPLIB ISPF Panel libraries CEHBPNL0
ISPMLIB ISPF Message libraries CEHBMSG0
ISPLLIB Load libraries CEHBPLD0

CEHBPLD1
ISPPROF ISPF User Profile library (not applicable)
ISPSLIB ISPF Skeleton libraries CEHBSKL0
TIUPARML Parameter library containing site specific

values used in the z/OS IT functions
PARMLIB

1. Create and test the logon CLIST or PROC. Contact the System Administrator if you need help with this step or the
next step.

2. If using LIBDEF, modify and test TIELIBDF.

Establish Access to Gen

Modify an existing ISPF menu to provide an ISPF entry point to Gen. The modified ISPF menu must provide an option
that executes the CLIST TIXSTART to display the Gen copyright panel for the z/OS IT, for example, CMD (%TIXSTART).
Alternatively, the CLIST GENIT can be used to display the Gen copyright panel for the z/OS IT, for example CMD
(%GENIT).

Other ISPF Considerations

Review the default flag in the TSO command table (ISPTCM) header to determine if the command processor entries for
the following TSO commands must be added to the ISPTCM:

• TSOAE-required by the TSO testing facility.
• EXECSQL-(Optional) a dynamic SQL utility for diagnostics and problem correction.

Most sites do not need to change these commands, but if you modify the ISPTCM defaults, you must add the commands. 

No modification is required if the default flag setting in the ISPTCM header is B'.......1'. This indicates that a BLDL is
used to determine if a command processor or a CLIST is entered. If your ISPTCM table has a different setting in the
header, add a command processor ENTRY for the TSOAE and EXECSQL commands. For more information, see the
ISPF documentation.

WARNING
Insufficient available space in the ISPPROF profile data set can cause unpredictable results.

Define Installation Variables

The next step to installing the IT is to define installation variables by running the ITINSTAL dialog. Multiple sub tasks are
involved in defining the installation variables.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Start the ITINSTAL dialog.
2. Set library names.
3. Edit job cards.
4. Set JCL variables.
5. Set Implementation Toolset variables.
6. Set DB2 variables.
7. Assign storage group names.
8. Assign VSAM names.
9. Set target system variables (which also has multiple subtasks).
10. Check, save, retrieve, and clear variables.

Each of these subtasks is explained in the following sections.

Start the ITINSTAL Dialog

To start ITINSTAL, type the following command at the ISPF prompt:

COMMAND==> TSO %ITINSTAL

The Implementation Toolset Maintenance Menu appears.

                                  Implementation Toolset Maintenance Menu

Command ===>

Select one of the options below, then press enter.

1. Installation variables management

2. Implementation Toolset installation management

F. Fix management

Set Library Names

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Option 1 from the Implementation Toolset Maintenance Menu. The Installation Variables Management Menu
appears.
                       Installation Variables Management

 COMMAND ===>

 Select options 1-8 in sequence, then check variables and save.

____1. Set library names

    2. Edit JOB cards

    3. Set JCL variables

    4. Set Implementation Toolset variables

    5. Set DB2 variables

    6. Assign Storage Group names

    7. Assign VSAM names

    8. Set target system variables

    9. Check variables

   10. Save variables to external dataset       (JCL member TILITSAV)

   11. Retrieve variables from external dataset (JCL member TILITSAV)

   12. Clear variables from ISPF profile pool

F1=Help F3=Exit

2. Select Option 1 to display the Set Library Names screen.
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                               Set Library Names

COMMAND ===>

   Enter or verify the system software libraries dataset prefix and suffixes

Dataset prefix . . . . . CAI.MVSIT___________

Dataset suffixes:

Load . . . . . . . . . . CEHBPLD0____________

Runtime DLLs . . . . . . CEHBPLD1____________

IT DBRM  . . . . . . . . CEHBDBRM____________

Runtime DBRM . . . . . . CEHBDBRM____________

SQL  . . . . . . . . . . SQL_________________

JCL  . . . . . . . . . . JCL ________________

CLIST  . . . . . . . . . CEHBCLS0____________

Panel  . . . . . . . . . CEHBPNL0____________

Message  . . . . . . . . CEHBMSG0____________

Skeleton . . . . . . . . CEHBSKL0____________

Parm file. . . . . . . . PARMLIB_____________

The Set Library Names screen lets you create a data set name for each of the Gen data sets. If you make no changes
on this screen, Gen uses the default values, displayed when you first enter the screen.
The Dataset prefix field defines the first part of the name for every data set. Each Dataset suffix combines with the
data set prefix to complete a data set name.

Edit JOB Cards

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Installation Variables Management Menu displayed, select the Edit JOB Cards option to display the following
screen.
BROWSE CAI.MVSIT.PARMLIB(JOBCARD) - 01.02 Line 00000000 Col 001 080

Command ===>____________________________________Scroll ===> CSR

*************************** Top of Data **************************

//ITJOB     ‘JOB CARD INFO HERE’

//*

//* COPY IN JOBCARDS FROM SOME OTHER LIBRARY

************************* Bottom of Data *************************

This screen indicates that you are in ISPF edit mode for a member that is named JOBCARD that is stored in the IT
parmlib library. Include a REGION parameter of at least 3072K on this job card.

2. Type a valid job card for your site. The job cards that are contained in this member are included in each installation job
you build. Include a USER parameter equal to the TSO ID of the installer, because most of the IT installation jobs that
are run under DB2 or use this ID to confirm authorization.

3. Press F3 when the job card is complete.

Set JCL Variables

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Installation Variables Management Menu, select option 3 (Set JCL Variables) to display the Set JCL
Variables screen.
                               Set JCL Variables

COMMAND ===>

  Enter the installation job step JCL variables and any required STEPLIB

  Dataset names.
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  The installation process will require the Language Environment for z/OS 

   in order to execute properly.

   Installer TSOID . . . . . . . mytsoid_

   Disk UNIT . . . . . . . . . . SYSDA ____

   Tape Unit . . . . . . . . . . 3480 _____

   SYSOUT class  . . . . . . . . *

Steplibs used only in installation batch job JCL.

 DB2 STEPLIB . . . __________________________________________________ (optional)

 DB2 STEPLIB . . . __________________________________________________ (optional)

 z/OS steplib1 . __________________________________________________ (optional)

 z/OS steplib2 . __________________________________________________ (optional)

 OTHER STEPLIB . . __________________________________________________ (optional)

WARNING: Only provide DB2 and/or z/OS steplibs if required at 

         your site.

F1=Help          F2=Accept         F3=Exit         F6=Save       F12=Cancel

2. Verify the TSOID of the installer.
3. Type the disk and tape or media unit types used to build JCL for various installation and sample maintenance jobs.
4. Type the SYSOUT class that is used to direct job output.

NOTE
 The installation JCL STEPLIB includes any data set specified here, plus any data sets allocated in the
installer TSO session to the STEPLIB DD or the ISPLLIB DD. This can result in duplicate data set names in
the STEPLIB concatenation in the installation JCL. No action is required if this occurs.

5. Press F2 to verify and store the variables that are entered into a working copy of the variables table.
6. Press F6 to save the data you entered.
7. Use the Save Variables option on the Installation Variables Management Menu to write the values to the TILITSAV

member in the JCL library. Press F3 to exit to the Installation Variables Management Menu.

Set Implementation Toolset Variables

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Installation Variables Management Menu, select option 4, the Set Implementation Toolset Variables option, to
display the Set Implementation Toolset Variables screen. This option defines the global values for the IT.
                     Set Implementation Toolset Variables

COMMAND ===>

   Enter or verify Implementation Toolset variables for the current

   installation.

    Site name  . . . . . . . . .  YOUR_COMPANY_NAME___________________________

    Administrator TSOID  . . . .  mytsoid_

    Administrator name . . . . .  SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR____________

    PLAN prefix  . . . . . . . .  ITPL

    User dataset prefix  . . . .  &SYSPREF______________________

    User dataset UNIT type . . .  SYSDA___

    User dataset suffix  . . . .  ______________________________  (Optional)

 F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=Exit  F6=Save  F12=Cancel

2. Type the site name or company name.
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3. Type the TSOID and name of the initial IT administrator.
4. Type the DB2 plan prefix. This prefix is used to construct unique plan names. If you use ITPL as the prefix, then

ITPLINLM is the plan name for the IT install load module executable (IEFINLM).
5. Type a prefix, unit, and suffix (optional) for user data sets allocated when performing various IT functions. CLIST

control variables, &SYSUID, or &SYSPREF can be used for the prefix.
6. Press F2 to verify and store the variables that are entered into a working copy of the variables table.
7. Press F6 to save the data you entered.
8. Use the Save Variables option on the Installation Variables Management Menu to write the values to the TILITSAV

member in the JCL library, and then press F3 to exit.

Set the DB2 Variables

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Installation Variables Management Menu, select option 5, Set DB2 Variables, to display the Set DB2
Variables screen.
                               Set DB2 Variables

  COMMAND ===>

   Enter or verify the DB2 installation variables and select a dataset

   type.

    DB2 Subsystem ID . . . . . .  DSN_

    Explicit creator ID  . . . .  ________  (Optional)

    Secondary Authorization ID .  ________  (Optional)

    DB2 Collection ID  . . . . .  DBCOLLID 

    Gen Runtime Collection ID. .  RTCOLLID 

    DB name  . . . . . . . . . .  MVSIT___

    Dataset storage type . . . .  S    (S=Storage Group, V=Vsam)

    Initial data base size . . .  S    (S=Small, M=Medium)

    Secondary storage factor . .  0__  ( .01 to 9.9 X primary, 0=No secondary)

   F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=Exit  F6=Save  F12=Cancel

2. Type the DB2 subsystem identifier where the IT tables are placed.
(Optional) Type an explicit DB2 authorization identifier to qualify all DB2 objects that are created in the installation of
the IT. If blank, the default ID is the TSOID of the installer. To use secondary DB2 authorization, enter the secondary
authorization ID in the space provided. Choose either a secondary or an explicit ID; you cannot select both.

3. Enter a collection ID value in the DB2 Collection ID field.
4. Enter a runtime collection ID value in the Gen Runtime Collection ID field.
5. Type a unique name for the database.
6. Type the data set storage type. Valid values are:

– S -- Storage Group
– V -- VSAM

7. Type the initial database size. Valid values are:
– S -- Small (approximately 329 tracks of 3390 DASD)
– M -- Medium (approximately 2303 tracks of 3390 DASD)
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8. Type a secondary storage factor. Valid ranges are .01 to 9.9. A value of 0 results in no secondary allocation. The
secondary storage value is determined by multiplying the primary space value by the factor. If the data set storage
type is S, the maximum and minimum space values are checked to ensure compliance with DB2 rules.

9. Press F2 to verify and store the variables that are entered into a working copy of the variables table.
10. Press F6 to save the data you entered.
11. Use the Save Variables option on the Installation Variables Management Menu to write the values to the TILITSAV

member in the JCL library.
12. Press F3 to exit.

Assign Storage Group Names

Perform this procedure only if you specified Storage Groups (rather than VSAM) as the data set storage type when you
set the DB2 variables.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Installation Variables Management Menu, select option 6, Assign Storage Group names, to display the
Assign Storage Group Names screen.
                           Assign Storage Group Names

                                                               Row 1 to 12 of 26

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===>     

 

  Assign 6 distributed Storage Group names, or assign names by table and index 

  spaces. Adjust space as required. Press F2=Accept, F3=Exit, F6=Save, F12=Can.

 

   Distributed Storage Group(s) . . . . (1) SYSDEFLT (2) SYSDEFLT (3) SYSDEFLT 

                                        (4) SYSDEFLT (5) SYSDEFLT (6) SYSDEFLT 

 

   DB       Dis  Space      Storage     -Primary   space-    -Secondary space- 

   Type     Grp  Name       Group       -Default  Modify-    -Default  Modify- 

   -------  ---  --------   --------    --------  -------    --------  ------- 

   DATA      5   ACTIV      ________        1792  _______        1792  _______ 

   DATA      6   ACTIVI1    ________          28  _______          28  _______ 

   DATA      2   IUSER      ________        1792  _______        1792  _______ 

   DATA      3   IUSERI1    ________         140  _______         140  _______ 

   DATA      5   ACTDT      ________        1792  _______        1792  _______ 

   DATA      6   ACTDTI1    ________          28  _______          28  _______ 

   DATA      1   TARDF      ________        9800  _______        9800  _______ 

   DATA      2   TARDFI1    ________         980  _______         980  _______ 

   DATA      2   TARDFI2    ________         980  _______         980  _______ 

   DATA      2   TARDFI3    ________         980  _______         980  _______ 

   DATA      2   TARDFI4    ________         980  _______         980  _______ 

   DATA      2   TARDFI5    ________        9800  _______        9800  _______

2. Type the Storage Groups in spaces 1 through 6. Blank spaces are set to the first Storage Group name. To specify
distribution, modify Storage Group Name for all Space Names. Distribute the database over multiple volumes to
improve performance.

3. Press F2 to verify and store the variables that are entered into a working copy of the variables table.
4. Press F6 to save the data you entered.
5. Use the Save Variables on the Installation Variables Management Menu to write the values to the TILITSAV member in

the JCL library.
6. Press F3 to exit.
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Assign VSAM Names

This step is required only if the data set storage type is VSAM.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Installation Variables Management Menu, select option 7, Assign VSAM names, to display the Assign VSAM
Name screen.
                                 Assign VSAM Names              Row 1 of 26

  COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===>

   Assign up to 6 distributed volume names, or assign names by table and index

   spaces. Adjust space as required. Press F2=Accept, F3=Exit, F6=Save, F12=Can.

    High level VCAT node  . . . . . . . . .  ________

    Distributed VSAM volumes  . . . . .  (1) ______   (2) ______   (3) ______

                                         (4) ______   (5) ______   (6) ______

    DB       Dis  Space      VSAM        -Primary   space-    -Secondary space-

    Type     Grp  Name       volume      -Default  Modify-    -Default  Modify-

    -------  ---  --------   ------      --------  -------    --------  -------

    DATA      5   ACTIV      ______            64  _______           0  _______

    DATA      6   ACTIVI1    ______             1  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   IUSER      ______            64  _______           0  _______

    DATA      3   IUSERI1    ______             5  _______           0  _______

    DATA      5   ACTDT      ______            64  _______           0  _______

    DATA      6   ACTDTI1    ______             1  _______           0  _______

    DATA      1   TARDF      ______           350  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   TARDFI1    ______            35  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   TARDFI2    ______            35  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   TARDFI3    ______            35  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   TARDFI4    ______            35  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   TARDFI5    ______           350  _______           0  _______

  ******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

2. Type the high-level VCAT node that is used to form the DB2 VSAM space data set names for the IT.
3. Type the DASD volumes in spaces 1 through 6 if you want to distribute tablespace and indexspace allocations across

DASD volumes. Any space left blank defaults to the first volume entered.
4. Modify the VSAM volume field for space names if you want to specify the distribution manually.
5. Press F2 to verify and store the variables that are entered into a working copy of the variables table.
6. Press F6 to save the data you entered.
7. Select Save Variables on the Installation Variables Management Menu to write the values to the TILITSAV member in

the JCL library.
8. Press F3 to exit.

Set Target System Variables
This article provides information for Set Target System Variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 9 on the Installation Variables Management Menu and press Enter to display the following Set Target
System Variables Menu.
                   Set Target System Variables

COMMAND == >

Select options 1-3 in sequence. Select the other options
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as required

    1.   Target environment configuration

    2.   Set COBOL compiler variables

    3.   Set DB2 precompiler variables

    4.   Set CICS variables

    5.   Set IMS variables

    6.   Set RPROF variables

    7.   Select MFS device types

 

F1=Help      F3=Exit

Each of the options on this screen leads to another screen in which you can set target system variables.
2. Select options 1, 2, and 3 in sequence.

Options 5 through 8 are optional, depending on the target environment configuration. The following sections explain
how to use each of these options.

Target Environment Configuration

Use this option to configure the target environments where applications generated by Gen are run.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Target Environment
Configuration screen.
           Target Environment Configuration

COMMAND == >

Enter or verify target environment options.

         Support generated applications under DB2       Y

         Support generated applications under CICS      Y

         Support generated applications under IMS       Y

         Support MFS map generation                     N

         Create runtime profile table (RPROF)           Y

 

F1=Help   F2=Accept   F3=Exit   F6=Save   F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the Target Environment Configuration screen according to the specifics of your environment.
The choices that you make here enable other options on the Set Target System Variables Menu.

3. Press F2 to verify/save the entered variables in the ISPF profile pool of the user.
4. Press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set Compiler Variables

Use this option to define variables for the COBOL compiler, which is used during the Implementation Package Execute
step. This compiler applies to all environments.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Set Compiler Variables
screen.
                               Set Compiler Variables

  COMMAND ===>
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   Enter or verify the following COBOL compiler variables.

    COBOL compiler name . . . . . . . IGYCRCTL

    Size parameter  . . . . . . .  

    COBOL Compiler library   IGY.SIGYCOMP      

    Compiler Library in linklist    N

    z/OS Static runtime   CEE.SCEELKED    

    z/OS Dynamic runtime   CEE.SCEERUN

    SCEERUN library in linklist    N

 

   F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=Exit  F6=Save  F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the Set Compiler Variables screen. The IBM default name for the COBOL Compiler library is
IGY.SIGYCOMP. The IBM default name for the z/OS Static runtime library is CEE.SCEELKED. The IBM default name
for the z/OS Dynamic runtime library is CEE.SCEERUN.

3. Press F2 to verify and save the variables in the ISPF profile pool of the user.

NOTE
The value in the Size Parameter field is passed to the COBOL compiler. If this field is left blank, the site
default is used. If the site default is too small, the compiler fails. The recommended minimum is 3072 KB.

4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set DB2 Precompiler Variables

Use this option to define variables for the DB2 precompiler, which is used during the Implementation Package Execute
step.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 3 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Set DB2 Precompiler
Variables screen.
                      Set DB2 Precompiler Variables

COMMAND == >

Enter or verify the following precompiler variables.

DB2 precompiler name          DSNHPC

DB2 link library              DB2.SDSNLOAD ______________

Link lib in LPA/linklist      N

F1=Help      F2=Accept      F3=Exit      F6=Save      F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the DB2 Precompiler Variables screen.
3. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the ISPF profile pool of the user.
4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
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Set CICS Variables

This option is available if the Support Gen Applications Under CICS flag on the Target Environment Configuration screen
is set to Y.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 5 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Set CICS Variables screen.
                   Set CICS Variables

COMMAND == >

Enter or verify the following CICS variables.

CICS load  library (1)             CICS.SDFHLOAD________________

z/OS Static Link Library (2)       CEE.SCEELKED ________________

CICS shares CPU with this TSO      N

-IBM default name: 'CICS.SDFHLOAD'

-IBM default name: 'CEE.SCEELKED'

F1=Help      F2=Accept      F3=Exit      F6=Save      F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the Set CICS Variables screen.
3. The CICS COBOL load library must be the runtime library containing CICS-specific COBOL runtime modules (for

example, CEE.SCEELKED).

NOTE
The CICS DB2 library is no longer specified because it is the same library as the CICS Load library. The
variable TIRCLDB2 in PARMLIB points to the CICS Load library.

4. The name of the system library that contains the CICS Sockets interface modules that are typically called
TCPIP.SEZATCP is not required and has been removed.

5. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the ISPF profile pool of the user.
6. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
7. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set IMS Variables

This option is available if the Support Gen Applications Under IMS flag on the Target Environment Configuration screen is
set to Y. The following procedure explains how to set IMS variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 6 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Set IMS Variables screen.
           Set IMS Variables

COMMAND == >

Enter or verify the following IMS variables.

IMS resident load lib           IMS.RESLIB___________________

Maximum segment size            1280

IMS shares CPU with this TSO    N

CPIC interface load lib         SYS1.CSSLIB_____________
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F1=Help      F2=Accept      F3=Exit      F6=Save       F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the Set IMS Variables screen.
3. The value that is entered in the Maximum Segment Size field is site-specific; your system administrator knows this

value.
4. The name of the system library that contains the CPIC interface modules (CMRCV and CMALLC) is typically

SYS1.CSSLIB, which is a required z/OS library.
5. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the ISPF profile pool of the user.
6. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
7. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set RPROF Variables

This option is available if the Create Runtime Profile Table (RPROF) flag on the Target Environment Configuration screen
is set to Y.

This option builds the BLDRPROF JCL member, which is stored in the Gen JCL library. You can use BLDRPROF to
create runtime profile tables (RPROFs) if you do not have them. RPROF tables that are created under previous versions
of Gen are compatible. For more information about RPROF, see The Runtime Profile (RPROF) Table.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 7 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Set RPROF Variables screen.
                      Set RPROF Variables

COMMAND ===>

Enter or verify the following DB2 RPROF variables.

DB2 Subsystem ID. . . . . . DB2_

Explicit creator ID . . . . ________ (Optional)

Secondary Authorization ID. ________ (Optional)

DB name . . . . . . . . . . RPROF___

Storage type. . . . . . . . S (S=Storage Group, V=Vsam)

Storage type. . . . . . . . ________

RPROF initial size. . . . . 1400 1K pages

RPROF secondary size. . . . 0___ 1K pages

RPROFI1 initial size. . . . 1400 1K pages

RPROFI1 secondary size. . . 0___ 1K pages

F1=Help F2=Accept F3=Exit F6=Save F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the Set RPROF Variables screen.
– You can enter an Explicit Creator ID, a Secondary Authorization ID, or can leave these fields blank.
– The VCAT and volume fields appear if the VSAM space allocation is configured instead of Storage Group. These

fields are required.
– VSAM page size is 4 KB, Storage Group is 1 KB. Size values do not convert when switching from one storage type

to the other.
3. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the ISPF profile pool of the user.
4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
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5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Select MFS Device Types

This option is available if the Support MFS Map Generation flag on the Target Environment Configuration screen is set to
Y.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 8 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the following Select MFS Device
Types screen.
                          Select MFS Device Types

COMMAND ===>

Listed are the MFS device types supported by Gen. Select the devices defined for your installation

 requiring the generation of Gen MFS formats

Press F1=Help, F2=Accept, F3=Exit, F6=Save, F12=Cancel

Sel  Device Type     Extended attribute  Rows Cols

                        support

___  ___________     ___________________ _________

___  3270,1                Y             12    40

Y    3270,2 __                           24    80

___  3270P __                            55   120

___  SCS1 __                             55   132

___  SCS2 __                             55    80

___  3270-A01 

___  3270-A02

___  3270-A03

___  3270-A04

___  3270-A05

___  3270-A06

___  3270-A07

__   3270-A08

2. Type Y in the Sel column next to the appropriate device type.
3. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the ISPF profile pool of the user.
4. This creates the number TILMFS in the parameter library (PARMLIB). TILMFS is used by the system when processing

IMS.
5. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
6. Press F3 to exit the screen, press F3 again to exit the menu.

Check, Save, Retrieve, and Clear Variables

Options 9 through 12 on the Installation Variables Management Menu perform the true management of the variables.
Each option is invoked from the Installation Variables Management Menu by typing the option number and pressing Enter.

• Option 9 -- Check Variables. This option performs validity checking on the working copy of the variables. Validity
checking can be performed at any time, but the process cannot automatically update any invalid values.

• Option 10 -- Save Variables. This option saves the working copy of the variables in a member called TILITSAV in the
JCL library. That member is stored in the JCL library you referred to on the Set Library Name screen. If it does not
already exist, TILITSAV is created automatically when you select this option. It can also be copied from one installation
JCL library to another to provide a starting point for future installations.
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NOTE
When you save variables, the save action overwrites any current values in TILITSAV. If you want to save the
existing values in TILITSAV member for use later, you must rename TILITSAV to a new name before saving
the new variables.

To save new variables for subsequent recall, select option 10 on the Installation Variables Management Menu. If you
do not explicitly save the new variables, they are automatically saved when the system CLISTs are created.

• Option 11 -- Retrieve Variables. This option loads previously saved variables, from the permanent storage location, for
the current session. You must save variables at least once before you can retrieve them.

• Option 12 -- Clear Variables. This option deletes current settings in the working copy of the variable table and restores
the default settings.

Build Parameter files, SQL, and JCL

This section shows you how to build the installation parameter files, SQL, and JCL that you will later run to complete the
installation of the Implementation Toolset. 

The installation builds parameter files TIUIT, TIUIT2, TIRIT and TIRMFS, using the variables defined in the preceding
tasks. These parameter files are required to define the operating parameters for the Gen execution. 

Build Parameter files

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 from the Implementation Toolset Maintenance Menu to display the following Implementation Toolset
Installation Management screen.
        Implementation Toolset Installation Management

 Command ===>

 Select one of the options below, then press enter.

 ___1. Build Implementation Toolset Parameter Files

    2. Build all Implementation Toolset installation SQL and JCL

2. Select option 1, Build Implementation Toolset Parameter Files, to build the parameters. The parameters are created
and stored in the Gen PARMLIB library.

3. Press Enter to start building the parameter files. When the processing is complete, the Implementation Toolset
Installation Management Menu appears with the following message in the Command line:
COMMAND==> PARMS BUILT SUCCESSFULLY.

4. After you build the parameter files, you can browse and if required edit the parameter files outside Gen Installation
process.
The parameter file TIRIT contains an automatically inserted TIRDBATT parameter. It is used as the DB2 Attachment
Type when building batch dynamic RI and z/OS Library DLLs. It defaults to DSN, but can be modified as IMS_BMP or
DLIBATCH if appropriate. 

Build SQL and JCL

The SQL and JCL built with this procedure are contained in the IT’s JCL and SQL libraries.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 from the Implementation Toolset Maintenance Menu to display the Implementation Toolset Installation
Management Menu.

2. Select option 2, Build all IT installation SQL and JCL.
3. Press Enter to start the build process. 
4. Press Enter to return to the Implementation Toolset Installation Management Menu.
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Display System Information

You can review system information at any time by executing this TSO command from inside ITINSTAL: TSO
%ITSYSADM. This displays the System Administration Information Panel, which contains the following useful displays.

1. Option One -- Displays the copyright panel, which includes the release and levelset numbers.
2. Option Two -- Displays a list of all PTFs applied to this Implementation Toolset.
3. Option Three -- Displays a separate panel to access these variables:

– Implementation Toolset variables 
– Implementation Toolset administration variables 
– Implementation Toolset DB2 variables
– Implementation Toolset COBOL variables
– Implementation Toolset IMS variables
– Implementation Toolset CICS variables
– Miscellaneous

4. Option Four -- Makes the current TSO ID a new Implementation Toolset administratorID. Loads the current TSO ID
with the ISPF (profile) variables used by the original installer.

Run Installation JCL

The batch jobs discussed in this section are executed outside the IT environment. You must run these jobs in the order in
which they are presented and on the CPU where DB2 resides. Also verify that COND CODE = 0 is returned from all steps
and that execution of all SQL statements results in SQLCODE = 000.

The columns in the following table explain the different batch jobs that need to be run:

1. Installing new z/OS Gen IT database
2. Upgrading from a previous release of Gen IT
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NOTE
ANY in column 1 and 2 suggests that the job can be run as needed when performing normal maintenance.

JCL Name Action 1 2

ITJOB02 Skip this step if using
STOGROUPS. Create VSAM
data sets for new z/OS IT
database

Y N/A

ITJOB03 If you want to bind TIUUSQLX
to additional DB2 subsystems,
enter the following commands at
the TSO command line:

%BINDPACK
MEMBER(TIUUSQL)
COLLID(XXXXXXXX)
OWNER(YYYYYYYY)
%BINDPLAN
MEMBER(USQL)
ENCODING EBCDIC

COLLID(XXXXXXXX) must
be the collection id entered
in the ‘Set DB2 Variables’.
OWNER(YYYYYYYY) is an
optional secondary authorization
id that can be entered in the ‘Set
DB2 Variables’.

Y Y

ITJOB04 Creates DB2 objects with
CCSID EBCDIC. If storage
group allocation was selected
as the database storage type
for this installation, the storage
groups must be created prior
to running ITJOB04. ITJOB04
creates the DB2 objects for the
IT, and uses the SQL created
previously.

Y N/A

BLDRPROF Builds RPROF tables and
indexes in EBCDIC encoding
scheme. Each DB2 subsystem
used by applications generated
by Gen must have an RPROF
table. If the target of a Gen
application is CICS, you can use
a TSQ RPROF instead of a DB2
RPROF, eliminating the need for
an RPROF table.

Y N/A

ITJOB05A JCL to BIND or replace DBRMs
into packages in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

Y Y

ITJOB05B JCL to BIND Plans in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

Y Y
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JCL Name Action 1 2

ITJOB05S

CAJOB05S

Executes the IBM DB2
RUNSTATS utility for the IT
database. Customers must have
IBM DB2 utilities to execute this
job.
Alternative to ITJOB05S
job. It updates DB2 catalog
statistics for the IT database
similar to ITJOB05S. It
uses the PDASTATS utility.
Customers must have Database
Management Solutions for Db2
products to execute this job.
If you are using DB2 utilities
from other vendors, you
must customize ITJOB05S or
CAJOB05S accordingly.

ANY ANY

ITJOB06 Grant executes authority of Gen
IT for z/OS plans to public.

Y Y

ITJOB07R Binds Gen runtime DBRM
TIROLBCM into a DB2
package in EBCDIC encoding
scheme.

Y Y

ITJOB08R Binds Gen runtime DBRM
TIRPROFD into a DB2
package in EBCDIC encoding
scheme.

Y Y

Further Steps

The next step after configuring the z/OS Implementation Toolset  is to start the z/OS Implementation Toolset and optionally
verify the installation and configuration was successful.

Configuring Runtime IMS and CICS
When IMS or CICS is the target environment for Gen generated applications, you must configure the target environment
appropriately before deploying the application. This section covers Block Mode Support for IMS and CICS, Client/Server
Support for IMS and CICS, and Debugging features for IMS and CICS.

Before you configure IMS or CICS for Gen applications, confirm the following tasks are complete:

• The IMS or CICS execution environment has been established according to Gen Technical Requirements.
• If the application generated by Gen is the first software to use the DB2 Attachment Facility from within CICS or

IMS, ensure the Installation Verification Procedure (IVP) COBOL application was installed and executed. The DB2
installation includes IVP COBOL. For more information, see your IBM documentation.

Runtime DLLs and LE
Gen z/OS runtime is a multilingual execution environment that includes C, COBOL, and Assembler code.

In AllFusion Gen r7, the C runtime components were converted to IBM C to support dynamic linking of runtime and to use
DLLs.
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Since AllFusion Gen r7.5, most Assembler and COBOL runtime components are implemented as DLLs. Dynamically
loading the runtime components allows multiple processes to share a single copy of the runtime component, significantly
decreasing the overall load module size for a Gen application. Using DLLs improves the serviceability by allowing
maintenance updates to runtime components without requiring relinking of generated applications. All applications that
use the DLL get the maintenance update.

In AllFusion Gen r7.5, the z/OS runtime was updated to full IBM LE conformance. The runtimes were updated to use the
standard LE call interface, reducing the complexity of the runtime code. The runtimes were made fully re-entrant and
threadsafe, enhancing runtime and application reliability and performance.

AllFusion Gen runtimes were changed to exploit LE storage management within the assembler routines, eliminating the
need to frequently use GETMAIN and FREEMAIN. This reduced CPU usage for runtime modules in certain generated
applications, such as batch jobs.

AllFusion Gen's C and COBOL runtimes were changed to use similar functionality.

Migrating AllFusion Gen's Assembler code to LE functionality decreased the number of OS storage calls resulting in a
decrease use of CPU when a generated application invokes Assembler runtime functions. The benefit of this change
depends on the LE Heap and Stack settings and how each generated application uses these runtimes.

Since Gen r8, all runtime DLLs are delivered in PDSE data set named CEHBPLD0 and CEHBPLD1.

Gen Requires PDSE
Gen runtimes are Program Objects that must reside in PDSE library, a data set type of LIBRARY. The Host Encyclopedia
and Implementation Toolset installation jobs create PDSE data sets for Gen CEHBPLD0 and CEHBPLD1 libraries.

Because the generated code is also installed as Program Objects, these components must also be PDSEs:

• The business system data sets specified for NCAL
• Executable and RI Trigger Compiled load modules
• The Compatibility libraries
• The External Action block
• The Compatibility External Action Block
• The External System Load Libraries

Threadsafe
Since CICS/TS 1.3, all user programs defined in CICS have a concurrency attribute of Quasirent or Threadsafe.

In CICS terms, Quasirent indicates that the program requires CICS protection when using sharable resources. Threadsafe
means that the program maintains data integrity while it handles concurrent access of shared resources. CICS uses the
concurrency attribute with information about the CICS API commands to decide under which TCB to execute the program,
switching between TCBs if necessary.

In CICS/TS 2.2, IBM modified the task-related user exit used by the CICS-DB2 attachment facility so it executes as
threadsafe and has started to modify the CICS API commands to make them threadsafe. Not all CICS API commands are
threadsafe.

CICS starts all tasks using the quasirent TCB. When the program associated with a task executes an SQL command,
CICS changes the task to the threadsafe TCB. After the SQL command completes, CICS determines under which TCB to
continue executing the task based on the concurrency attribute of the executing program and of the CICS API command,
if applicable.

When the program is defined as quasirent, CICS switches the task to the quasirent TCB where it remains until the next
SQL command executes. When the program is defined as threadsafe the task continues executing in the threadsafe TCB
until the next non-threadsafe CICS API command executes.
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Applications that access DB2 resources and are defined as quasirent must do TCB switching. TCB switching impacts
application performance.

The Advantage Gen 6.5 CICS runtime is not threadsafe. Advantage Gen 6.5 CICS applications fail with a variety of 0Cx
abends if defined as threadsafe, and must be defined as quasirent.

In AllFusion Gen r7, the z/OS runtimes were made threadsafe. Define AllFusion Gen applications installed using runtimes
from AllFusion Gen r7.x, and Gen 8.x as threadsafe. They operate without abending.

To benefit from reduced TCB switching, when you use the Gen DB2 Dynamic Plan Exit TIRC$EXT, define it as threadsafe.
The DB2 Dynamic Plan Exit is used for plan selection when the Gen CICS option XCTL for Flows is selected.

 Gen programs execute the non-threadsafe CICS API commands at the start of each program to receive or retrieve the
input data, and at the end to send or omit the response. Gen programs defined as threadsafe perform fewer TCB switches
than the same programs defined as quasirent. This applies to statically and dynamically linked Gen applications. There
are a few points to notice:

• The CICS-DB2 Attach Dynamic Plan Exit TIRC$EXT MUST be defined as threadsafe for applications to benefit from
the reduction in TCB switching.

• Define the CICS Sockets server programs, TISRVLIS, TISRVMSL, TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX, as quasirent. Since
these programs do not access DB2, this has no impact.

• Since the Transaction Dispatcher for CICS, TIRMQTDC, does not access DB2, define it as quasirent.
• If you use EABs, remember to place the SQL calls as close together as possible, or at least without interspersing with

CICS API non-threadsafe commands.

Install Gen Runtime Load Library Modules
This article defines the Install Gen Runtime Load Library Modules.

After uploading the Gen software to the z/OS platform, configure the CICS and IMS environments to enable the target
CICS or IMS execution environment to access the Gen runtime software modules.

Execution Load Library IMS

The Gen runtime modules must be available to the target IMS system as part of the IMS STEPLIB data set concatenation.
Add the Gen runtime DLL library, CEHBPLD1, to the concatenation or copy the relevant modules to a library in the
concatenation. The data set that contains the Gen runtime modules must be a data set of type LIBRARY, a PDSE

Runtime DLLs required for all types of generated IMS applications are TIRARUNH, TIRARUNI, TIRARUNM, TIRMSET,
TIRORUNI, and TIRRTLDI. The User Exit DLLs required are TIRDATXZ, TIRDEVIZ, TIRDLCTZ, TIRHELPZ, TIRIRTRZ,
TIRISYSZ, TIRITIAZ, TIRIURTZ, TIRIUSRZ, TIRMTQBZ, TIRSECRZ, TIRTERAZ, TIRUPPRZ, and TIRYYXZ.

Runtime DLLs required for generated IMS Block Mode Enhanced Map applications are TIRCGSPZ, TIRCHPRZ,
TIRCHPZ, TIRCIIMZ, TIRCO2PZ, TIRCO2SZ, TIRCPINZ, TIRCPUIZ, and TIRCVINZ. User Exit TIRIEXZ DLL is required.
The User Exit TIRIEXSZ DLL is required for generated IMS Block Mode Standard Map applications.

Runtime DLLs required for generated IMS server applications are TIRCINTG, TIRCSSTR, and TIRCRUNI. The User Exit
DLLs required are TIRDCRYZ, TIRELOGZ, TIRIALLZ, TIRIDTRZ, TIRIROUZ, TIRNCRYZ, TIRPTOKZ, TIRSECVZ, and
TIRXINFZ. In addition, applications targeting Websphere MQ require the Runtime TIRCMQI and User Exit TIRMQPXZ
DLLs.

Execution Load Library CICS

The Gen runtime modules must be available to the target CICS region as part of the CICS DFHRPL data set
concatenation. Add the Gen runtime DLL library, CEHBPLD1 to the data set concatenation or copy the relevant modules
to a library in the concatenation. The data set that contains the Gen runtime modules must be a data set of type LIBRARY,
a PDSE.
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Runtime DLLs required for all types of generated CICS applications are TIRARUNC, TIRARUNT, TIRHSTGC,
TIRMMDLL, TIRMSETC, TIRORUNC, TIRORUNT, and TIRRTLDC. The User Exit DLLs required are TIRCDPTZ,
TIRCRTRZ, TIRCSYSZ, TIRCTIAZ, TIRCURTZ, TIRCUSRZ, TIRDATXZ, TIRDEVCZ, TIRDLCTZ, TIRHELPZ,
TIRMTQBZ, TIRQCNTZ, TIRSECRZ, TIRTERAZ, TIRUPPRZ, and TIRYYXZ. When TSQ is specified as the profile type,
then TIRPRFQZ is required as a runtime DLL. TIRORUNT and TIRARUNT runtime DLLs are required when the DSNULI
support is enabled.

Runtime DLLs required for generated CICS Block Mode Enhanced Map applications are TIRCGSPZ, TIRCHPRZ,
TIRCHPZ, TIRCIIMZ, TIRCO2PZ, TIRCO2SZ, TIRCPINZ, TIRCPUIZ, and TIRCVINZ. The User Exit DLL TIRIEXZ is
required. The User Exit TIRIEXSZ DLL is required for generated CICS Block Mode Standard Map applications.

Runtime DLLs TIRCINTG, TIRCSSTR, and TIRCRUNC are required for generated CICS server applications and CICS
blockmode applications being traced. User Exit DLLs required for generated CICS server applications are TIRCALLZ,
TIRCROUZ, TIRCSGNZ, TIRDCRYZ, TIRELOGZ, TIRNCRYZ, TIRPTOKZ, TIRSECVZ, TIRSIPEZ, TIRSRTRZ,
TIRSURTZ, and TIRXINFZ. In addition, applications targeting Websphere MQSeries require User Exit DLL TIRMQPXZ
and either TIRCMQC or the TIRMQTDC Runtime DLL depending on which CICS MQSeries method they use. For more
information, see Customize for MQSeries.

Each module must have a corresponding CICS program definition that can be added to CICS using the Gen supplied
DEFCICS job, or by using the CICS Resource Definition Online (RDO) mechanism, for example, the CICS CEDA
transaction. If using RDO, see DEFCICS job for information about defining each copied module.

To re-load a new copy of a Gen runtime module, log in to CICS and execute the following CICS command:

CEMT SET PROGRAM(module name) NEW

Define IMS Block Mode Applications
  

Perform transaction mapping and program definition before deploying each generated application in the IMS target
environment.

Define APPLCTN and TRANSACT Macros

Use the IMS APPLCTN and TRANSACT macros to define and associate a program with one or more transactions. For
example:

APPLCTN PSB=progname,PGMTYPE=(TP,,4)                                

TRANSACT CODE=trancode,PRTY=(7,9,2),                            X

MSGTYPE=(MULTSEG,NONRESPONSE,4),                                X

PROCLIM=(3,20),SCHD=3,                                          X

MODE=SNGL,                                                      X

SEGSIZE=0,SEGNO=320

• These macros require continuation characters in column 72.
• For the APPLCTN macro, PGMTYPE can be TP for online or BMP for batch.
• For the TRANSACT macro, MSGTYPE specifies MULTSEG and NONRESPONSE.
• The remaining parameters are site-specific. Do not specify SPA size.

Define PSBs

To define the IMS Program Specification Blocks (PSB) for the IMS application you are deploying, use the following order
for the Program Control Blocks (PCB):
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•  Gen requires I-O PCB first. By default, the I-O PCB is generated automatically from the initial request.
•  Gen requires the second PCB to be an alternate, modifiable I-O PCB with EXPRESS=NO. Do not code ALTRESP on

the second PCB because Gen issues CHNG calls to other transactions except terminals.
• All other PCBs must appear after the alternate, modifiable I-O PCB.

PCB TYPE=TP,MODIFY=YES

PCB TYPE=DB...

PCB TYPE=DB...

PSBGEN

PSBNAME=progname,LANG=COBOL,

CMPAT=YES

END

NOTE
Failure to create the PSB according to this convention results in loops or other unpredictable behavior in the
message switching.

DB2 assumes that plan name and PSB name are the same. If your installation requirements are different, assemble a
DSNMAPN macro and link it into the DB2 load library for each trancode.

Activate a PSB for MPP Processing

The next step in setting up the IMS environment for deploying Gen applications is to create the IMS ACBGEN procedure
macro to activate a PSB for MPP application processing. To do so, use this command:

BUILD PSB=progname

MFS

When using MFS, ensure that the following tasks are complete:

• Follow your installation procedures to install the MFS control blocks to the IMS environment. A common error is
to use extended MFS attributes for terminals or emulators that do not support them. When you specify the target
environment, specify if extended attributes can be used. For more information about extended attribute support, see
the section Target Environment and Construction Libraries in the  Host Encyclopedia Construction .
The source that is generated by MFS uses a copy member named TIMFSEQU that resides in the CEHBSAMP library
and is distributed with Gen. Change this member and optionally save it to your own library. Change your installation
procedure to pick up the changed member.

NOTE
 If the MFS source is compiled outside of Gen and the installation procedure has not changed, the following
message is displayed:

DFS1479I SC=08 MBRNAME REQUESTED NOT PRESENT IN SYSLIB

Follow the procedures of the installation to install the load module in your IMS load libraries.

Define CICS Block Mode Applications
Before CICS can execute a generated Gen application, you must define the transaction name to CICS. Depending on how
CICS is setup, you may also need to define its load module name. If the target DBMS is DB2, you may also need to define
the DB2 plan name.
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Define User Transactions

Transaction and load module names are chosen in load module packaging. The clear screen and dialog flow transaction
names must be the same, or must be mapped and defined.

For each transaction name, define a transaction using CICS Resource Definition Online (RDO). You can use the following
information to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(tttt)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Trancode)

PROGRAM(pppppppp)

TASKDATALOC(ANY) TASKDATAKEY(USER)

Define User Load Modules

 Gen application load modules can install automatically. For load modules not auto installed, define a program using
Resource Definition Online (RDO). Use the following to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE PROGRAM(pppppppp)

DESCRIPTION(CA Gen Program)

LANGUAGE(LE370)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(USER)

CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)

Map Transactions to DB2 Plans

CICS requires that you define CICS DB2 resources using Resource Definition Online (RDO). Specify the required
information in the DB2CONN definition, such as PLANExitname, or use the DB2ENTRY and DB2TRAN definitions for
individual transactions.

Add a PPT entry for TIRC$EXT; language is ASSEMBLER and ensure the TIRC$EXT program is in a library in the CICS
DFHRPL concatenation.

Enable XCTL

The Define Target Environment Parameters screen has an option to Use XCTL for Flows When Possible. If Gen
applications use this option and the target DBMS is DB2, use Package Binds and a single CICS plan or you can use the
Dynamic Plan Selection exit TIRC$EXT. The recommended choice is Package Binds.

Enable Error Messages

 Gen dynamically calls the DB2 error message-formatting module DSNTIAR. For the dynamic call to work, add an entry
to the Program Definition (PPT) for DSNTIAR (or use the DEFCICS job to do this for you). The program language is
ASSEMBLER. For more information about the TIRTIAR user exit, see  User Exit References. 

Establish Client/Server Support
This topic provides the following information setting up CICS and IMS to execute client/server applications:

This section explains how to setup CICS and IMS to execute client/server applications. If you are not implementing Gen-
generated client/server applications, skip this section. The basic tasks to establish client/server (C/S) support are:

• Customize code page translation
• Define server transactions and programs
• Customize middleware
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Depending on the type of middleware that is used, select from the following tasks:

• Establish communications support (ECHO for CICS, ECHOI for IMS)
• Customize for LU6.2
• Customize for TCP/IP
• Customize for MQSeries
• Customize for ECI

The following sections describe completing each task:

Customize Code Page Translation

The TIRXLAT function translates view data that are passed between the client and server from the code page of the
client to the code page of the server, and vice versa. It uses the code page value of the client, passed by the client to the
server, and the code page value of the host to locate a translation table. For additional information about code pages and
internationalization considerations, see Use Client Server Encyclopedia.

Since AllFusion Gen r7, dynamic runtime modules TIRCRUNC (CICS) and TIRCRUNI (IMS) replace runtimes TIRENTC
(CICS) and TIRENTI (IMS). Applications that are built with releases earlier than AllFusion Gen r7 must still use TIRENTC
and the TIRENTI runtimes.

In many parts of the world, a country or company use several code pages. If your installation uses a code page on the z/
OS system that differs from the supplied default, a JCL procedure is provided to build a code page-specific version of the
dynamic runtime modules TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI. The procedure is called MKCRUN for AllFusion Gen r7 and later
releases and MKTIRE for earlier releases. The CEHBSAMP data set includes a sample of MKCRUN.

You might benefit from rebuilding the TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI runtimes using the MKCRUN procedure even when you
use a code page on the z/OS system that matches the supplied default because the runtime contains extra code page
pairs you might not need. MKCRUN removes the pairs.

NOTE
The debug version of either TIRCRUNC or TIRCRUNI is used and the output sent to support only when
Technical Support asks you to do so. Do not use it any other time. For more information about how to enable
tracing, see Debugging Applications.

If TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI do not contain the translation table the client and server are using, the transactions fail with
TIRM600E: ERROR TRANSLATING THE COMMON FORMAT BUFFER INTO GURB BUFFER. Use MKCRUN JCL to
build a version of TIRCRUNx modules that support the required code page combination.

When the MKCRUN procedure is used to customize the Codepage that is used in Gen applications, if the TIRXINFO
user exit is modified, the resulting TIRXINFZ DLL must be deployed to the CICS or the IMS the regions where the Gen
applications execute. Otherwise the transactions fail with TIRM600E: ERROR TRANSLATING THE COMMON FORMAT
BUFFER INTO GURB BUFFER.

For information about the list of supported code tables, see References.

Define Server Transactions and Programs

This section explains how to define IMS and CICS server transactions and programs. These definitions are discussed in
the following sections:

• IMS server transactions and programs
• CICS server transactions and programs
• DEFCICS member

NOTE
All CICS samples in this section use IBM supplied transaction CEDA. These samples are for illustration only and
is not pertinent to your particular environment. Verify applicability before installing definitions.
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IMS Server Transaction and Program Definitions

Use the IMS APPLCTN and TRANSACT macros to define and associate a program with one or more transactions.

The following code is an example:

APPLCTN GPSB=progname,PGMTYPE=TP,LANG=COBOL                       

TRANSACT CODE=trancode,                                        X

EDIT=ULC,                                                      X

MSGTYPE=(SNGLSEG,RESPONSE,1)

1. For the APPLCTN macro, PGMTYPE is TP for online.
2. Ensure that each IMS C/S trancode has a TRANSACT definition.
3. For the TRANSACT macro, MSGTYPE specify SNGLSEG and RESPONSE.
4. For the TRANSACT macro, ensure EDIT=ULC to prevent lowercase characters from being translated to uppercase.

This also allows the Gen cooperative buffer characters to bypass IMS input message translation.

CICS Server Program and Transaction Definitions

The following example shows a transaction definition to use to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(tttt)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Trancode)

PROGRAM(pppppppp)

TWASIZE(0)

TASKDATALOC(ANY)

TASKDATAKEY(USER)

Gen 8.x servers no longer require a TWASIZE of 8 bytes.

The following example shows a program definition to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE PROGRAM(pppppppp)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Program)

LANGUAGE(Le370)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(USER)

CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)

DEFCICS Batch Job

Use the DEFCICS batch job to understand and define CICS transactions and programs. The steps to using DEFCICS are:

Follow these steps:

1. Edit DEFCICS to change the data set names on the lines marked for modification (***MOD***).
2. Edit the group name, if appropriate for your installation. The default group name is GEN.
3. Examine all the settings and definitions in DEFCICS for conflicts and changes from previous releases and make

appropriate changes.
4. Uncomment the ADD GROUP segment, if appropriate.
5. Change the LISTNAME on the ADD GROUP to your startup list.
6. Decide whether to keep or remove the DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC definition, depending on the exits you define and use.
7. Submit DEFCICS.

NOTE
If you change the GROUP name, change it for each occurrence in the job. If the GROUP name exists and
contains entries, avoid potential conflicts by deleting the entries, or moving them to another group.
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Customize Middleware
This article provides information for how to customize the middleware and establish communications support.

Establish Communications Support

This section shows you how to install ECHO support. ECHO is a transaction used to verify the connection between the
workstation and the host. An ECHO request can only be executed from the Gen Client Manager.

IMS

The IMS ECHO is in Gen CEHBPLD1 library member ECHOI. The program name is ECHO.

Follow these steps:

1. Move ECHOI from the Gen runtime DLLs library, CEHBPLD1, to a data set in the IMS Steplib concatenation. Ensure
this data set is of type LIBRARY (PDSE). Rename ECHOI to ECHO.

2. Add an APPLCTN and TRANSACT macro definition for ECHO to match the server definitions.
3. Ensure that the PSB for ECHO has an IO-PCB and an ALT-IO-PCB.

CICS

Ensure the latest version of ECHO in the Gen CEHBPLD1 Library is used. This ECHO can be executed by requests
that use Gen Communications Bridge configured for ECI as well as Gen 8.5 Client Manager or Communications Bridge
configured for CICS Sockets Server Listeners.

Follow these steps:

1. Move ECHO from the runtime DLLs library, CEHBPLD1, to a data set in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation. Ensure this
data set is of type LIBRARY (PDSE).

2. Add a transaction and program definition for ECHO to match the server definitions.

Customize for LU6.2

The Gen Client Manager or the Gen Communications Bridge is required when Gen applications use LU6.2
communications. Information regarding installation and configuration of the Gen Client Manager and Communications
Bridge is found in Working With the Client Manager and Working With the Communications Bridge. The following details
the configuration to define the necessary resources for LU6.2 communications in the z/OS environment:

• VTAM Log Mode Table
• LU6.2 Communications and Sessions for CICS
• APPC z/OS LU Definitions for IMS

VTAM LOG MODE TABLE ENTRY

This is a portion of a sample VTAM log mode table, SAMP62, containing a mode entry for LU62APPC. The addition of this
entry enables support of multiple parallel LU6.2 sessions for the Client Manager and the Communications Bridge. Please
note this macro requires continuation characters in column 72.

SAMP62  MODETAB    

 MODEENT FMPROF=X'13',      X       

 TSPROF=X'07',              X       

 COS=#CONNECT,              X       

 PRIPROT=X'B0',             X       

 PSNDPAC=X'08',             X       

 SRVPAC=X'08',              X       

 SSNDPAC=X'08',             X       

 SECPROT=X'B0',             X       

 TYPE=X'00',                X       
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 COMPROT=X'50B5',           X       

 RUSIZES=X'8888',           X       

 PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000002F00’    

A  MODEENT  LOGMODE= A,     X       

 .    

 .    

LU62APPC MODEENT LOGMODE=LU62APPC,  X   

FMPROF=X'13',               X   

TSPROF=X'07',               X   

COS=#INTER,                 X   

PRIPROT=X'B0',              X   

PSNDPAC=X'08',              X   

SRCVPAC=X'08',              X   

SSNDPAC=X'08',              X   

SECPROT=X'B0',              X   

TYPE=X'00',                 X   

COMPROT=X'50B5',            X   

RUSIZES=X'8888',            X   

PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000002F00'

Z MODEENT LOGMODE= Z,       X   

.

.

MODEEND.

LU6.2 Connection and Session Definitions for CICS

LU6.2 communications include a terminal definition that includes connection and session definitions, LUTYPE 6.2 /APPC
links and parallel sessions. For more information, see the CICS Resource Definition Guide in the IBM documentation.

In the following DFHCSDUP connection and session sample definitions, add the relevant GROUP name and description.

Connection Definition

DEFINE CONNECTION(LU62CONN)

GROUP(?????)

DESCRIPTION(?????)

NETNAME(LUNETNAME)

PROTOCOL(APPC)

AUTOCONNECT(YES)

ATTACHSEC(LOCAL/VERIFY/IDENTIFY)*

* - As required.

Session Definition

DEFINE SESSIONS(LU62SESS)

GROUP(?????)

DESCRIPTION(?????)

CONNECTION(LU62CONN)

MODENAME(LU62APPC)

PROTOCOL(APPC)

APPC z/OS LU Definition for IMS

This is a sample APPC z/OS local LU definition using the utility ATBSDFMU:

LUADD ACBNAME(ADVPCI51)     /* Add local LU ADVPCI51 */ 

SCHED(IMS5)          /* Specify that the APPC/IMS transaction   
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                scheduler is associated with this LU name */    

BASE                /* Designate this LU as the base LU */  

TPDATA(SYS6.APPC.TP)        /* Specify that VSAM data set is the permanent  

                repository for TP profiles for this LU */   

TPLEVEL(SYSTEM)         /* Specify the search order for TP profiles as: 

                TP profiles associated with a specific user 

                TP profiles associated with a group of users    

                TP profiles associated with all users of the    

                LU name */  

Customize for TCP/IP

Gen TCP/IP server applications can be deployed as z/OS CICS or IMS transactions.

CICS

Gen 8.6 offers two TCP/IP Direct Connect for CICS products, the CICS Sockets Server implementation and the CICS
Multi Sockets Server implementation. The Direct Connect for CICS implementation, TILSTNR and TICONMGR, offered in
releases earlier than Gen 8 has been stabilized and is not included with Gen 8.6.

Both the CICS Sockets Server implementation and the CICS Multi Sockets Server implementation pass the socket to
the Gen server application. The difference in the two implementations is how the processing is done when processing
requests. The CICS Socket Server implementation process a single request all the way to passing the socket to the
Gen server before accepting next request. The CICS Multi Socket Server processes multiple requests simultaneously.
The Gen server closes the socket when it terminates. The Gen Client Manager and the Gen Communications Bridge
recognize that the socket connection terminated after processing each flow.

Both the implementations can use IPv4 or IPv6 socket protocol. For specific information about installing the CICS Sockets
Server feature, see either the section CICS Sockets Server or CICS Multi Sockets Server in this section.

You must configure the IBM CICS Sockets Interface to use it with Gen generated CICS Server applications. For more
information about configuring IBM's CICS Sockets Interface, see Setting up and Configuring CICS TCP/IP in IBM's latest
Communications Server IP CICS Sockets Guide.

The CICS Sockets Interface must start before the listener can initialize, and all listeners must terminate before stopping
the interface. Use the IBM-provided EZACIC20 program to start or stop the CICS Sockets Interface and to initialize or
terminate listener programs.

To automatically start or stop the CICS Sockets Interface at CICS startup or shut down, add the EZACIC20 program to
the CICS Program Load Table (PLT). When the listener record in the configuration file states IMMED=YES, the listener
automatically initiates when the interface starts and terminates before the interface terminates at CICS shut down.

Both implementations can exploit transactional security. Transactional security refers to starting the server transaction with
the client application's userid, not the password. The server starts in CICS as a non-terminal task and can only use CICS
transactional security with surrogate security checking.

Gen TCP/IP Listeners have been modified to check the correct LMP code and will no longer produce the message
"TIRM130 LMP (license check) HAS NOT BEEN INITIALIZED" but instead will add an entry to the Sub-Capacity
Reporting Tool report produced by IBM.

The TCP/IP Direct Connect option of Gen for CICS is included in the Pax file as option CICS TCP/IP DC. Both
implementations use the same user exits which are also included in the CICS TCP/IP DC option. This option is installed
using CSM or SAMPJCL into the CEG8PLD1 dataset.

Because the TCP/IP Direct Connect implementation uses non-terminal transactions the default Gen TIRUSRIX User Exit
needs to be modified to set the USERID variable to an appropriate value. The USERID value is used for Profiling activity
(RPROF) as well as debugging using DTF.  

CICS Sockets Servers
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TISRVLIS is the listener included for the CICS Sockets Server implementation. You must define this listener as a Standard
Listener.

Using Server Listener of Gen requires the following record in the EZACONFG file:

TYPE=LISTENER,

TRANID=TISL*,

TRANTRN=NO,

TRANUSR=NO,

Leave the SECEXIT and WLM groups parameters blank.

Set the ACCTIME, GIVTIME and REATIME parameters to a value greater than zero.

CICS definitions are required for:

• The Listener transaction TISL*
• The programs TISRVLIS, TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX

Use the following example to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(TISL*)

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Listener Transaction)

PROGRAM(TISRVLIS)

TASKDATALOC(ANY)

TASKDATAKEY(CICS)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TISRVLIS)

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Listener Program)

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(CICS)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRSLEXT)

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Exit Program)

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(CICS)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRSLTMX)

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Timeout Exit Program)

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(CICS)

* This transaction identifier can be something other than TISL. The EZACONFG file and the CICS definition must use the
same name. Add a GROUP of your choice.

Customizable Sockets Server Listener TIMEOUT values are used in the process of accepting new connections, reading
data from the socket, and waiting for a socket to be taken by a server. The server application uses customizable
TIMEOUT values to read data from the socket. Each TIMEOUT value includes two timeout fields, to set seconds and
microseconds that the SELECT/SELECTEX CICS Socket API calls use. In the TIRSLTMX exit, you can modify the
TIMEOUT values that TISRVLIS listener ACCEPT, READ and ERROR processes use. The TIMEOUT values that the
TISRVLIS listener TAKESOCKET processes use are in the TIRSLEXT exit.

NOTE
For more information about each exit, see User Exits.
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The Sockets Server listener program, TISRVLIS, produces error and informational messages. Error messages are always
written to the CICS Joblog, using the CSSL TDQ and the information messages are written to a CICS TDQ with the same
name as the TISRVLIS' transaction identifier. Informational messages are suppressed when the user defined TDQ does
not exist.

When using Sockets Server implementation, the client generates TIRM615E and TIRM709E messages for the following
conditions:

• TIRM615E when TISRVLIS cannot receive data from sockets after multiple retries. The CICS Joblog includes a
message indicating the problem.

• TIRM709E when TIRSLEXT exit is customized to verify encryption use, but the client request fails to set the encryption
flag.

The Sockets Server implementation allows the server to be routed to a CICS region different from the region where the
TISRVLIS listener executes. To invoke routing, use the SYSID where the server is to execute or use distributed routing.
Use the CICS variable in the TIRSLEXT user exit to set the SYSID. Use the DSRTPGM program or the CICS transaction
definition to implement distributed routing.

NOTE
For more information about the TIRSLEXT user exit, see User Exits.

CICS Multi Sockets Server

TISRVMSL is the listener included for the CICS Multi Sockets Server implementation.

You must define this listener as a Standard Listener.

Using Server Listener of Gen requires the following record in the EZACONFG file:

TYPE=LISTENER, 

TRANID=TIML*, 

TRANTRN=NO, 

TRANUSR=NO, 

Leave the SECEXIT and WLM groups parameters blank.

Set the ACCTIME, GIVTIME and REATIME parameters to a value greater than zero.

CICS definitions are required for:

• The Listener transaction TIML*
• The programs TISRVMSL, TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX

Use the following example to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(TIML*) 

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Multi Sockets Server Listener Transaction) 

PROGRAM(TISRVMSL) 

TASKDATALOC(ANY) 

TASKDATAKEY(CICS)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TISRVMSL) 

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Multi Sockets Server Listener Program) 

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) 

DATALOCATION(ANY) 

EXECKEY(CICS) 

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRSLEXT) 

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Exit Program) 

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) 
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DATALOCATION(ANY) 

EXECKEY(CICS) 

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRSLTMX) 

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Timeout Exit Program) 

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) 

DATALOCATION(ANY) 

EXECKEY(CICS) 

* This transaction identifier can be something other than TIML. The EZACONFG file and the CICS definition must use the
same name. Add a GROUP of your choice.

Customizable Multi Sockets Server Listener TIMEOUT values are used in the process of accepting new connections,
reading data from the socket, and waiting for a socket to be taken by a server. The server application uses customizable
TIMEOUT values to read data from the socket. Each TIMEOUT value includes two timeout fields, to set seconds and
microseconds that the SELECT/SELECTEX CICS Socket API calls use. In the TIRSLTMX exit, you can modify the
TIMEOUT values that TISRVMSL listener ACCEPT, READ and ERROR processes use. The TIMEOUT values that the
TISRVMSL listener TAKESOCKET processes use are in the TIRSLEXT exit.

The Multi Sockets Server listener program, TISRVMSL, produces error and informational messages. Error messages are
always written to the CICS Joblog, using the CSSL TDQ and the information messages are written to a CICS TDQ with
the same name as the TISRVMSL' transaction identifier. Informational messages are suppressed when the user defined
TDQ does not exist.

When using Multi Sockets Server implementation, the client generates TIRM615E and TIRM709E messages for the
following conditions:

• TIRM615E when TISRVMSL cannot receive data from sockets after multiple retries. The CICS Joblog includes a
message indicating the problem.

• TIRM709E when TIRSLEXT exit is customized to verify encryption use, but the client request fails to set the encryption
flag.

The Multi Sockets Server implementation allows the server to be routed to a CICS region different from the region where
the TISRVMSL listener executes. To invoke routing, use the SYSID where the server is to execute or use distributed
routing. Use the CICS variable in the TIRSLEXT user exit to set the SYSID. Use the DSRTPGM program or the CICS
transaction definition to implement distributed routing.

For more information about the TIRSLEXT user exit, see User Exits.

IMS

The TCP/IP Direct Connect option of Gen for IMS runtime is included in the Pax file as option IMS TCP/IP DC.

Each User Message Exit consists of Assembler Language modules that are installed using CSM or SAMPJCL into the
CEG9PLD1 dataset.

Gen 8.6 TCP/IP Direct Connect for IMS runtime has been modified to check the correct LMP code and will no longer
produce the message "TIRM130 LMP (license check) HAS NOT BEEN INITIALIZED" but instead will add an entry to the
Sub-Capacity Reporting Tool report produced by IBM.

Gen 8.6 provides a different User Message Exit for each version of IMS Connect supported namely v14 and v15. These
user message exits are delivered with name TIR##TCP, where ## is the IMS Connect version number.

Each TIR##TCP exit can be customized using one of three exits.  The user message exits are supplied as object code
only while the customizable exits are supplied as source code and object load modules with default behavior. Refer to
the comments in the exits themselves for information about the default behavior and how to modify them.  If the exits are
modified, the relevant user message exit must be relinked to include the modifications. Once relinked the user message
exit must be renamed from TIR##TCP to CAGRITCP as this is the name specified by Gen clients when connecting to IMS
Connect.
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Making a change to the three exits requires:

• Re-assembling and re-linking the TIR##XXX exit(s), where ## is the required version and XXX is the specific exit name
• Relinking the TIR##TCP user message exit
• Renaming the TIR##TCP exit to CAGRITCP
• Copying relinked CAGRITCP user message exit to the SDFSRESL library
• Stopping and restarting IMS Connect

For more information, see the instructions in the exits source code.

The IMS Connect user message exit can use IPv4 or IPv6 sockets protocol.

To use the IMS Connect user message exit TIR##TCP/CAGRITCP, configure IMS Connect to include the exit name. For
information about setting up and customizing IMS Connect, see the IMS Connect User's Guide in the IBM documentation
set. Add the user message exit name CAGRITCP to the TCPIP statement's IMS Connect EXIT parameter.

IPv4 Example

HWS (ID=……)

TCPIP (HOSTENAME=<IPV4 TCP/IP Stack name>

   EXIT=(HWSSMPL0,CAGRITCP))

DATASTORE  (ID=....,GROUP=IMSXCF,MEMBER=....,

TMEMBER=IMSA,DRU=...)

IPv6 configuration Example

HWS (ID=……)

TCPIP (HOSTENAME=<IPV6 TCP/IP Stack name>,…

  EXIT=(HWSSMPL0,CAGRITCP),IPV6=Y)

DATASTORE  (ID=....,GROUP=IMSXCF,MEMBER=....,

TMEMBER=IMSA,DRU=...)

Configure the IMS control region to use OTMA.

NOTE
For more information, see the IMS documentation, especially the Install Volume 2: System Definition and
Tailoring.

For example:

…..

OTMA=Y,

GRNAME=IMSXCF,

OTMAMN=IMSA,

….

Where:

• GRNAME-Matches the name specified in the GROUP parameter of the IMS Connect DATASTORE statement.
• OTMANM-Matches the name specified in the TMEMBER parameter of the IMS Connect DATASTORE statement.

Customize for MQSeries

Gen MQSeries server applications can be deployed as z/OS CICS or IMS transactions.

Gen MQSeries runtimes are included in the Pax file as options CICS - MQ Runtime and IMS - MQ Runtime. This has to
be installed using CSM Custom Install or SAMPJCL into the CEHBPLD1 dataset.

Gen MQSeries runtimes will no longer produce the message "TIRM130 LMP (license check) HAS NOT BEEN
INITIALIZED" but instead will add an entry to the Sub-Capacity Reporting Tool report produced by IBM.
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For more information about using MQSeries with Gen, see Working With WebSphere MQ.

CICS

Gen supports two methods to invoke a CICS DPS (Distributed Processing Server) application through MQSeries:

• Using a trigger monitor to dispatch each server manager directly.
• Using a trigger monitor to invoke the Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC)

For more information about dispatching the server directly, see Working With WebSphere MQ.

MQSeries Transaction Dispatcher

The Gen Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC) is an optional enhancement designed to overcome some of the queuing
and triggering limitations experienced with the previous implementations. It also provides additional operational and
administrative options within MQSeries (MQS) and CICS. With the TDC enabled:

• Trigger events result in fully processing, or emptying, the queue.
• Queues may contain mixed Gen messages and are not limited to a single server manager.
• A user exit can control multi-programming and dispatching the TDC.
• Transaction level security may be implemented, associating client userids with individual server manager transactions

in CICS.

The TDC consists of a CICS transaction TITD, program TIRMQTDC, and an optional user exit/control program,
TIRMQTDZ. It runs as a front-end for MQ-enabled server managers within the CICS region. Select the TDC by
designating the TITD transaction, not the Server Manager transaction, as the process associated with an MQSeries queue
definition.

Server Managers can continue to use the current methodology, that is, Server Manager direct to MQS, and require no
changes to take advantage of the TDC.

MQSeries TDC can take advantage of transactional security. Transactional security refers to starting the server
transaction with the client application's userid, not the password. The server starts in CICS as a non-terminal task and
thus can only use CICS transactional security with surrogate security checking.

Installation

The components of TDC are installed as part of the CICS – MQ Runtime feature which is installed using CSM Custom
Install option or SAMPJCL. To access them, they must be defined to CICS. The TDC uses either CICS Temporary Storage
or VSAM files (standard KSDS or SDT) as storage to hold MQ start data. VSAM files must be created and defined to
CICS to use the VSAM option.

Basic CICS Install

The modules TIRMQTDC and, if used, TIRMQTDZ must be in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation. If the Gen Load library is
not allocated to DFHRPL, copy TIRMQTDC from the Gen CEHBPLD1 library to a data set in the DFHRPL concatenation.
Ensure this data set is a PDSE.

Use the following as an example to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(TITD)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Transaction dispatcher)

PROGRAM(TIRMQTDC)

TASKDATALOC(ANY)

TASKDATAKEY(USER)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRMQTDC)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Transaction dispatcher)

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER)

DATALOCATION(ANY)
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EXECKEY(USER)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRMQTDZ)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Transaction dispatcher control exit)

LANGUAGE(LE370)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(USER)

Add a Group of your choice.

CICS VSAM SDT Install

Use the following to create the VSAM files when using VSAM SDT as the temporary location for start data. Change
the data set name to the DSN you are using. You can change the DDNAME if you make the corresponding update in
TIRMQTDZ. Adjust MAXNUMRECS as your installation requires. Do not use a CICS maintained table. Use only a USER
maintained table. Use values specific to your installation for YOUR.TEMP.DATASET in the DSNAME and CLUSTER
parameters.

Run DFHCSDUP using the following deck:

DEFINE FILE(TITDTEMP)

DESCRIPTION(CA Gen Transaction dispatcher temp SDT)

DSNAME(YOUR.TEMP.DATASET)

STRINGS(5)

ADD(YES) DELETE(YES) READ(YES) BROWSE(YES)

RECOVERY(NONE)

RECORDSIZE(32760) RECORDFORMAT(V) KEYLEN(8)

TABLE(USER) MAXNUMRECS(4096)

GROUP(TDCGROUP)

Add a Group of your choice.

Run IDCAMS as follows:

//IDCAMS EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//DD1 DD *

00000000

/*

//SYSIN DD *

DEFINE CLUSTER(NAME(YOUR.TEMP.DATASET) -

                 VOLUMES(VVVVVV) -

                       CYLINDERS(5 5) -

                        RECORDSIZE(865 32760) -

                 KEYS(8 0) -

                     )

REPRO INFILE(DD1) OUTDATASET(YOUR.TEMP.DATASET)

CICS VSAM KSDS Install

NOTE
To use a standard VSAM KSDS without using the datatable feature modify the SDT IDCAMS JCL to adjust the
cluster space accordingly, and delete and redefine the cluster each time CICS is restarted. We recommend that
you use SDT to enhance performance.

IMS

Gen supports MQSeries DPS deployment in the z/OS IMS applications environment.
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For more information, see Working With WebSphere MQ.

The IMS DPS MQSeries environment is implemented using the IMS trigger monitor from IBM. The IMS trigger monitor is
an IMS transaction called CSQQTRMN. This method dispatches each server manager directly.

Customize for ECI

A Gen CICS server is accessible by Gen clients using the CICS External Call Interface (ECI). Gen C and Java clients and
those using Communications Bridge can use ECI communications. Depending on where and how the Gen clients are
deployed, each client type may require CICS Universal Clients or CICS Transaction Gateway.

For more information about CICS Universal Clients and CICS Transaction Gateway, see the IBM CICS Transaction
Gateway documentation.

CICS Communication Resources

For the CICS Transaction Gateway to be able to communicate with CICS, you must set up certain communication
resources on each target CICS region. The TCPIPSERVICE resource, and optionally the IPCONN resource, need to be
configured for cooperative flows using ECI.

The TCPIPSERVICE resource defines which network protocol to use and which port to listen on for incoming
requests. Several factors can influence which network protocol should be used. In general, the Protocol attribute on the
TCPIPSERVICE resource can be set to ECI when < 32 KB data is sent on the cooperative flow and must be set to IPIC
when >32 KB is sent of the cooperative flow. The tables below can be used to help you make the best decision for what
network protocol should be used in your environment.

Supported ECI Flow Types for Gen C Clients (GUI, COMProxy, C Proxy)

Flow Type Data Encapulation Type Data Size Limit Network Protocol
Reason why

someone might
choose this option

ECI v1 COMMAREA 32 KB ECI For backward
compatibility.

ECI v2 COMMAREA 32 KB ECI CTG remote application
support, but don't have
IPIC configured.

ECI v2 COMMAREA 32 KB IPIC CTG remote application
support, IPIC benefits,
but don't need >32 KB
support.

ECI v2 Containers 16 MB IPIC CTG remote application
support, IPIC benefits,
and >32 KB support.

NOTE
Gen C Clients can use the commcfg.ini file to specify which Flow Type and Data Encapsulation Type is used on
the cooperative flow for each Gen server transaction.
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Supported ECI Flow Types for Gen Java Clients (Web Generation , Web View, Java Proxy)

Flow Type Data Encapulation Type Data Size Limit Network Protocol
Reason why

someone might
choose this option

ECI (<32KB) COMMAREA 32 KB ECI CTG remote application
support, but don't need
>32 KB support.

ECI (<32KB) COMMAREA 32 KB IPIC CTG remote application
support, IPIC benefits,
but don't need >32 KB
support.

ECI (>32KB) Containers 16 MB IPIC CTG remote application
support, IPIC benefits,
and >32 KB support.

NOTE

Gen Java Clients cannot use the commcfg.properties file to specify which Data Encapsulation Type will be
used on the cooperative flow for each Gen server transaction. This decision is made by the Gen Java Runtimes
depending upon the amount of data being sent to the Gen server transaction.

If the amount of data to be sent is <32 KB, then the Gen Java Runtimes uses the COMMAREA to send the data.
In this case, either the ECI or IPIC network protocol can be specified on the TCPIPSERVICE resource. If the
amount of data to be sent is >32 KB, then the Gen Java Runtimes uses Containers to send the data. In this
case, the IPIC network protocol must be specified on the TCPIPSERVICE resource.

So if you have a Gen server transaction that may receive >32 KB of data, you must configure the
TCPIPSERVICE resource to use the IPIC network protocol. This network protocol setting allows the Gen server
transaction to be able to receive data in either the COMMAREA (<32 KB) or Containers (>32 KB).

The Gen server transaction returns its response in the same Data Encapsulation Type used by the request. This
means if the COMMAREA (<32 KB) is used for the request, the response also uses the COMMAREA (<32 KB).

The IPCONN resource is used to manage the IPIC connection and is required when IPIC is chosen for the Protocol
attribute on the TCPIPSERVICE resource. IPCONN resources can be predefined or they can be autoinstalled using
either the default autoinstall program (DFHISAIP) or a customized autoinstall program. The URM attribute on the
TCPIPSERVICE resource specifies how the IPCONN resource will be installed.

For a detailed description of the possible configuration options, see Configuring CICS server connections in the IBM CICS
Transaction Gateway documentation.

CICS Mirror Transaction

A Gen server invoked through ECI is started by a Distributed Program Link (DPL) request. The DPL request uses the
CICS supplied Mirror Program (DFHMIRS) to start the requested Gen server. By default, the transaction ID CPMI invokes
the CICS Mirror Program. In some cases, it might be desirable to use a transaction ID other than CPMI for ECI requests.

For Java clients, the trancode associated with the target server application in Construction Packaging is the transaction ID
used when the commcfg.properties file parameter ECIUseSyncTpn is set to Yes.

For clients using the Communications Bridge, the data pointed to by parameter pECITpn of the Communications Bridge
exit ioeciclx.c is used.

For GUI, COM proxy, and C proxy clients, the data pointed to by parameter pTpn of the Windows exit cieciclx.c is used for
ECI V1 flows. The data pointed to by parameter pMirrorTrancode of the Windows exit cieciv2x.c is used for ECI V2 flows.
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When using a transaction ID other than CPMI, define the relevant transaction in CICS to point to the DFHMIRS program
and use profile DFHCICSA. Gen applications using ECI and non-ECI cooperative flows cannot share this transaction
definition.

CICS DFHCNV Conversion Table

The interface assumes that data translation (ASCII to EBCDIC) and code page conversion is required and automatically
invokes the conversation table DFHCNV. Gen does translation and conversion, so this step is not necessary. However, a
conversion table is still required. Code a DFHCNV table with TYPE=INITIAL and TYPE=FINAL macros only. Assemble,
link, and make the table available to CICS.

Sample DFHCNV that Gen requires:

DFHCNV      TYPE=INITIAL

DFHCNV      TYPE=FINAL

END

To use this table for another application, ensure that no translation or conversion is done for Gen server applications. For
more information on the DFHCNV table, see the CICS Family Communicating from CICS on S/390.

Debugging Applications
  

This section explains how to debug Gen applications.

Debug Trace Facility

Gen includes a Debug Trace Facility (DTF) to trace blockmode and server CICS applications, at the action diagram
source level. To use this facility, add a transaction and program definition for DTF and another for TFDI, or use the
DEFCICS job to do this for you, as follows:

Transaction Definitions

DEFINE TRANSACTION(DTF)

DESCRIPTION(?????)

PROGRAM(DTF)

TWASIZE(0)

TASKDATALOC(any)

TASKDATAKEY(user)

DEFINE TRANSACTION(TFDI)

DESCRIPTION(?????)

PROGRAM(TFDI)

TWASIZE(1200)

TASKDATALOC(any)

TASKDATAKEY(user)

Program Definitions

DEFINE PROGRAM(DTF)

DESCRIPTION(?????)

LANGUAGE(Le370)

DATALOC(any)

EXECKEY(user)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TFDI)
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DESCRIPTION(?????)

LANGUAGE(Le370)

DATALOC(any)

EXECKEY(user)

NOTE
Transaction DTF no longer requires a TWASIZE of 8 bytes. Transaction TFDI still requires a TWASIZE of 1200
bytes.

TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI Debug Versions

Trace output from the client-server dynamic runtime can be helpful to support when working on a problem with the
translation or formatting of the common format buffer. Gen provides two versions of the Dynamic Runtime, one without
debug and a debug version. The regular versions (without debug) are the TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI while the debug
versions are called TI2CRUNC and TI2CRUNI and can be found in the CEBHPLD1 dataset.

NOTE
 Use the debug version only when instructed by technical support.

TIRCRUNC

Since there can only be one copy of TIRCRUNC per CICS region, all Gen client/server applications in the region generate
trace output when using the debug version. Only enable trace for a limited time to debug a specific problem.

Enable Trace with Debug TIRCRUNC

 Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) If the regular TIRCRUNC is modified for code page translations, make the same modifications to
TI2CRUNC. Use MKCRUN JCL provided in CEHBSAMP dataset.

2. Save a copy of the non-debug version of TIRCRUNC. Rename TIRCRUNC to something else.
3. Rename TI2CRUNC to TIRCRUNC and make it available to a library in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation.

Log on to CICS and use CEMT to load the new copy of TIRCRUNC as follows:
CEMT SET PROGRAM(TIRCRUNC) NEWCOPY

4. Run a client/server transaction. Trace output is written to a temporary storage queue named TIRTxxxx, where xxxx is
the terminal ID or tranid for non-terminal transactions.

Disable Trace with Debug TIRCRUNC

 Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) Back up or rename the debug version of TIRCRUNC.
2. Reinstate the non-debug version of TIRCRUNC by replacing the debug version with the original, non-debug copy.
3. Log on to CICS and run CEMT to load a new copy of TIRCRUNC as follows:

CEMT SET PROGRAM(TIRCRUNC) NEWCOPY.

TIRCRUNI

Since there can only be one copy of TIRCRUNI per IMS region, all Gen client/server applications in the region generate
trace output. Only enable trace for a limited time to debug a specific problem.
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Enable Trace with Debug TIRCRUNI

 Follow these steps: 

1. The debug version of TIRCRUNI produces trace information directed to a selected LTERM. Use user exit TIRIDTRX to
specify the following information:
– TIRTMXSZ-hex size of the trace buffer
– TIRTLTRM-eight-character Lterm specifying the location of trace data
– TIRTMODN-MFS modname to format the screen before sending data, DFS.EDT is the default and sends data in

bypass-edit mode.
2. Customize the TIRIDTRX exit and include it in the server application that needs tracing. The tracing operation only

executes if a value is specified for TIRTMXSZ and TIRTLTRM.
3. (Optional) If the regular TIRCRUNI is modified for code page translations, make the same modifications to TI2CRUNI.

Use MKCRUN JCL provided in CEHBSAMP.
4. Save a copy of the non-debug version of TIRCRUNI. Rename TIRCRUNI to something else.
5. Rename TI2CRUNI to TIRCRUNI and make it available to a library in the IMS STEPLIB concatenation.
6. Run a client/server transaction. The runtime sends TIRTMXSZ bytes to the TIRTLTRM with mfsmod TIRTMODN.

Disable Trace with Debug TIRCRUNI

 Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) Back up or rename the debug version of TIRCRUNI.
2. Reinstate the non-debug version of TIRCRUNI by replacing the debug version with the original, non-debug copy.

Preparing to Start Host Encyclopedia
This section describes the tasks needed before Gen Host Encyclopedia can be started and used.

Populate a Host Encyclopedia
After creating or upgrading a Host Encyclopedia, you may want to populate the encyclopedia with existing models and
data from another encyclopedia. You can do so by copying data tables, copying complete models, or copying data tables
and models. This section describes the tasks involved in these processes.

Copy Data to a Host Encyclopedia

When you copy data tables, the copy includes subset, version control, and security data. The only tables not included
in copying existing data to a new encyclopedia are the public interface tables and the schema tables. You must run the
Public Interface Export function to re-populate the Public Interface tables. This section explains these tasks required to
copy existing data tables to a new Gen Host Encyclopedia:

• Build JCL and SQL
• Run UNLOAD and LOAD
• Enable User Access

Prerequisites

Before upgrading an encyclopedia, you must complete the work in previous sections. Before starting, log on to the Host
Encyclopedia that is the target for the data tables you are copying and display the Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu.

Build JCL and SQL

The following procedure uses CEINSTAL to build the JCL and SQL to unload and load the Encyclopedia Data tables.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select option 5 on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu.
2. Press Enter.

The Identify Source and Target Encyclopedias screen displays.

3. Enter values for the Source fields and verify the values in the Target fields.
The values for the Target fields derive from values entered in the Set DB2 Variables screen.

NOTE
Do not change the values in the Target fields. If these values are incorrect, you are logged on to the wrong
Encyclopedia, or the information used to build the Encyclopedia was entered incorrectly in the Set DB2
Variables screen.

4. Press Enter to start building the JCL.
5. When processing completes, press Enter.

The Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu displays.

Unload and Load

After building JCL and SQL, there is load and unload JCL and SQL in the Gen JCL and SQL libraries. To successfully
complete the unload and load procedure, you must perform the following steps:

• Check in all models before starting this procedure.
• Execute the steps in the order listed.
• Execute each step on the CPU that contains the Host Encyclopedia.
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Perform the following jobs to complete the unloading and loading of the data tables. Use this table as a checklist as you
run the jobs.

JCL Name Description

HE1UNLD Unloads a copy of the existing encyclopedia data tables.

HE2LOAD Loads the existing encyclopedia data tables into the new Host
Encyclopedia.

CEUREOR Executes the DB2 REORG utility. If this job fails, there is no
restore; you must reload all data tables by re-running HE2LOAD.

CEUCOPY Executes the DB2 COPY utility and creates a full image copy of
all tablespaces. This is required to activate new tables because
HE2LOAD runs with LOG NO.

CEJOB06 Executes the DB2 RUNSTATS utility for the encyclopedia tables.

CEJOB07A Executes a DB2 BIND of the Gen packages to take advantage of
the RUNSTATS statistics from CEJOB06.

CEJOB09 Updates the DMAX tables for the Gen schema.

Two new keywords are available:

ENCY
NAME(

'NEWNAME')

Host encyclopedia name. The host encyclopedia
name must be unique across encyclopedia
environments to prevent cross-encyclopedia
enqueues within z/OS. A value of null ('') is the
default and leaves the host encyclopedia name
unchanged.

ENCYID(999)Encyclopedia ID. Required when exchanging
models between the host encyclopedia and a client/
server encyclopedia in a multiple-encyclopedia
environment. A value of 0 is the default and leaves
the host encyclopedia ID unchanged.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB10 Loads the required functions model to the new encyclopedia.
Model name: IEF_SUPPLIED_FUNCTIONS in the data set
'CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV(FUNCMODL).'
CEJOB10 may return a condition code of 0 even if it
fails. For more information, look for an error message in
userid.IEF.LOGFILE.
To verify the functions model was added to the list of models,
follow these steps:
Display the Gen Main Menu
On the command line, type: 1.3.5
Press Enter.
On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.
Verify the functions model appears on the list.
If CEJOB10 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT is
Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable.
To correct the error, follow these steps:
Navigate out of Gen concatenation.
Issue this command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)
Delete added models.
Resubmit CEJOB10.

CEJOB11 Processes the function model. This job inserts the model
information into the schema SMDL table and deletes the model
information from the data DMDL table. The expected return code
is 20.
To verify that the functions model is removed from the list of
models, follow these steps:
Display the Gen Main Menu.
On the command line, type:1.3.5
Press Enter.
Verify IEF_SUPPLIED_FUNCTIONS is not on the list.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB12 Loads the optional Sample model to the new encyclopedia.
Model name: GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6 in the data set:
'CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV(SAMPMODL)'
CEJOB12 may return a condition code of 0 even if it
fails. For more information, look for an error message in
userid.IEF.LOGFILE.
To verify the model was added to the list of models, follow these
steps:
Display the Gen Main Menu
On the command line, type: 1.3.5
Press Enter.
On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.
Verify the sample model appears on the list.
If CEJOB12 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT is
Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable.
To correct the error, follow these steps:
Navigate out of Gen concatenation
Issue this command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)
Delete added models
Resubmit CEJOB12.

CEJOB13 Loads the optional help model to the new encyclopedia. Model
name: GEN SAMPLE HELP MODEL 8 6 in the data set:
'CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV (HELPMODL)'
CEJOB13 may return a condition code of 0 even if it
fails. For more information, look for an error message in
userid.IEF.LOGFILE.
To verify the model has been added to the list of models, follow
these steps:
Display the Gen Main Menu.
On the command line, type: 1.3.5
Press Enter.
On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.
Verify the help model appears on the list.
If CEJOB13 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT is
Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable.
To correct the error, follow these steps:
Navigate out of Gen concatenation.
Issue the command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)
Delete added models
Resubmit CEJOB13.
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Enable User Access
To enable user access, add each user to the encyclopedia by selecting the user access control function from the Host
Encyclopedia Functions Menu. Each user needs access to the site-specific ISPF/Gen logon CLIST to establish the
environment.

Display License Information
 Follow these steps: 

1. Choose option 5. Environment specification on the Main Menu
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The Environment Specification screen displays.

 
2. Choose option 4. Display license information.
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The following example illustrates the license status at a site using the Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction, with
the target generation environment CICS.

 

NOTE
If a licensed product does not show as licensed, contact the Broadcom Support. Their information is posted on
the Broadcom Support.

Encyclopedia Number for Multiple Encyclopedias
When using multiple encyclopedias, including client/server encyclopedias, you must create a unique numeric ID for the
Host Encyclopedia to ensure object uniqueness across encyclopedias.

After creating the encyclopedia tables and loading them with data from the existing encyclopedia, perform the following
procedure to create the Host Encyclopedia ID:

1. From the Main Menu, on the command line, type:

TSO %TIEMAX

2. Press Enter.
3. To complete the next screen, use these steps:

– Omit schema value.
– Encyclopedia name is optional.
– Enter a non-zero, numeric Encyclopedia ID and press Enter.

Copy Models to a Host Encyclopedia
There are two ways to copy models between Host Encyclopedias:
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• Download from source encyclopedia, and upload to target Encyclopedia
• Cross-copying

Downloading from the source is preferred and must be used whenever possible. Both methods preserve the original
model's name, objects, properties, and associations. Neither method copies subsets, common ancestry, and user access
information. This section explains both copy methods.

Download and Upload Method

 Follow these steps: 

1. On the Gen Main Menu on the SOURCE host encyclopedia, select option 1 for Host Encyclopedia functions.

The Host Encyclopedia Functions menu displays.
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2. Select option 3 for Model Management.

The Model Management screen displays:

 
3. Select option 15. Download model, to display the Download Model screen.
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4. Enter the name of the model to copy to another encyclopedia.
5. Select Yes for the upload option.
6. Specify the appropriate code page for your DB2 system.

This function creates records in your IEF.TRAN file, in a format suitable to upload to the target encyclopedia.
7. Display the Gen Main Menu on the TARGET host encyclopedia.
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8. Select option 1. Host Encyclopedia functions.
The Host Encyclopedia Functions menu displays.

 
9. Select option 3. Model Management.

The Model Management menu displays.
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10. Select option 16. Upload Model.

The Upload Model/Subset screen displays.

 
11. Press Enter to create the new model in the TARGET host encyclopedia.
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Cross-Copying Models
Cross Copy copies a model from one encyclopedia to another. The copy has the same name and contains the same
objects, properties, and associations as the original model. Use this option to move models in preparation for a conversion
or simply to change ownership of a model from one encyclopedia to another.

To perform a cross-copy, you need the plan prefix and load library of both encyclopedias and their schema numbers.
Encyclopedias are identified by DB2 plan prefixes. The DB2 plan prefix is the user-specified first four characters of the
DB2 plan names for the Gen supplied software. Both encyclopedias must be in the same DB2 subsystem.

Rules for Cross Copying a Model

Following are the rules for cross copying a model:

• To cross copy a model, you must have at least Update authorization on the source model in the source encyclopedia
and Create Model authorization in the destination encyclopedia.

• An encyclopedia administrator can cross copy any model.
• The model being cross copied must exist in the source Host Encyclopedia and must not exist in the target Host

Encyclopedia.
• The destination encyclopedia must be at the same or higher schema as the encyclopedia being copied from.

To Cross Copy a Model

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Main Menu of the target encyclopedia.
2. Select options 1.3.2. Press Enter. The Cross Encyclopedia Model Copy Request panel displays.
3. Enter the name of the model you want to copy to another encyclopedia in the FROM encyclopedia.
4. Enter the schema number of the model being copied.
5. Enter the plan prefix of the FROM encyclopedia in which the model currently resides.
6. Enter the load library of the FROM encyclopedia.
7. Enter the plan prefix of the TO encyclopedia to which you want to copy the model.
8. Enter the load library of the TO encyclopedia.
9. Press Enter. The model is copied to the specified encyclopedia.

The following table lists the schema numbers:

 If copying from  Enter 

Advantage Gen 6.x model 9.0.A2

AllFusion Gen r7.x model 9.1.A5

 Gen 8.x model 9.2.A6

Next Step

Your encyclopedia is now populated with models. To help ensure that DB2 is using optimal paths to retrieve the data, run
the DB2 RUNSTAT (CEJOB06 or CAJOB06) and Rebind package (CEJOB07A or CAJOB07A) jobs.

Applications generated and installed by Gen since Allfusion Gen 7 require PDSEs. When your next step is to use Host
Construction, verify that the Business System data sets specified for NCAL, Executable and RI Trigger compiled load
modules, and the Compatibility libraries, if used, are PDSEs. When using the External Action Block, Compatibility External
Action Block, and External System Load Libraries, they must be created as PDSEs.
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Enable DBCS
To enable DBCS after z/OS installation, customize CLIST TICCMPL, as documented in the CLIST itself:

/* JAPANESE, KOREAN AND CHINESE SITES SHOULD BE INSTALLED   */

/* WITH DBCS ENABLED FOR COBOL AND DB2 PRE COMPILE.         */

/* IF DBCS IS NEEDED & SITE DEFAULT IS NOT DBCS THEN        */

/* ENABLE IT BY UNCOMMENTING THE NEXT TWO LINES.            */

/* SET TICCMPCO = &STR(&TICCMPCO.,DBCS)                     */

/* SET TICCMPDO = &STR(&TICCMPDO.,GRAPHIC)                  */

NOTE
For additional information about Encyclopedia maintenance and administration, see Host Encyclopedia
Administration. 

Using Encyclopedia Exits
This section documents the types of exits included with Gen and the common encyclopedia exits. It also explains the DB2
authorization IDs and how to create User CLISTs.

Types of Exits

 Gen includes two types of exits:

• Runtime User Exits to modify the default behavior of a Gen application. For example, the termination exit allows the
user to alter the default behavior of a Gen application that terminates abnormally. The  User Exit References  list the
Runtime User Exits that blockmode, cooperative, and batch applications use.  

• Encyclopedia Exits modify the encyclopedia and Host Construction default behavior at predefined points. For example,
the TICINSTX CLIST exit links and binds a Gen application load module.

NOTE
When customizing exits, use a different library that can be concatenated before the Gen software, ensuring
that Gen software libraries are not modified.

Common Encyclopedia Exits

The most commonly modified components are:

• TIELIBDF - CLIST to allocate libraries using LIBDEF
• TIELIBFR - CLIST to free libraries allocated using LIBDEF
• TICINSTX - Link and DB2 bind CLIST
• TICJCLX - Background JCL generation CLIST
• TICGENB2 - Construction background jobstep skeleton
• TICGENB4 - RI trigger background jobstep skeleton
• TIRGENB2 - Intelligent regeneration background variables skeleton
• TICEXBPK - Package bind user exit CLIST
• TICEXBPL - Plan bind user exit CLIST

WARNING
We deliver these components with code to accomplish documented Gen functions. We recommend that you
modify, add, and delete code in them, only as noted in this article.
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TICINSTX

The CLIST TICINSTX performs a link and bind when a load module is installed, whether you choose background or
foreground generation.

As delivered, TICINSTX uses the libraries listed in the z/OS Construction Internal Libraries panel and the parameters
listed in the Target Environment panel. You can modify TICINSTX to dynamically alter these libraries or parameters, or to
add installation steps required at your site.

TICJCLX, TICGENB2, TICGENB4 , and TIRGENB2

The CLIST TICJCLX creates default JCL for the batch Host Encyclopedia functions. This CLIST runs in the foreground
and you modify it to intercept the JCL it creates and display or modify the JCL. The interception is useful to:

• Use custom panels to add variables to the batch job. If the job is code generation, you must also add the new variables
to the skeleton entries in members TICGENB2, TICGENB4, and TIRGENB2.

• Submit the job directly from TICJCLX, for security reasons.
The CLIST that calls TICJCLX passes two variables, JCLTYPE and JOBSUB.

• JCLTYPE identifies the batch procedure to submit, C for code generation or e for encyclopedia functions.
• JOBSUB is the name of the JCL skeleton used for JCL creation. The JCL skeleton is available to this CLIST to allow

you to submit your own job.

TICJCLX allows display or input of additional variables for a customized background task when using custom variables.
Remember to modify SLIB members TICGENB2, TICGENB4, and TIRGENB2 to recognize the new variables.

A return code from TICJCLX is tested to determine subsequent processing. The effect of each return code is:

 Return Code  Effect 

0 All OK. Gen must perform the job submit and update JCL profile
variables.

8 All OK. Gen must bypass job submit but still update JCL cards to
Profile pool.

greater than 8 Error. Do not submit from Gen or update JCL cards. Exit with the
returned code.

Model Code Pages
The following topics are covered in this section:

After the encyclopedia code page is set, you must set the code page of all existing models using one of the methods
described in this section.

Method 1 to Set Model Code Pages

If you added the Euro sign to your models and uploaded the changes to the encyclopedia, run the code page translation
utility to translate the text to the correct code points and update the MODEL_LANG_CODE column in the DMDL. To run
the utility, from the ready prompt or TSO option, execute:

%TIUXLAT SRCCPID(sss) DSTCPID(dddd) MODEL('model name')

Where:

• sss is the model's current code page, the code page of the encyclopedia before applying the Euro code page update.
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To locate this value, query the model's DMDL table, using SQL member EUROSQL as a template for the query. An
error message terminates the command when sss is not equal to the current code page of the model.

• dddd is the new code page for the model and is the same value set for the encyclopedia in step 1. An error message
terminates the command when dddd is not the encyclopedia default code page.

Method 2 to Set Model Code Pages

If your model does not contain the Euro sign, run the SQL member EUROSQL to update the MODEL_LANG_CODE
column for the model row in the DMDL table.

NOTE
If your encyclopedia contains a combination of models, run the TIUXLAT utility for each model containing a Euro
sign. After translating all the models, run the SQL from step 2 to change the MODEL_LANG_CODE for all other
models in the encyclopedia.

Modifying the Default Code Page

There are several reasons why you require code page translations. Usually it is because the data that is passed from a
client is in a code page that differs from the code page used by the server. Gen combines the various translation routines
into one dynamically invoked runtime, appropriately called Dynamic Runtime. The Dynamic Runtime version provided
uses 037 as the default code page.

For procedures to create a customized translation table for your environment see Customize Code Page Translation.

For information about the list of the code page tables and supported environments, see User Exits.

DB2 Secondary Authorization IDs
Gen supports using DB2 secondary authorization IDs for Package Binds. If you do not use Package Bind, you can
change the Gen supplied CLISTs TICINSTX and TICJCLX and the TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2 skeletons to support DB2
secondary authorization ID when binding DBRMs with the members options into a plan.

Gen automatically installs a generated application into a specified IMS, CICS, or TSO target environment in the
foreground or the background. Instructions for changing TICINSTX, TICJCLX, TICGENB2, and TIRGENB2 to support
DB2 secondary authorization IDs are provided in the following sections. Use these instructions as examples of how to
change the components to adhere to your site standards without affecting Gen software.

TICINSTX CLIST

TICINSTX provides a default installation for an application generated by Gen. You can modify TICINSTX as follows to
meet your site requirements.

1. Create a copy of the CLIST TICINSTX in a library concatenated ahead of the Gen supplied Clist library.
2. Modify the copied TICINSTX to accept DB2 secondary authorization IDs when invoked in either foreground or

background.
a. Find the BIND PLAN (section following the BINDIT label in TICINSTX).

BINDIT: +                                                                     

  CONTROL MSG                                                                 

 

/* SAVE VARIABLES FOR USE BY THE USER EXIT                            */      

  ISPEXEC VGET TICDSID1 ASIS                                                  

  SET BPLFLAG   = Y                                                           

  SET BPLSYS    = &STR(&TICDSID1)                                             

  SET BPLREL    = COMMIT                                                      

  SET BPLVAL    = BIND                                                        
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  ISPEXEC VPUT (BPLFLAG  BPLSYS   BPLNAME  BPLLIST  BPLLIBS +                 

                BPLISOL  BPLVAL   BPLREL +                                    

                BPLMEM0  BPLMEM1  BPLMEM2  BPLMEM3  BPLMEM4 BPLMEM5 +         

                BPLMEM6  BPLMEM7  BPLMEM8  BPLMEM9  BPLMEM10 BPLMEM11 +       

                BPLMEM12 BPLMEM13 BPLMEM14 BPLMEM15 BPLMEM16 +                

                BPLMEM17 BPLMEM18 BPLMEM19 BPLMEM20) SHARED                   

 

/* CALL THE EXIT                                                      */      

   %TICEXBPL                                                                  

 

/* RETRIEVE THE VARIABLES FROM THE EXIT                               */      

  ISPEXEC VGET (BPLFLAG  BPLSYS   BPLNAME  BPLLIST  BPLLIBS +                 

                BPLISOL  BPLVAL   BPLREL +                                    

                BPLMEM0  BPLMEM1  BPLMEM2  BPLMEM3  BPLMEM4 BPLMEM5 +         

                BPLMEM6  BPLMEM7  BPLMEM8  BPLMEM9  BPLMEM10 BPLMEM11 +       

                BPLMEM12 BPLMEM13 BPLMEM14 BPLMEM15 BPLMEM16 +                

                BPLMEM17 BPLMEM18 BPLMEM19 BPLMEM20) SHARED                   

  IF &STR(&BPLLIST) ^= &Z THEN SET PKLIST = &STR(PKLIST(&BPLLIST))            

 

  /* IF USER REQUESTS IT, SKIP THE BIND                                       

  IF &BPLFLAG = N THEN GOTO ENDUP                                             

 

  %TICSDIS CMD(MSG) OBJ(&STR(&LOADNAME)) +                                    

                     MSG('BIND IN PROGRESS') TEMP(YES)                        

 

  /* IF THERE ARE NO DBRMS, BIND WITHOUT THE MEMBER PARAMETER                 

  IF &STR(&BPLMEM0) = &Z THEN GOTO NOMBRS                                     

 

  DSN SYSTEM(&BPLSYS)                                                         

 

     /* IF DSN SESSION FAILS TO START, DO NOT ATTEMPT TO BIND                 

     SET RC = &LASTCC                                                         

     IF &RC > 0 THEN DO                                                       

        SET ERRMSG = &STR(BIND FAILED)                                        

        GOTO ERROR                                                            

        END                                                                   

 

     /* TRAP UP TO 100 ERROR MESSAGES                                         

     SET SYSOUTTRAP = 100                                                     

 

     BIND PLAN(&BPLNAME.) +                                                   

          MEMBER( +                                                           

              &BPLMEM0 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM1 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM2 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM3 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM4 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM5 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM6 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM7 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM8 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM9 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM10 +                                                     
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              &BPLMEM11 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM12 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM13 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM14 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM15 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM16 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM17 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM18 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM19 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM20 ) +                                                   

              &PKLIST +                                                       

          ENCODING(EBCDIC) +                                           

          ACQUIRE(USE) RELEASE(&BPLREL) +                                     

          EXPLAIN(NO) VALIDATE(&BPLVAL) +                                     

  ISOLATION(&BPLISOL) FLAG(W)                                         

          END  /* END DSN SESSION */                                          

  SET RC = &LASTCC                                                            

  GOTO ENDBIND   

b. Change the last line of the bind statement by adding the & OWNER parameter so that the line looks like:
ISOLATION(&BPLISOL) FLAG(W) &OWNER

TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2 Skeletons

The DB2 secondary authorization variable is passed through OWNERID. Variables are passed as control card input
through the DATAIN DD Statements. Change TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2 as follows so that the DB2 secondary
authorization variable is available to background installation:

Follow these steps:

1. Create a copy of TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2 in a library concatenated ahead of the Gen SLIB library.
2. Add the OWNERID variable to the copied TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2. See the samples of TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2

that follow.

The following code sample is an example of passing OWNERID as a variable in TICGENB2:

TICGENB2

)TB 10 14

OWNERID!SHR!&OWNERID

MODLNAME!SHR!&MODLNAME

TISNAME!SHR!&TISNAME

TICSLIB1!SHR!&TICSLIB1

.

.

//*                           END OF RUNTIME VARIABLE INPUT

An example of passing OWNERID as a variable in TIRGENB2 is shown next.

TIRGENB2

)TB 10 14

OWNERID!SHR!&OWNERID

.

//*                          END OF RUNTIME VARIABLE INPUT

Each line after the line beginning with )TB contains the name of an ISPF variable, the pool to which it belongs, and the
value for that variable being passed to batch code generation.
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TICGENB4 Skeleton

TICGENB4 builds job steps for RI trigger generation and installation. It does not build job steps for DB2 bind and does
not need to be modified for DB2 secondary authorization. If you do not use Package Bind, RI DBRMs with the member
options are included in the plan when bind processing is done at the load module level.

TICJCLX CLIST

TICJCLX provides default JCL tailoring for the various batch Host Encyclopedia functions. Change TICJCLX as follows to
allow it to pass the DB2 secondary authorization ID variable to batch.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a copy of Gen CLIST TICJCLX in a library concatenated ahead of the Gen CLIST library.
2. Modify the copied TICJCLX and find the section with label USER LOGIC HERE

A sample section of TICJCLX
  SET CLSTNAME = &NRSTR(#### STARTING TICJCLX CLIST ####)           

 

  ISPEXEC VGET (TICCARD1 TICCARD2 TICCARD3 TICCARD4) SHARED         

  ISPEXEC VGET (TICCARD5 TICCARD6 TICCARD7 TICCARD8) SHARED         

  ISPEXEC VGET (TICCARD9 TICCARDA) SHARED                           

 

  /******************************************/                      

  /*            USER LOGIC HERE             */                      

  /******************************************/                      

  /*  ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(????)           */                      

  /*  SET RC = &LASTCC                      */                      

  /*  IF (&RC = 0) AND (&ZCMD = ) THEN ???  */                      

  /*  IF (&RC = 8) THEN EXIT CODE(&RC)      */                      

  /*  IF (&RC > 8) THEN EXIT CODE(&RC)      */                      

  /******************************************/                      

 

  ISPEXEC VPUT (TICCARD1 TICCARD2 TICCARD3 TICCARD4) SHARED         

  ISPEXEC VPUT (TICCARD5 TICCARD6 TICCARD7 TICCARD8) SHARED         

  ISPEXEC VPUT (TICCARD9 TICCARDA) SHARED                         

 

SET CLSTNAME = &NRSTR(#### STARTING TICJCLX CLIST ####)           

 

EXIT CODE(0)                                                        

Add the following lines after the USER LOGIC HERE label:

/*CUSTOMIZATION TO USE DB2 SECONDARY AUTH ID

IF &JCLTYPE = C THEN DO

      IF &JOBSUB = TICGENBT OR +

  &JOBSUB = TICGENB2 OR +

     &JOBSUB = TIRGENB2 THEN DO

  /* CALL USERCLIST FOR OWNERID VALUE */

          %USRCLIST

       END

END

Create a User CLIST

A user CLIST is required to collect the value for the new ISPF variable OWNERID. In the earlier example of TICJCLX, the
user CLIST was called USRCLIST. You can modify this name.
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The user CLIST is called by either TICINSTX or TICJCLX depending on whether foreground or background is requested.
For more information on user CLIST, see this Sample User CLIST:

/* USER PROVIDED CLIST TO OBTAIN THE VALUE OF THE OWNERID VARIABLE

/* PROVIDE SOME METHOD FOR SETTING THE VALUE OF OWNERID

     WRITENR ENTER DB2 OWNER ID ===>

      READ OWNERID

/* SAVE THE VALUE FOR OWNERID IN THE SHARED POOL, SO

/* TICINSTX

/* CAN USE IN BATCH OR FOREGROUND

ISPEXEC VPUT OWNERID SHARED

/*

TICEXBPK CLIST

TICEXBPK is invoked prior to a DB2 package bind to allow you to:

• Change input parameters
• Suppress or replace the package bind

The following ISPF variables are saved (VPUT) in the shared pool prior to the call to this exit. They are populated with the
values that will be passed to the bind if the exit does not change them. If the exit changes these variables, the new values
are used.

BPKFLAG Y=do the bind, N=suppress the bindBPKSYS DB2 Subsystem where bind is to be doneBPKCOLL Collection

 IDBPKLOC Location of the DBMS (DB2 subsystem)BPKMBR DBRM nameBPLLIBS DDNAMEs of the DBRM librariesBPKOWNER

 DBRM owner (authorization ID)BPKISOL CS, RR, RS, URBPKVAL BIND, RUNBPKREL COMMIT, DEALLOCATEBPKQUAL QUALIFIER

 ID

To use the input value of a variable, you must provide a VGET for it. To change a variable, you must provide a SET
command and a VPUT for it. The CLIST delivered with the product has examples of the VGET and VPUT instructions, but
they are commented out.

To suppress the bind entirely, change BPKFLAG to N. To replace the bind with your own, change BPKFLAG to N and add
your own bind to the exit. See CLIST TICBNPK for an example of a package bind.

TICEXBPL CLIST

TICEXBPL is invoked prior to a DB2 plan bind to allow you to:

• Change input parameters
• Suppress or replace the plan bind

The following ISPF variables are saved (VPUT) in the shared pool before the call to this exit. They are populated with the
values passed to the bind if the exit does not change them. If the exit changes these variables, it uses the new values.

BPLFLAG Y=do the bind, N=suppress the bindBPLSYS DB2 Subsystem where bind is to be doneBPLNAME Plan

 nameBPLLIST Package list entries (if any)BPLMEM0-20 DBRM member names (if any)BPLLIBS DDNAMEs of the DBRM

 librariesBPLISOL CS, RR, RS, URBPLVAL BIND, RUNBPLREL COMMIT, DEALLOCATE

To use the input value of a variable, you must provide a VGET for it. To change a variable, you must provide a SET
command and a VPUT for it. The CLIST delivered with the product has examples of the VGET and VPUT instructions, but
they are commented out.

To suppress the bind entirely, change BPLFLAG to N. To replace the bind with your own, change BPLFLAG to N and add
your own bind to the exit. See CLIST TICINSTX for an example of a plan bind.
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Preparing to Start z/OS Implementation Toolset
This section describes the tasks to start and verify the installation and configuration was successful.

Start the Implementation Toolset

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start the IT by executing the following command at the TSO prompt:
COMMAND==> TSO    %TIXSTART

NOTE
Alternately, you can also use

COMMAND==> TSO    %GENIT

2. When the Copyright screen appears, press Enter to display the Implementation Toolset Main Menu.
            Implementation Toolset Main Menu

   COMMAND ===>

     Select one of the options below, then press enter

  __ 1. Installation Tool

     2. Application Test Facility

     3. Background Utility

F1=Help F3=Exit F12=Cancel

Verifying Installation
Verifying IT installation is a matter of processing a sample set of Implementation Packages (IPs) from the distribution
media CEHBSAMP. IPs are created on a Gen code generation platform and contain an Installation Control Member (ICM
file) and source code. There are three types of IPs: load module, RI trigger, and DDL.

Load module IPs contain code for a Gen application load module. Both standard and enhanced screen types are provided
as samples. Load module IPs provide IPs for DBMS targeting DB2. The RI trigger IP contains the code to implement
referential integrity for a model. The DDL IPs contain the IDCAMS statements (if storage groups are not used) and SQL
to build the application’s database. There are additional DDL IP that uses storage groups that you can use instead. The
following table shows the contents of the CEHBSAMP.

 IP Name  Description 
TIXIVPDB Sample DDL IP targeting DB2 - VSAM
TIXIVPDS Sample DDL IP targeting DB2 - Storage Groups
TIXIVPRI Sample RI trigger IP targeting DB2
TIXIVPIB Sample load module IP for IMS BYPASS STANDARD
TIXIVPBE Sample load module IP for IMS BYPASS ENHANCED
TIXIVPIM Sample load module IP for IMS MAPPED STANDARD
TIXIVPME Sample load module IP for IMS MAPPED ENHANCED
TIXIVPTS Sample load module IP for IEFAE STANDARD
TIXIVPTE Sample load module IP for IEFAE ENHANCED
TIXIVPCI Sample load module IP targeting DB2 for CICS STANDARD
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TIXIVPCE Sample load module IP targeting DB2 for CICS ENHANCED

There are five procedure steps for each IP. The procedure steps are packaged into one IP to create one load module. All
five transactions must point to the program name MENU.

Before you can process the IPs, the following conditions must be met:

• The Implementation Toolset components must be installed on your target system, according to the instructions in the
preceding sections.

• A load module script and RI trigger script must be loaded for each target that is supported at your site (TSO, IMS and
CICS ). For more information about loading load module script and RI trigger, see z/OS Implementation Toolset 

• A target environment must be configured for each target that is supported at your site (TSO and IMS targeting DB2 or,
CICS targeting DB2). For more information about configuring a target environment, see  z/OS Implementation Toolset .

• The libraries that are referenced for the target environment must exist. Member TIXIVPLB in the IT JCL library can be
used to allocate these libraries.

Process the DDL IP

The following procedure shows how to process the DDL IP for the sample application. Perform this step only once. The
database that is created from this IP can be used for all z/OS target configurations.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Implementation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 to display the Gen Installation Toolset Main Menu.
2. Select option 1, Process Implementation Package, to display the Select Implementation screen.
3. Tab to the Data Set field and type the name of the CEHBSAMP. The data set name must be enclosed in quotes.
4. Tab to the Member field and type TIXIVPDB, TIXIVPDS, TIXIVADB, or TIXIVADS to process the desired IP.
5. Tab to the Name field and type the name of a previously configured target environment. Remember this name,

and use it again to process the RI trigger and load module IPs.
6. Press Enter to display the Process DDL Implementation Package screen.
7. Press Enter to display the JCL Job Statement Information Input screen.
8. Edit the JCL Job Statement Information Input screen to provide job card information.
9. Press Enter to display the JCL Edit screen and make the necessary changes (volume name, database name).
10. Submit the job, and then review the output from the completed job. Confirm that processing completed with return

codes of 0.

Process the RI Trigger IP

This procedure shows you how to process the RI trigger IP. Note that this procedure can be common to all targets within a
DBMS type provided you are using the same RI trigger LOAD library. When using DB2, the DBRM library must also be the
same across all the targets.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Implementation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 to display the Gen Installation Toolset Main Menu.
2. Select option 1 (Process Implementation Package) to display the Select Implementation Package screen.
3. Tab to the Data Set field and type the name of the CEHBSAMP. The data set name must be enclosed in quotes.
4. Tab to the Member field and type TIXIVPRI or TIXIVARI.
5. Tab to the Name field and type the same target name you used in the DDL IP.
6. Press Enter to display the IP Action Menu.
7. Select option 1 and press Enter to start installing the RI trigger IP.
8. When processing is complete, a message indicating a successful installation must be on the screen.
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Process the Load Module IP

This procedure shows you how to process the load module IP. Repeat this procedure for each supported target.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Implementation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 to display the Gen Installation Toolset Main Menu.
2. Select option 1 to display the Select Implementation Package screen.
3. Tab to the Data Set field and type the name of the CEHBSAMP. The data set name must be enclosed in quotes.
4. Tab to the Member field and type the load module IP that matches the target you are testing. The choices are:

– TIXIVPCE (for CICS DB2 ENHANCED)
– TIXIVPCI (for CICS DB2 STANDARD)
– TIXIVPME (for IMS MAPPED ENHANCED)
– TIXIVPIM (for IMS MAPPED STANDARD)
– TIXIVPBE (for IMS BYPASS ENHANCED)
– TIXIVPIB (for IMS BYPASS STANDARD)
– TIXIVPTE (for IEFAE ENHANCED)
– TIXIVPTS (for IEFAE STANDARD)

5. Tab to the Name field and type the same target name you used for the DDL IP.
6. Press Enter to display the IP Action Menu.
7. Select option 1 and press Enter to start creating and installing the executable load module IP.
8. When processing ends, a message indicating a successful installation appears on the screen.

Test the Gen IT Installation

The information in the following process is presented solely as an example of how to test and use IT for z/OS. Select the
appropriate IP modules for your host environment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Load a load module and RI trigger script using the sample IP members in the install CEHBSAMP library. This example
is for an application that targets CICS using the enhanced map generator and DB2. Enter a descriptive name for
your environment when defining your script. These descriptions are displayed when you select an IP load module for
processing.
a. From the Installation Toolset Main Menu, select option 4 Access Utilities Menu.
b. On the Utilities Menu, select option 2 Load Script Utility to display the Load Script screen.
c. Enter the information that is shown in the following figure.
                                          Load Script

COMMAND ===>

Load Module Script

    Name . . . . . CICS-BYPASS ______________

    Data Set . . ‘CAI.MVSIT.CEHBSAMP’__________________ (Quotes Required)

    Member . . . . TIXMVSLM

RI Trigger Script

    Name . . . . . RI SCRIPT ______________

    Data Set . . ‘CAI.MVSIT.CEHBSAMP’ __________________ (Quotes Required)

    Member . . . . TIXMVSRI

description . . .  RI TRIGGER SCRIPT-CICS-BYPASS ____________

Language . . . . . COBOL ____       DBMS . . . DB2 _______

TI Monitor . . . . CICS _____       Screen Format . . BYPASS __

Hardware platform __________________OS.MVS _____________ UserId.userid__
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F1=Help    F3=Exit    F11=ISPF    F12=Cancel

2. Create a target.
a. On the IT Main Menu, select option 3 Maintain Configuration Information to display the Selection List screen.
b. Press F5 (Add). The Select Script screen lists the available load module scripts.
c. Select CICS-BYPASS (the load module script that is created in Step 1) and press Enter. The Target Definition

screen displays.
d. Enter the information that is shown in the next figure and press Enter.
                                    Target DefinitionCOMMAND ===>Script name    CICS-BYPASS   (Press

 F4 to list scripts)language . . . COBOL   DBMS . . . DB2    TP Monitor . . CICSScreen Format 

 BYPASSTarget   TEST TARGET ______________________________________Name     test MVS/IT Installation

 ________________________________DB2sys   DB2TTarget Test Facility . . Yes / NoF1=Help  F2=Define  F3=Exit

  F4=list  F5=locs  F10=Delete   F11=ISPFF12=Cancel  F13=Options

                           Installation Tool                        Specify Locations   Type changes

 directly into the location fields then press enter to process.   Component . . . TEST TARGET       

     Quotes required   Source Lib      ‘tsoprfx.TEST.COBOL’________________________________________

  Ncal Load Lib   ‘tsoprfx.TEST.NCAL’_________________________________________

  Exe Load Lib    ‘tsoprfx.TEST.EXELOAD’______________________________________ 

 Impl Load Lib   ‘tsoprfx.TEST.IMPLOAD’______________________________________ 

 DBRM Lib        ‘tsoprfx.TEST.DBRM’_________________________________________  Inst

 Ctl Lib    ‘tsoprfx.TEST.ICNTL’________________________________________  Listing

 Lib     ‘tsoprfx.TEST.LISTINGS’_____________________________________  Clist Lib

       ‘tsoprfx.TEST.CLIST’________________________________________  Tranmap File

    ‘tsoprfx.TEST.TRANMAP’______________________________________  Appl Clist Lib

  ‘tsoprfx.TEST.CLIST’________________________________________  MFS Source Lib

  ‘tsoprfx.TEST.MFS’__________________________________________  Batch JCL Lib 

  ‘tsoprfx.TEST.BATCHJCL’_____________________________________  Bndctl Lib     

 ‘tsoprfx.TEST.BNDCTL’_______________________________________  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F7=Prev  F8=Next 

 F11=ISPF  F12=Cancel

                             Installation Tool                             Specify LocationsType changes

 directly into the location fields then press enter to process.Component . . . TEST TARGET         

   Quotes required Idcams Ctl Lib  ‘tsoprfx.TEST.CNTL’___________________________________________DDL

 Lib         ‘tsoprfx.TEST.DDL’____________________________________________RI Source

 Lib   ‘tsoprfx.TEST.RICOBOL’________________________________________RI Load Lib

     ‘tsoprfx.TEST.RILOAD’_________________________________________RI DBRM Lib 

    ‘tsoprfx.TEST.RIDBRM’_________________________________________RI Listing Lib

  ‘tsoprfx.TEST.RILIST’_________________________________________RI Exec Lib   

  ’tsoprfx.TEST.RIEXEC’_________________________________________RI Bndctl Lib  

 ’tsoprfx.TEST.RIBNDCTL’_______________________________________F1=Help  F3=Exit  F7=Prev  F8=Next 

 F11=ISPF  F12=Cancel

a. Press F5. The Specify Locations screen displays.
b. Enter the construction libraries as shown in the following figure.

NOTE
 The data sets Ncal, Exe, and Impl Load Lib must be allocated as PDSE (DSNType = library) data sets.

3. Process the DDL IP.
a. On the Installation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 Process Implementation Package, to display the Select

Implementation Package screen.
b. In the Data Set field, type ‘CAI.MVSIT.CEHBSAMP’.
c. In the Member field, type TIXIVPDS.
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d. In the Name field, enter the target environment name by pressing F6 to list and select the target that is created in
Step 2 or by typing the name of the target created in Step 2.

e. Press Enter. The Process DDL Implementation Package screen displays.
f. Confirm the data on the screen and press Enter. The JCL Job statement Information Input screen displays.
g. Press Enter. The JCL Edit screen displays.
h. On the Command line, type SUB and press Enter to submit the job.

4. Generate the RI trigger.
a. On the Installation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 Process Implementation Package. The Select

Implementation Package screen displays.
b. In the Data Set field, type ‘CAI.MVSIT.CEHBSAMP’.
c. In the Member field, type TIXIVPRI.
d. In the Name field, enter the target environment name by pressing F6 to list and select the target that is created in

Step 2 or by typing the name of the target created in Step 2.
e. Press Enter. The IP Action Menu displays.
f. Press F6. The Detailed IP Action Menu displays.
g. Select Register, Split, Compose, and Execute, and press Enter.
h. When processing is complete, a message displays indicating whether processing completed successfully.

NOTE
 The DDL and RI process occurs only once for each model unless changes to the model make it necessary
to process again.

5. Process the load module IP.
a. On the Installation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 Process Implementation Package. The Select

Implementation Package screen displays.
b. In the Data Set field, type ‘CAI.MVSIT.CEHBSAMP’.
c. In the Member field, type TIXIVPCE.
d. In the Name field, enter the target environment name by pressing F6 to list and select the target that is created in

Step 2 or by typing the name of the target created in Step 2.
e. Press Enter. The IP Action Menu displays.
f. Press F6. The Detailed IP Action Menu displays.
g. Select Register, Split, Compose, Execute, and Install and press Enter.
h. When processing is complete, a message displays indicating whether processing completed successfully.

Tips

This section provides miscellaneous information that may be helpful to you while you are installing and testing the IT on
the DB2 subsystem.

• If you installed the IEFAE version of the sample application (load module IP TIXIVPTS or TIXIVPTE), the application
is ready for execution. Exit to the Implementation Toolset Main Menu and select the Application Test Facility option to
execute the application. The trancode is MENU.

• If you installed the CICS version of the sample application with DB2 as DBMS (load module IP TIXIVPCE or
TIXIVPCI), define the program names and trancodes to CICS before you can execute the application. Search through
the data set members TIXIVPCE and, TIXIVPCI, in the CEHBSAMP for the literal :PSTEP to find the program names
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and trancodes for the sample application. The MEMBER is the program name, the DLGTRAN is the dialog flow
trancode, and the CLRTRAN is the clear screen trancode. Both types of trancodes must be defined.

• If you installed the IMS BYPASS version of the sample application (load module IP TIXIVPBE or TIXIVPIB), define the
PCBs to IMS before you can execute the application.

• If you installed the IMS MAPPED version of the sample application (load module IP TIXIVPIM or TIXIVPME), define
the PCBs to IMS and compile the MFS maps before you can execute the application.

• It is possible to install two or more ITs on a single DB2 subsystem. This is not recommended, but if you do decide to
do this, customize the scripts that are used to install the IT to ensure that the plan name is unique across the DB2
subsystem. This task must be performed by an experienced user. Contact your system administrator for detailed
instructions and site-specific requirements.

• If you are attempting to verify a second IT installation with the sample load module IP, edit the sample load module
IP and change all occurrences of the plan name to another unique plan name. If you do not do this, the second
verification process fails.

Implementation Toolset Installation Errors
This section contains errors and messages associated with the installation, configuration, and execution of the
Implementation Toolset.

The following table explains some of the problems you can encounter when installing the IT.

Problem Explanation User Action
Bind of IT plan fails with error: DSNT210I
# BIND AUTHORIZATION ERROR USING
DBIEFAP AUTHORITY PLAN = INSMODL
PRIVILEGE = BIND DSNT210I # BIND
FOR PLAN IT52USQL NOT SUCCESSFUL

DBIEFAP does not have the authority to
bind plan INSMODL.

Verify that you are installing in the correct
DB2 subsystem. If you are, make sure the
plan name is not already used in the same
subsystem by a different DB2 auth ID.

Bind of IT plans fails because the RPROF
table is missing.

The IT is a generated application and, as
such, requires an RPROF table.

Create an RPROF table for the IT to use
or create a DB2 synonym to an existing
RPROF table.

A PARMLIB file error occurs when you
attempt to start the IT.

This PARM file (PARMLIB) contains
members with site-specific information
and they are generated as a part of the IT
installation. They are required to execute
the IT.

If TIUIT is not in the IT’s PARM file then
execute the option in the ITINSTAL dialog
to create the site-specific PARM files (Build
Parameter files).

The following message displays when you
attempt to start the IT:
TIXGLOB CLIST ERROR
TIXGLOB CLIST MUST BE CREATED
DURING INSTALLATION

The PARM file contains site-specific
information and is generated as a part of
the IT installation. This message indicates
that the PARM file was not created properly
during the IT configuration process.

The safest action is to execute the
ITINSTAL dialog and regenerate the PARM
file.

IP Installation Errors

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter when installing an Implementation Package (IP).

Problem Explanation User Action
Compile of an application program fails; no
listing is generated. *

Compile listings are only created when a
listing library is specified in the target.

To get a compiler listing, specify a listing
library, compose the MAKE procedure, and
execute the MAKE procedure.
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Compile of an application program fails due
to insufficient storage.

The compiler requires more storage than is
available to compile the program.

The safest action is to execute the
ITINSTAL dialog, increase the COBOL size
parameter specified during IT installation
and regenerate the PARM file.
The size parameter is stored in ISPF
variable TIRCBLSZ, generated into the
TIRIT member of the PARM file. TIRIT is
generated when the IT is installed.
You can change the value in the PARM
file; however, your change is overlaid if the
TIUIT PARM file is regenerated.

Compose of a MAKE procedure fails with
File Not Open

The IT is attempting to write the generated
MAKE procedure and has found that the
output file is not open.

Make sure that the script file associated
with the target being used contains a valid
openfile directive.

Installation of application DDL fails with an
-818 timestamp error.

The IT uses a program (TIUUSQL) to
execute SQL dynamically. The executable
does not match the DBRM used to bind the
program.

Contact your IT administrator. Rebind the
plan for TIUUSQL for the DB2 subsystem
you are using.

Installation of application DDL fails with a
-922 authorization error.

The IT uses a program (TIUUSQL) to
execute SQL dynamically. Either you are
not authorized to execute the plan for this
program or a plan has not been bound for
the DB2 subsystem you are using.

Contact your IT administrator; ask him
or her to grant you execute authority for
the plan or to bind the plan for the DB2
subsystem you are using.

The JCL created by the IT to install
an application database contains DDL
statements in place of IDCAMS control
statements.

The DDL IP you are processing contains
IDCAMS and DDL statements. The
IDCAMS statements are split to the
IDCAMS location and the DDL statements
are split to the DDL location. If the IDCAMS
location and the DDL location are the same,
the DDL overlays the IDCAMS statements.

Specify a unique DDL library and IDCAMS
library.

NCAL link-edit of a module fails with an
SD37 or SE37 abend. *

After the IT compiles a module, the
resulting object module is input to the
linkage editor to produce an NCAL load
module

Delete unused load modules from the
relevant NCAL load library and then
compress it. If necessary, allocate the
library with more space and re-execute the
MAKE procedure.

The split of an RI trigger IP fails with a
dataset not found error.

The split step places the source for the RI
trigger modules in the RI trigger source
library. This data set does not exist.

Correct the target to refer to an existing
library or allocate the library that does not
exist.

The split of a load module IP fails with a
location not found error.

The split step places the installation control
file in the installation control library and the
generated source modules in the source
library. One or both of these locations is
unspecified (that is, a library is unspecified
at the target, model or business system
level).

Specify a source library and install control
library at the target, model, or business
system level.

The split of the load module IP fails with a
dataset not found error.

The split step places the installation control
file in the installation control library and the
generated source modules in source library.
Either the install control library or source
library does not exist.

Correct the target to refer to existing
libraries or allocate the libraries that do not
exist.

Compilation of a module fails with a listing
data set error. *

A listing data set was specified in the
target. A problem was encountered
allocating this data set.

Verify the relevant listing library exists. If
it doesn’t, allocate it or change target to
an existing library, recompose the MAKE
procedure.
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Compilation of a module fails with an SD37
or SE37 abend. *

A compiler output file ran out of space. The
most likely cause is that the listing library is
out of space.

If there is a listing library, check the number
of library extents. If out of space, delete
unused listings and compress library or
allocate more space. Re-execute the MAKE
procedure. If extents are adequate, there
may be a space problem with the sys
temp file allocated to the object module
created by the compiler. Contact your IT
Administrator.

DB2 precompiler fails with a RC=20. Code with embedded SQL is processed
by the DB2 precompiler before its input to
the COBOL compiler. The DB2 precompiler
step failed.

Make sure you specified a DBRM library in
your target. Make sure that DBRM library
exists.

* Action Blocks packaged with a Dynamically Link option of No (static) that are included in a module marked for
Compatibility are compiled twice: once with the compiler option NODLL and again with compiler option DLL. The compile
using the NODLL option uses the libraries specified for Static NCAL Lib and Static LIST Lib. The compile using the
DLL option uses the libraries specified for NCAL Load Lib and Listing Lib. If you are processing modules marked for
Compatibility make sure you verify both sets of libraries exist and have enough space allocated.

NOTE
This extra processing does not occur for Action Blocks packaged with a Dynamically Link option of No but are
only included in Static or Dynamic (DLL) executables.

Implementation Toolset Messages

Various errors may occur during the five steps of installing an Implementation Package. Each of these steps includes
a number of activities, such as opening files, or writing to the configuration database. The Implementation Toolset will
output messages when it encounters an error condition. For more information about these messages, see Implementation
Toolset Messages.

The following tables list the activities associated with each step, and the common error conditions associated with those
activities.

Errors Associated with the Register Step

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter during the register step.

Processing Actions Potential Error Conditions
Reading IP
Writing to configuration database.

IP file corrupted
Configuration database corrupted
Problem accessing configuration database
Database full.
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Errors Associated with the Split Step

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter during the split step.

Processing Actions Potential Error Conditions
Reading IP
Reading configuration database.
Writing to target configuration locations.

IP file corrupted
Configuration database corrupted
Problem accessing configuration database
Database full.
Not enough disk space.
Target locations (directories) never created.
User does not have permission to write to target locations.
User does not have permission to overwrite files in target
locations.

Errors Associated with the Compose Step

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter during the compose step.

Processing Actions Potential Error Conditions
Reading configuration database.
Writing MAKE file.

Configuration database corrupted.
Problem accessing configuration database.
Database full.
Not enough disk space.
Target locations (directories) never created.
User does not have permission to write to target locations.
User does not have permission to overwrite files in target
locations.
Script invalid or incomplete.
Script directives not properly delimited.

Errors Associated with the Execute Step

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter during the execute step.

Processing Actions Potential Error Conditions
Reading and executing MAKE file.
Using IP components.
Reading and writing to target locations (directories).
Using compiler software.

Configuration database corrupted.
Problem accessing configuration database.
Not enough disk space.
Target locations (directories) never created.
User does not have permission to write to target locations.
User does not have permission to overwrite files in target
locations.
Compiler software not working properly.
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Errors Associated with the Install Step

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter with the install step.

Processing Actions Potential Error Conditions
Reading configuration database.
Creating Tranmap file.
Reading and writing to target locations (directories).

Configuration database corrupted.
Problem accessing configuration database.
Not enough disk space.
Target locations (directories) never created.
User does not have permission to write to files in target locations.
User does not have permission to overwrite files in target
locations.
Executable currently being used and cannot be overwritten.
Output from compiler invalid.

Post-Installation Considerations
Now that you have successfully installed Gen, consider the following:

• For information about tuning Gen for optimal performance, see Administrating the Host Encyclopedia.

Gen Licensing
Gen does not require a valid license file to install components. You can install any component and can use it for a 30-day
trial period. Only the licensed components continue to work after the 30-day trial period ends.

Trial Period

The 30-day trial period does not apply to features for which you already have licenses, even if the license expired. If
existing licenses for releases before Release 8.6 expired before installing Gen Release 8.6, the component that is
associated with that license may fail with an invalid license message. Since the transition to the new 30-day trial feature
occurs only once, future releases of Gen will not issue the invalid license behavior.

To ensure uninterrupted use of Gen, get updated license keys for expired components before installing Gen Release 8.6.

Licenses

The licensing system on Windows, UNIX, and Linux platforms is similar. After the trial period ends, the license file defines
the components that continue to execute and the generation options available.

The license directory contains the licensing software. When the license directory also contains a file that is named ca.olf,
the new licenses must be merged with existing licenses.

Windows setup installs the licensing software for a new installation or updates the software for an existing installation.
During a new installation on a Windows-based system, installation software creates the licensing folder C:\Program
Files(x86)\CA\SharedComponents\CA_LIC. For a Windows upgrade, the license folder is C:\CA_LIC.

For a new UNIX or a Linux system installation, the installation software creates this licensing folder: /opt/CA/
SharedComponents/ca_lic. If there was a previous installation of the licensing software in /ca_lic or /opt/CA/ca_lic, the
installation moves the license file to /opt/CA/SharedComponents/ca_lic and replaces the old directory with a symbolic link
to /opt/CA/SharedComponents/ca_lic. It creates the symbolic link to maintain support for legacy CA-licensed programs.

The UNIX or Linux installer creates an empty ca.olf if it does not exist so you can merge licenses.
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Distributed ALP Key Certificates

When you receive the Gen software for Windows, UNIX, or Linux, you also receive one or more ALP (Automated
Licensing Program) key certificates, one for each Gen component for which you have a license. The instructions on these
certificates direct you to take one of the following actions:

• Edit the license file using a text editor.
• Add the license information for each component.

The license directory contains the licensing software and the license file ca.olf. When the license directory also contains
an existing file that is named ca.olf, the new licenses must be merged with existing licenses. If the ca.olf file does not
exist, the distributed Gen installer creates an empty ca.olf so you can merge licenses into it.

The installer automatically updates the licensing software, if necessary, as the first step in installing Gen. For more
information about licensing software, access the Broadcom Licensing page and refer to the License IT / ALP section at the
bottom of the page.

If your licenses expire, you can create a support case to provide the ca.olf file. They send you an automated email with
instructions on how to deploy the license files.

Mainframe LMP License Keys

For information about Mainframe LMP keys, see the LMP Keys Requirements section of the Common Components and
Services Requirements topic.

Upgrading to a New Release
When you move to a new Gen release, you need to consider how to make the move with minimum impact on applications
in production or under development.

This section offers some general guidelines and a framework that applies for any upgrade, with specific emphasis and
consideration for upgrading to Gen 8.6:

Use this section with the Release Notes as you develop specific plans for your site. The Release Notes lists changes,
enhancements, and specific actions you must take when migrating to this release. During plan development, you should
also refer to the installation guides for the other products you install that are not part of the Gen product suite.

Considerations When Upgrading Gen Components

This section explains Gen component considerations when planning an upgrade.

Schema Release Levels

The underlying structure of stored model information consists of objects, properties, and associations. In addition, the
structure must adhere to a rigorous set of rules that define the following:

• Objects that are allowed or that you can create
• Properties that are allowed or are required to describe those objects
• Associations that are allowed or are required to describe how those objects relate to one another

The objects, properties, and associations; and rules that govern how they interrelate, are called the schema release
or metamodel, for a Gen software release. An Encyclopedia's schema is the highest model schema the Encyclopedia
supports.

The DMAX table stores values for properties that apply to the entire encyclopedia, such as the encyclopedia name and
ID. The highest schema release level on the DMAX table identifies the current version of the metamodel an Encyclopedia
supports.
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The DMDL tables stores values for properties that apply to an entire model, such as the model name. The
MODEL_RELEASE on the DMDL table indicates the release level for each model.

The following table lists releases over the past several years, the schema release level for each release, and the
introduction and retirement dates.

Release Schema Introduced Retired
GenRelease 8.6 9.2.A6 June 2016
GenRelease 8.5 9.2.A6 May 2013 June 30, 2021
Gen r8 9.2.A6 May 2010 August 31, 2016
AllFusion Gen 7.6 9.1.A5 November 2006 April 30, 2012
AllFusion Gen 7.5 9.1.A5 February 2006 December 2008
AllFusion Gen 7 9.1.A5 December 2004 December 2007
AllFusion Gen 6.5 9.0.A2 October 2002 June 2007
COOL:Gen 6.0 9.0.A2 September 2000 June 2004
COOL:Gen 5.1 8.0.A3 September 1999 September 2002
COOL:Gen 5.0 8.0.A3 September 1998 March 2001
COOL:Gen4.1A 7.0.A8 August 1997 September 2000
Composer 4 7.0.A8 November 1996 March 1999

Current schema is the schema for the current release of Gen. Prior schema and second prior schema refer to schemas
supported in the most recent releases of AllFusion Gen.

The same rules apply to each release according to the schema supported in the release. A statement about support for a
particular schema applies to all releases that support the schema.

Encyclopedias

Gen Host Encyclopedia and Client Server Encyclopedia support current and prior schema models. Prior schema models
cannot use the new features of the current schema. However, prior schema models can use other, non-schema related,
features of the new release.

Broadcom Supports transition models in the second prior schema. You can upload and convert them to the current
schema release level or you can delete them.

For models at a schema level older than the second prior schema, you must convert them to the second prior schema
or prior schema using an encyclopedia release that precedes Gen Release 8.6 before converting them to the current
schema. If a model is not in the current schema, the prior schema, or the second prior schema after the upgrade
completes, the only permitted encyclopedia operation on the model is to delete it.

WARNING

Do not upgrade your encyclopedia before completing the model conversions to a schema that is at least the
second prior schema for this release.

Some constraints apply to encyclopedia functions that use multiple models. For example, when using version control, the
following table identifies supported and unsupported combinations.

Source Model Destination Model Supported
Current Schema Current Schema Yes
Prior Schema Current Schema Yes
Current Schema Prior Schema No
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Prior Schema Prior Schema Yes

Client Server Encyclopedia Component Compatibility

The Client Server Encyclopedia Checkout client should be at the same release as the Workstation Toolset. There is no
Workstation Toolset constraint for other clients. Since the clients are frequently updated after updating the Workstation
Toolset, be aware of the following compatibilities between clients and servers:

• Gen Release 8.6 Client Server Encyclopedia servers support Gen Release 8 and AllFusion Gen 7x clients. Not all new
features of the Gen Release 8.6 Client Server Encyclopedia servers are available when using the AllFusion Gen 7x
and Gen Release 8 clients.

• COOL:Gen 6.0 and Advantage Gen 6.5 Client Server Encyclopedia clients are compatible with Advantage Gen 6.5
servers and AllFusion Gen 7 servers. Not all new features in the later release servers are available to these clients.

You must carefully think about the following communication considerations:

• Broadcom Supports seamless connections between all combinations of current schema and prior schema
encyclopedia server releases. A seamless connection implies that Client Server Encyclopedia servers from different
releases can interact entirely through the Client Server Encyclopedia client interfaces. Both encyclopedias must
support the models involved in any seamless operation.

• Broadcom Supports non-seamless functions between all combinations of supported Client Server Encyclopedia
servers. A non-seamless connection implies that Client Server Encyclopedia servers from different releases can
interact through a command line interface. Both encyclopedias must support the schemas of models involved in any
non-seamless operation.

Workstation Toolsets

A Workstation Toolset supports a single schema release level, the current schema, and cannot open models in any other
schema. You cannot check in any models or subsets checked out in a different schema.

Continuing with Gen Release 8.6, Broadcom Supports installing different releases of the Toolset on one machine
with different levels of support for some components. For additional information about component compatibility in this
environment, see Required Windows Privileges.

Generators

The generators delivered with each release of Gen produce code targeted for the runtime in the same release. Generators
delivered with the Toolset operate only on current schema models because the Toolset only supports current schema
models. You can use generators delivered with an encyclopedia with current schema models and prior schema models.
The generated source code is always for the current runtime.

Upgrading to a new release encyclopedia and toolset require eventually upgrading generated applications to the current
release of the runtime. The Release Notes describes what you must regenerate, recompile, or relink when upgrading to a
new release.

Plan For an Upgrade

You should carefully plan the upgrade to a new release of Gen. Many factors in your organization determine the level and
extent of the required tasks and planning. Your upgrade plans should reflect how your organization uses Gen.

Each time you upgrade from one release to the next, you should consider the following:

• Make sure you understand the effect of the new release
• Construct an upgrade plan for your organization that includes:
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– A strategy for moving model development to the new software
– A plan for ongoing support of generated applications
– A plan for rolling out the new release to the organization

Understand the Effect of the New Release

Before you upgrade to a new release, it is important to understand the differences between the release you have been
using and the new release. You might encounter the following differences:

• New features and functionality may provide opportunities to enhance the applications you are developing or
maintaining, and to make the development process smoother.

• Technical requirements may change as other environments and products change.
• A new schema release for Gen requires model conversions.
• Code generator changes may make differences in application performance or interactions.

Understand the New Features

To help plan the new release roll out, upgrade managers should familiarize themselves with the new release features,
functionality, and technical requirements in the Release Notes. The Release Notes also details specific actions to take,
such as what to regenerate, recompile, or relink when migrating to the current release.

If you skipped an upgrade to one or more releases, review the Release Notes for each skipped release, and the Release
Notes for current release. You might also want to review the z/OS Installation Guide, for skipped releases, especially
when upgrading from a release that Gen no longer supports.

Phased Implementation

You can phase in the upgrades for any release. It is not necessary to upgrade all Gen products at the same time. When
you phase in the upgrades, the following general guidelines apply:

• Upgrade the encyclopedia first. Check in all models before upgrading the encyclopedia, including models and subsets
checked out to Workstation Toolsets and to other encyclopedias. After the upgrade completes, check out the models
you need.

• When the schema level changes, you must convert existing models on the encyclopedia before downloading them to
the new Workstation Toolset. If the encyclopedia includes models in schema levels not supported in the new release,
convert or delete these models.

• A Workstation Toolset only supports models at a single schema level.
• The Implementation Toolset must be at the same or a newer release as the Build Tool, primarily because of the runtime

routines the generated code expects.

Construct an Upgrade Plan for Your Organization

After you understand the effect of the new release, the next step is to build an upgrade plan that consists of the following
major components:

• A strategy for moving models to the new release
• A strategy for maintaining application systems with the new release
• A plan for rolling out the new release to the organization
• To help with your planning activities, this section includes a conversion task list for each component.
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Develop a Model Upgrade Strategy

The model upgrade strategy addresses how to move existing models to the new release. Upgrading models involves the
following steps:

1. Populating the encyclopedia
2. Converting the model to the new schema

You address populating the encyclopedia for all models when you install the encyclopedia software for the new release.
The section, Considerations When Upgrading Gen Components, explains some of the options available for upgrading an
encyclopedia in place, populating the encyclopedia as a whole, or moving models one at a time.

When the new Toolset you are using and the model you want to edit are not at the same schema level, you must convert
the model before you can download it to the new Workstation Toolset. You must use an encyclopedia to convert prior
schema and second prior schema models to the current schema release for support on a current schema workstation.
After converting the model, all Workstation Toolsets that use the model must be at the current schema release.

Determine Your Model Upgrade Strategy

To move existing models to a new release, determine your model upgrade strategy by performing the following tasks:

Follow these steps:

1. Order and install the encyclopedia and workstation software.
2. Establish a test environment for the upgrade project after you install the encyclopedia software.
3. Identify how to populate the encyclopedias. For options, see Considerations When Upgrading Your Encyclopedia

section.
4. Create a model inventory.
5. Identify the models to retain with the new release. For each model, record the following information:

– Ownership
– Contents, for example, where in the life cycle the model is, if the model is used for construction, and so on
– Size, for example, number of objects
– Usage, for example, is the model in development; does it represent a generated system or is it the source of

objects for other models
– Location of the model, for example, does the model need to be returned from a Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE)

to a Host Encyclopedia or to another Client Server Encyclopedia
6. Consider development plans. The upgrade plan must consider development and implementation plans of models

in development. When possible, schedule conversion when there will be minimal implementation and construction
activities to reduce disruption to development team's work.

7. Test the upgrade strategy. Select a model to test the upgrade strategy. Test the encyclopedia population method you
are using. Estimate the timing and space requirements for the actual conversion.

8. Define a fallback or contingency plan that lists the steps required if severe problems develop during the upgrade.
9. Determine the sequence of model conversions and note special requirements or milestones for development projects.

Upgrade a Client Server Encyclopedia

After completing the upgrade plan for your organization, you are ready to do the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE)
upgrade. Perform the following tasks:

Follow these steps:

1. Before installing the new release, use the currently installed Client Server Encyclopedia release and verify there are no
checked out models or subsets and that all models are in a schema the new release supports. Take corrective action
to make the encyclopedia ready to upgrade before removing the currently installed release.

2. Shut down the CSE.
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3. Make a backup of the encyclopedia and coordination database. You may want to make a backup of the CSE software
too.
Important! It is your responsibility to protect your model data.

4. Shut down the database.
5. Uninstall the old release.
6. Upgrade the computer to meet the technical requirements for the new release. Follow the database vendor's

instructions for upgrading a database in place.
7. Make another backup of the encyclopedia and coordination databases using the newly installed database tools.
8. Install the new Gen release and run this command: cse_config
9. Start the new CSE and run post-installation tests.
10. Proceed with model conversion and toolset upgrade plan.

Upgrade a Model

After determining the model strategy, upgrade the model by performing the following tasks.

Follow these steps:

1. Check in all subsets from workstations before upgrading the encyclopedia.
2. If this is a child model on the Client Server Encyclopedia, apply all changes with check in to the parent model.

Note: To convert a model to the current schema, you must check in a model fully and it cannot be a child model.
3. Upgrade the encyclopedia.
4. Use the Model Conversion Utility on the Encyclopedia, if a schema release change is required.
5. Install the new Workstation Toolset.
6. Check out models or subsets and continue your work.

Develop a Strategy for Existing Application Systems

Production applications are not directly affected by upgrading the development environment. But the model or models on
which they are based are directly affected. Your strategy for upgrading applications should include:

• Sufficient testing in the environment to ensure confidence that a new code generator does not affect future changes
• Evaluation of new features to be applied to the application

Note: For information about z/OS application migration, see DLLs, Compatibility and Application Migration in HE in the the
Encyclopedia section.

Upgrade an Application System to Gen

You need to create a strategy for supporting production systems generated before COOL:Gen 6.0, during and after
conversion to Gen Release 8.6.

Follow these steps:

1. Understand the differences between code generated with Gen Release 8.6 and code generated with earlier versions.
Consider the effect of the new features and functions in all releases since the current release.

2. Review construction procedures. Consider the effect of the changes to generation and installation on Release
Management procedures.

3. Create a system inventory. Identify the systems to regenerate. For each model, record the following information:
4. Ownership.
5. Size, such as the number of objects.
6. Determine an application support option. See the section on Application Support options in the Considerations for

Application Support section and determine the best option for upgrading the system.
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7. Sequence the application systems to regenerate. Determine the sequence for upgrading the application systems.
When determining the sequence, make the following considerations:

• Are there dependencies between the systems?
• Are there any ongoing development projects on these systems?
• Is the system critical to the business?

After you determine the systems to regenerate, develop a plan for each system.

Template Task List for Regenerating an Application System

This section lists template conversion tasks for moving an older application into a Gen Release 8.6 application
environment. This task list varies depending on the number of older applications in your organization, the size and
expertise of the development team, and the development stages of the applications to convert. The task list is not based
on using a particular component or the release from which you are converting. For example, the task list is not dependent
on using the Host Encyclopedia or the Client Server Encyclopedia.

The following template task list is for regenerating an application system:

• Pre-system test
• Convert model to Gen Release 8.6

– Run consistency check against model
– Identify and resolve consistency issues
– Review, document, and fine tune the data model

• Generate new system and perform preliminary system test
– Allocate construction libraries
– Generate database
– Generate RI triggers
– Review external action blocks
– Select load modules for pre-system generation
– Generate load modules for pre-system generation
– Test and review selected load modules

• Establish detailed system test plan
– Establish testing plan and testing sequence
– Develop system test scripts
– Load database with test data
– Assign USER security access to modules
– Review test system plan

• Suspend new development
– Limit additional activity on prior schema models

• System test
– Generate entire system to upgrade
– Complete system test
– Resolve any issues on differences
– Validate entire system test results

• Production implementation
• Convert production models to current schema

– Copy and rebind the plans
– Regenerate system and promote system into production

• Validation
– Validate procedures
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Produce Rollout Plan

For any major new release, you must build into the plan the tasks to communicate the new features and train those using
the new release. The plan must also include the rollout of workstation software to the developers using the new release.

The following sample rollout plan lists the tasks required to communicate the new features:

• Establish Gen standards
– User interface standards

• Standard OCXs
– DBMS standards

• Develop a training plan
– Determine training needs
– Review the training matrix in the section Recommended Training for Gen Users

• Determine a workstation implementation plan
– Determine the workstations to upgrade
– Order software, including:

• Gen Release 8.6
• Compilers, database, and precompilers

– Sequence installation of software
– Test and review installed software

Recommended Training for Gen Users

The section describes the training required for different types of users:

Project Managers
- Overview of what is available in the new release, including additional functionality and platforms available

All workstation users
- Toolset training on new features and functions

Constructors and Database Administrators
- Technical design options

Constructors
- Toolset training on new features and functions

Encyclopedia Administrator
- Host Encyclopedia or CSE training

Identify Roles and Responsibilities for the Upgrade Team

When upgrading a Gen project, you must identify who is responsible for each task. The number of individuals depends on
the tasks in your detailed plan and the extent to which your organization uses Gen.

Address the roles and responsibilities as you assemble the upgrade team. The roles and responsibilities are as follows:

Project Sponsor
- Overall responsibility for the upgrade. Understands business drivers that determine the need for an upgrade

Upgrade Team Manager
- Responsible for the planning, coordination, and day-to-day management of the upgrade

Application Specialists
- Available to the project as knowledgeable individuals in the functionality of the application being upgraded

Systems Administrator
- Responsible for installing and maintaining the encyclopedia environment
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Database Administrator
- Responsible for general database preparation, maintenance, and support during the upgrade process

Gen Specialist
- Responsible for knowing all new functionality within Gen, and how to take advantage of it, for upgrading the
application, and for support when required

Workstation Administrator
- Responsible for installing all workstation software

Finalize the Upgrade Plan

At this stage, you have determined the members of your upgrade team and the scope of the upgrade from three
perspectives:

• Models you want to retain under the new release
• Application systems that need regeneration
• Rollout to the organization
• You can prepare the upgrade project plan using a Project Charter and schedule. The charter outlines the objectives,

goals, critical success factors, and completion criteria for the project. The schedule depicts timelines, milestones,
tasks, and resources. You may require several charters and schedules for complex projects.

Before you start the upgrade project, all parties must agree to the charter. Reaching agreement and the parties involved,
depends on your organization and the size and nature of the conversion.

The upgrade plan should cover the following:

• How and when to upgrade the Encyclopedia
• How and when to test the production systems support
• How and when to regenerate production systems
• How and when to upgrade the models
• How and when to implement the training plan
• What changes are required to individuals' roles and responsibilities

Considerations for Supporting Generated Applications

This section explains the referential integrity triggers considerations and the options for allocation upgrade considerations
you should review when supporting generated applications.

Referential Integrity Triggers

Referential Integrity Triggers do not require regeneration unless it is a Java application.

Options for Application Upgrade

If you have a production application built with an earlier version of Gen, upgrading your development environment
does not directly affect the application's operation. Since most applications require ongoing maintenance to adjust for
environment and business changes, you must consider the effect on the overall application of regenerating part of the
application.

The goal of model-based development is to define applicable functional requirements, regardless of programming
language or platform. Ideally, a regenerated part would fit seamlessly into an existing application. However, the continuing
evolution of the technical infrastructure for Gen, compilers, teleprocessing monitors, and operating systems means that
you still need to test and adapt as you move forward.

There are several approaches for maintaining systems generated under an earlier version of Gen:
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• Continue support for the model using your current version of the software.
• Upgrade the system as part of a systems development project.

If you plan a major modification or extension of the system, you can use the development project as a vehicle for moving
toward the current release. During the transition period, you must implement coordination procedures to ensure that
emergency production fixes are also implemented in the new development model, as applicable.

If you are working with consecutive releases using the same encyclopedia data tables, you can work with separate
models using different software, and migrate required changes forward.

Considerations for Supporting Generated Applications

• Convert the model to the current schema and regenerate the entire system in the current release.

This option requires regeneration of the entire system using the current release code generator and runtime routines.

The decision to take this option depends on:

• – Availability of regression tools or resources to carry out any system test and regression test activities required
– System size, complexity, and the impact of system down time on the business
– During the test period for the newly generated system, fixes may be required using the earlier version of the model.

You must have a coordination procedure to ensure that fixes are not lost during the transition.

The benefit of this approach is that you can trace all code behaviors to one code generator. It is easier to exploit
possibilities for performance improvements offered with the newest releases of Gen progressively.

• Evolve support for new releases.

Using this option, the application remains as it is. The model on which it is based resides in the current release
encyclopedia and is converted to the current schema. You generate changes to the system as needed, using the current
code generator. You should include any adaptation required for the current release, or other technical environment
changes, in tests for the changed portions of the application.

You should still plan some code generation testing during the upgrade to establish a level of confidence with the new code
generator in your environment and to anticipate adaptation requirements.

This approach depends on some level of compatibility in runtime support between the prior and current release in the
targeted configuration for the generated application. For information about the requirements to migrate to the new release,
see the Release Notes.

Post-Installation Configuration Activities
The Gen documentation describes post-installation configuration activities and how to use the Gen product features. You
can find this information in the following sections:

• Client Server Encyclopedia
• Implementation Toolset

– Windows Implementation Toolset
– UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset
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– NonStop Implementation Toolset
• Build Tool
• Diagram Trace Utility
• Transaction Enabler
• Communications Bridge
• Client Manager
• MQSeries Middleware
• Tuxedo Middleware
• TCP/IP Middleware
• ECI Middleware
• .NET Remoting
• C Proxy
• COM Proxy
• Java Proxy
• .NET Proxy
• Java Web Client
• >Web Generation
• ASP.NET Web Client
• .NET Servers
• Enterprise JavaBeans
• CFB Converter Services for EJBs
• Web Service Wizard
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